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Sunmany

A se:ries of 6 ex¡renLments usJ.ng an:lmals and humans

vùere carnl,ed out studying the effects of initiaL tnaÍning
on subsequent shift tasks,

Section I deals with anínra1 díscniminatÍon shift
leanning, pnirnanil-y neversaL teanning and the oventnalning
nevensal effect (ORE), An emplnical nev:lew of the nat
Iitenature on the ORE concLudes (with MackLntosho 1969)

that a difficult díscnj.mLnation and a lange :reward ane

necessary conditions fon the effect. Theoníes designed

to explain the ORE ane evaluated ín the ltght of the
ernpinical f indíngs,

Expenínent l- descnibes a pílot study designed to
test a stimulus salience explanatLon of the ORE. The

nesults índicated that change in stimulus saIíence was

not a variable affectíng the ORE. Funthen expenímentation
(ExpenÍment 2, nevealed that unden the pentaining conditions,
while the ORE was not obtained using the conventional
cnitenion and overtnained gnoups despfte the employment of
e difficult discrinLnatlon and lange newandr êD analogue of
the effect was obtained by using as the lessen tnaíned group

a group nevensed just befs¡re cnJ-tenion, The inclusion of
anothen gnoup gíven even fewen lnitial- discrÍnination tnials
indicated that speed of r"eyensal leanning following vanious
amounts of lnitíal tnaining coul-d be descnibed by a
quadnatic function.
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Expeniment 3 tested the hypothesis that thene is a

nelationship between initial task cnitenia of leanníng and

task difficulty such that lower cnitenia of leannÍng on

easien tasks ane equívalent to higher critenia on none

diffÍcu1t tasks, It follows fnom thÍs that the OBE should

be just as neadily obtaÍned usíng an easy task as a
dlfficutt task pnovídíng that appnopriate cnitenia of
leanníng ane employed, This was confinmed with nats

tnained to a low cnitenlon on the initíal dísc¡'imínatÍon
of an easy spatlal- tesk, The ínclusion of a gnouP tnained

to an even lowen cniterion, again nevealed a significant
quadnatic function as ín Ex¡rerínent 2,

Section fI deaLs witTr hunan discnimination, venbal

and concept shift leanning, The enpirrieal and theoretical
neyiew of the literatune indLcates that the nelationshíp
between task diffículty and cnitenia of learning suggested

by the animal wonkn aLso appLl.es to a substantial
pnopontion of the human studies, Expeniment 4 using

adult humans was desÍgned to dinectly test this hypothesÍs'

The relationshíp was found whene mediated shÍft leanning

occunred using a complex positf.on discniminatÍon with
unnelated stimuLi.

ExpenÍrnent 5 used nu¡nenical stímuli and indicated

one tnial nevensal leanning by subjects trained to a

conventional cníteníon, Slowen revensal leanning was



k)

demonstneted by subJects glven a veny tow inLtiel task
critenl-on, ExpenÍrnent 6 studied the effects of
cniterion leveLe on Eenia1 shift leannlng tasks nathen
than the sÍngLe shifts enployed ín the pnevJ.oue

expeniments, Nonneversal shÍfts witrr sí¡nilan med:Latons

nequined fon the solutLon of, each taEk brere used. The

nesuLts indicated that while subJecte gfven a highen
cnítenion learned each subsequent task mone rapidl.y than
the prrevious tEsk, subJects given a lower cnÍtenlon
eventually found the shift tasle insolubLe,
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SECTION I: ANIMAL DISCRTMINATTON SHTFT LEARNTNG,

CHAPTER 1

A REVIEW OF THE ORE USING RATS.

I An empinical histony of the ORE

I

.l

: ¿'

ar

l\/

I

(a) 19s3-1961

fn 1953, Reid tnained thnee gnouPs of rats on a
black-white discnimination in a Y maze befone nevensing

them. The amount of tnaining on the initial discnim-

ination fon the thnee groups I^ras¡ to a cnitenion of 9/10

consecutive cornect nesponses with the last 5 nesponses

connect; to the sclme cnitenion plus an additional 50

tnials; and to the same cnitenion plus an additional 150

tniaLs, nespectively, Reid found that the gnoup given

the most tnaining on the oniginal discnimination Leanned

the nevensal significantly mone napidly than either of the
groups given less tnaining. The phenomenon, known as the
Over:leannLng Revensal Effect (ORE), engendened an enonmous

amount of intenest which has continued to the pnesent tirne.

This intenest has been due to two factons. Finstly the

ORE is panadoxical in that it is not intuitively obvious

that additional tnaining on one task should facilitate the

leanning of the nevense task. Secondly, in 1953 the
HulLian leanning theony (Hull, 1943) was stilI at the height
of its influence and the ORE could not be neadily
inconponated into ito while laten intenest in the
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Phenomenon tended to centne on modenn chaining theonies'

Theonies concenning the ORE will be discussed in Pant 2

of this chapten.

Two additional findings of Reidrs wene of intenest.
Finstly, the gnouP given 150 additional tnials beyond

cnitenion tended to pensevenate to the o1d positive
stimulus fon a longen peniod duning reversal than the

other two gnoupso and secondly, this gllouP position
nesponded (i,e. nesponded to the same position fon a

centain numben of consecutive tnials) less than the othen

two gnoups. Hence it did not aPPean pnobable that ,oven-

tnaining had the effect of neducing nesistance to
extinction of the old nesponse duning neversal.

UntLl the eanly 1960rs the ORE was invaniably
obtained by a3-1 expenimente::s using the basic panadigm,

whLch nonmally consisted of a cnitenion and an oventnained

gnoup nather than the thnee grouPs used by Reid, Pubols

(1956), venified Reidts nesult using a visual discnimination,

ando more irnpontantl-y in the light of subsequent nesultst

obtained the ORE in a second expeniment using a position
discnimination. A posìtÍon ORE was also obtained by

Bnunen, Mandlen, 0rDowd t lrlallach (1958) although only when

animals hlene unden low depnivation. Subjects in this
expenLment had to leann to make single-altennations in a

foun-unit stnaLght-atley T rnaze on each tpial nathen than
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the conventional singLe left on nLght 2 choice posÌtion
dìscni¡nLnation. Othen eanly attenpts to obtain the

eff ect ÌÀIene equal-Iy successful. Capaldi ê Stevenson

(1957), Bnookshine, I¡lannen Ê Ball (1961-) r DtAmato t
.Iagoda (1961-), and Komaki (1961) all obtained the ORE

using bnightness discnìminations while Nonth t Clayton
(1959) obtalned it using a honìzontal vs. ventical line
discniurinatLon. In addition, Bnookshine et aI obtained

the effect usLng a spatial task and Komaki obtained a

similan effect using non-revensal tasks (i.e. ove:1t:laining

facilitated extna-dimensional- shift tasks as wel-l as the

Íntna-dimensional nevensaL task),
Thene wene two othen expeniments, which while not

enploying conventional ORE panadigms' neventheless did
use related designs and ane consequentty Ì'elevant. Binch,

Ison t Spenling (l-960) used a successive discnirnination
pnoblem in a single nunway. Since cornect on inconnect

nesponses ane not invol-ved in thLs situation, their
measure of 3-eanning was latency of nesponse on a black-
white discnimìnation. Anirnal-s attained cnitenion when

thene was no ovenlap between latencies to the two cues

duning one dayrs run of ten tnials. The gnouP given

post-cnitenial trial-s on the initiat dl.scrimination
lea:rned the nevensal more napldly than cnf.terion tnained

animals,
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Ison E Blnch (L96L) used diffenential end box

placement as a substLtute fon the conventional initial
discnùnlnation, One grouP neceived 50 pl-acements, half
into a black end box contalning no rehrard and the othen

half Lnto a white nehlarded end box. The othen grouP

neceived 200 such placements, ConventionaL reversal

tnaining was then given with the exception that the position

of the black and white end boxes did not alten' The gnouP

given mone lnitLaL placements leanned the neversal more

napidly,

(b) 1962-1965

(1) Successfuf attempts to obtain the ORE

Aften 1961, while the ORE was still. obtained by

expeflmentens, thene l{ere al-so manyo êt the time, appanently

inexplicable failunes, Capaldi (l-963) and Theios t Bl-ossen

(1965) both obtained the effect using a positLon discnÍm-

ination, In the l-atten study, a lange newand on each

tnÍal was found to be necessany - a small nebland nesulted

Ln no diffenence between gnouPs ' Neithen expeniment used

cnitenla of leanning on the initial task but nathen gave

anl,mals a fixed nunben of tniaLs with one gnouP (ttre ovel?-

tnained gnouP) being given mone tr"ial-s than the other gnouP.

These two wene the only expeniments to demonstnate the

effect usLng spatial- discniminations duning this peniod'
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Mackintosh (1962, L963a, 1965b), was the only

expenLmenter to obtain the phenomenon using a visual
(bnightness) discnimination duning this time. In addition
he found that oventnaining netarded a nonnevensal shift
(L962), a nesul-t in dinect contnadiction to that obtaÍned

by Konaki (L961) who as mentioned pneviously found that
oventnaining facilitated shift leanning whethen it involved
nevensals on nonnevensals, Mackìntosh (1963a) only found

the ORE when innel-evant cues othen than position ltlere

pnesent duning neversal. The ir:relevant cues appeaned to
retand nevensal leanning of the gnoups tnained to cnitenion
onJ.y on the initial discni¡nination.

(2) Failunes to obtain the ORE

(a) The neve:rse ORE. Thene were no othen

successful- attempts to obtain the ORE duning this peniod

and in fact, not only ürene thene many expeniments in which

no diffenence r¡ras obtalned between gnoups, but sevenal

spatial- discniminatLon studies obtained nevense OREs, i.e.
overtnainLng neta:rded rleversal- nathen than facLlitating it,
Hil-I, Spean t CJ-ayton (L962) in thnee expeniments found

eithen no effect due to oventnaining or else a nevet?se ORE,

They used a fixed numben of tnials fon both acquLsition and

nevensaL, Hil-l t Spean (1963) in an attempt to see whethen

this nesult was due to the unconventional pnocedune, nepeated
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the expenirnent using cnitenLa of leanning on both phases'

They again found nevensal netandation due to oventnaining.

Clayton (1963a) also obtained this nesult in two expeniments

and ln addition found that the addition of inneLevant cues

tended to accentuate the infenionity of oventnained subjects.

Kendten S Kimln (1964) obtained a t?everse ORE when using a
small newand on each tnial- and no diffenence between grouPs

when using a langen rewand,

The only othen expenimenten to obtain a nevellse ORE

durring this peniod was Mackintosh (1965c). The nats welre

tnal,ned on an unconventional spatia1 task. Vühil-e the
dl.stance that the animals had to tnavense to neach both

Left and night hand goal-boxes rnlas identical, the tunn-off
point of the left hand alleyway occunned befone that of
the night hand atleyway, A neverse ORE was onLy obtaíned

when initial tnaining was given with the night hand alleyway

positive. Thene htas no difference between gnouPs when

initial- tnaining hlas to the l-eft alleyway on when hundles

râ¡ere placed at the decislon poLnt of the maze.

(b) Failune to obtaLn the ORE involvíng no diffenence
between gnoups. Many studies found no effect due to over-

tnaÌnlng on a spatLal- task. Clayton (l-963b) rnodified his
pnevl.ous pnocedune (Clayton, 1963a) by using a langen

neward and by giving animal-s t houn of fnee feeding each

day nathen than a constant dail-y nation, DlAmato t ulagoda
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(1962) and DtAmato s Schiff (l-964) in a series of six
expen,iments , vanied the numben of tnials given each day t

vanied the numben of oyentnaLning tnials given, connelated

bnightness with position, and made the stimulus

consequences Of an inconnect nesponse aS distinct aS

possible by extinguishing the ilLumination aften an

inconnect nesponse. Paul ê Kesnen (1963) used escape

fnom avensive stimulation nathen than the usual positive
incentlve. The T-shaped discnimination box was filled
with waten which the animats could escaPe from on choosing

the connect side, Ove:rtnaining was not found to have a

significant effect on nevensal in any of these studies.
Foun paPet?s r^¡ere published duning this peniod in

which the ORE was not obtained using visual dÍscnininations.
DtAmato t Schiff (1965) cannied out 8 ORE panadigm

expeniments using a bnightness (dimmen and bnighten light)
discninination, The finst attempted to neplicate DrAmato

t ,Jagodais (1961) successful attempt to obtain the effect.
Subsequent experiments vanled the Postchoice exPosune time

to the discnùninanda duning never:sal, vanied the postchoice

exposune to the discnìminanda duning the initial dis-
cnimination, vanied the pnechoice exposul?e to the dis-
cnlmlnanda fon the entLne expeniment, incneased the inten-

tnia1 intenval fnom appnoxinately I minute to 5 minutes,

incneased the amount of newand (waten re!.rand was used ) ,

and vanLed the stnain of animals used. None of these
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manlpulations resulted in any effect due to oventnaining.

Enlebachen (1963) obtained a nevense ORE using 50%

neinfoncement on the initial discnimination of a bnightness

task but obtained no effect using 100% neinfoncement. Paul

t HavLena (1965) vanied spatial delay of neinfoncement

whethen animals ane neinfonced nean on fan fnom the positive
stimulus doon - and found that it did not affect the

occunnence of the ORE which was not obtained usÍng a
bnightness discr"Í¡ninatl.on, Tíghe, Bnown t Youngs (1965)

qlso found no effect due to oventnaining using both

honizontal vs. ventical stnipes and flat vs, naised squanes

on both nevensal- and extnadimensl,onal shifts. The extna-

di¡nensional shÌft nesult contnasts with that obtained by

both Komaki (L961) and Mackintosh (1962) who nespectively
found that oventnaining facilitated and netanded extna-

dimensÌonal shifts. The pnocedune used by Tighe et al
diffened fnom the othen two studies pnirnanily in that the

nelevant dimension duning the extnadimensional- shift task
was pnesent and innel-evant duning the initial task. Only

the nelevant dimension hlas pnesent duning the shift task'
Both Maekintosh and Komaki on the othen hand, had one

dlmension only pnesent fon both tasks, i.e. the dimension

to be nelevant on the shlft task was not pnesent duning

the oniginal discnimination.
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(c) 1966-1969

The expeniments conducted duning this penÍod were

heavily influenced by fou:r neviews which wene published

dunÍng the mÍd 1960ts (Lovejoy, 1966; Mackintoshr 1965a;

Paut, 1965; and spenling, 1965a, 1965b), These neviews

dealt langely on soIely 1^rith the QRE and had been pnimanily

notivated by the enopmous bulk of conflicting evidence

concenning the phenomenon generated duning the pneceding

years, hlhile the neviewers disagneed on many points¡ oD

one point they were in complete accord. This concerned

the nelative fnequency of occulrrence of the ORE in spatial

as opposed to visual studies, v'thiLe the majonity of

visual studies succeeded in obtainÍng the effectr the

najonity of spatial studies did not, and índeed, it

appeaned to be only when using spatial studies that the

nevense ORE occunned. CleanlY, the:re was Some facton in

visual discniminations, eithen not pnesent on only weakly

pnesent in spatial tasks, which pnedisposed most

experiments employing visual díscniminatíons to demonstnate

the oRE, Fon this reason, while pneviously the majoníty

of expeniments involved sPatial discnirninatÍons, duning

this period expenímentens tended mol?e fnequently to employ

visual tasks, The genenal aín of mAny expenimentens was

to attempt to find the conditions unden which the oRE
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could neliably be found.
(1) Spatial studl.es

Five expenimentens enployed spatial tasks duning

this peniod and none of them unanbiguously dernonstnated

the ORE in these par:tìculan expenirnents. lrleyant (1966)

found no diffenence in ennons to cnitenion. Tnial-s to
cnitenion data ##not given, Eirnas (1967) did thnee

expeniments. The f inst vanied the numben of i¡'nelevant
dimensions and found no effect due to oventraining
innespective of the numben of innelevant dimensions: the

second used a Ross (1962) discnimination box nathen than

a Wisconsin Genenal Test Appanatus and vanied the size

of newand, A nevense ORE was obtained: the thindt
using the saJne appanatus as the second, incneased the

numben of oventnaining tniaLs fnom 100 to 200, giving a

possible ORE the effect hras not quite significant at
the ,05 level-,

Kendlen t Kimm (1967) foltowing on fnom thein
eanLien study on the effect of nçwand size on the ORE,

again found that a small-: ês opposed to a lange, newand

netands nevensal leanning more aften oventnaining than

aften cnltenion tnaLning. Thein nesults indicated a

re\rense ORE when a smal1 newand was used on the initial
discnimination on on both the initial and nevense

discnimLnations, but no effect due to oventraining when
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It was used duning nevensal only on not used at aII, i.e.
Lf a lange newand was used on both tasks,

FideLl t Binch (1967) did a study in which newand

was available on both sides of a T-maze with the positive
side containing mone food than the negative side. Duning

nevensalo the amount of food in the o1d positive side

nemained constant while that in the otd negative was

incneased so that it contained mone than the old positive.
The nesults indicated no effect due to oventnaining in
ter:ms of tnials to cniterion, but a nevense ORE in tenms

of enlrors to cnitenion. Mackintosh (1969) found no effect
due to oventnaining innespective of newand size using a

conyentional ORE panadtgn position nevensal.

Q) Visual studies
(a) Failunes. As was to be expected fnom

pnevious nesults, a considenable pnopontion of visual
discni¡ination studies succeeded in obtaining the ORE,

AppnoxÍmately half neyentheless, did not. Vùeyant (1966)

as in his spatial dLscnimination, found no difference in
enrors to cnitenion on a bnightness (lighted vs, unl-ighted)

discni¡nÌnation, Againo no data concenning tnial-s to
\//et"ecnitenÍon was given. Mandlen (1966) found no effect of

over:tnaìning on eithen a bnightness nevensaL on a non-

nevensal shift to a honizontal--ventical- stnipe discnimination.
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Eimas (1967) obtained essentially the same nesul-ts using

bnÌghtness and fonm discnÌml,nations as he had obtained

using position - no difference between guoups. The only
vaniation fnom his spatial studies was that he did not

attempt to incnease the numben of oventnaining tnials fnom

100 to 200 using a visual discrinination, It was this
nanipuJ-atl,on that nesulted in hLm possibly obtaining a

position ORE (see above). Lukaszewska (1968) faiLed to
obtain the ORE in foun expeniments in which the relevant
dimension was eithep bnightness on shape and thene brene

eithen no innelevant visual dimensions on the innel-evant

dlmensLon hras the altennate one of the above two not used

as nelevant. In additl.on both connection and non-

connection methods wene used. None of these vaniables
appeaned to intenact with oventnaining nesulting in the
ORE not being obtaLned.

(b) Successes. Two papens r¡rene published in which

all expeniments neponted sueceeded in obtaining the ORE,
dPaul (1966'¡'l used both an entny and a non-entny pnoc.dnoe

on a bnightness discnlmination. An entny pnocedune

involved animals entening an empty goal eompantment on

inconnect tnLals whìle a non-entny pnocedune invol-ved

locked negative sti¡nulus doons whìch pnevented animals

fnom entening a goal compantment aften an inconnect choice,
The ORE was obtained usLng both pnocedures, Mand1en (1968)
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used a bnightness discnÌ¡nination followed by one of the
foLlowLng; (a) conventional nevensal; (b) conventional
nonnevensal to a dimensLon not pnesent duning the oniginal
discnirnination; (c) nevensal of S+ to S- with a new S+;

(d) nevensal of S- to St with a new S-; (e) a ner^r S+

wlth the oLd S-; (f) the o1d S+ with a nehr S-. Oven-

tnaining faciLitated shift leanning unden all condÍtions,
(c) Partial successes and suggested necessêny

conditions fon the ORE, Sevenal expeniments found the

ORE in visual discniminations unden centain conditions
only, Binnbaum (1967) using a light off-light on

discnLmination only found the effect when animal-s $rerle

tnained with the bnight aLleyhray as positive duning the
Lnitial task and with 400 rathen than 200 oventnaining
tnials, SubJects took signlficantly longen to leann the
onLginal task when nequined to appnoach the 1Ìghten nathen

than the danken alIeyway, Siegel (f967) used an appanatus

in which animals had to push open left on night side
swinging doons befone they could obsenve the sti¡nuli.
The::e wene two expenLments, one of which involved a

simul-taneous discniminatLon on the shift task (as was used

in all the expeniments descnibed aboye) while the othen

used a successive task. The ORE was obtained on the
simultaneous discnimination but not on the successive.
ExtnadlmensionaL shifts to a dimension pnesent duning the
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initial discr.imination wene not affected by oventnaining.
Bnightness and textune of the floon covening wene the

dÌmensions used. Hoopen (1967), using a black-white
discnimination, found that ovenleanning facilitated
neversal when a lange nathen than a sma1l newand was used,

and under:r a connection nath-en than a nonconnection pnocedune.

Mackintosh (1969) in neviewing the litenatune claimed

that two conditions vrere necessary fon the ORE. These

wene f ìnstl-y, a dif ficult nathen than an easy dis-
cnimination, (a position discnirnination is almost invaniably
easien than a visual discnimination), and secondly a lange

nathen than a smaIl newand on each tniaI. Mackintoshts

review indicated that few expeniments failed to obtain the

effect when both these conditions h¡ene pnesent and that
fewen still obtained it when eithen on both conditions brere

absent. Thus, those visual studies that did not obtain
the effect, faLled due to eithen being easien than the
usual visual discnimination; e.g. Einas (1967, Expeniment

II): due to the use of a sma1l newand; e.g. Eimas (1967,

Expeniment f ); Hoopen (1967, smal-l newand gnoups);

Mandlen (1966); Paul t Havlena (1965); Tighe, Bnown e

Youngs (1965): on due to both; e.g. Enlebachen (1963).

DtAmato t Schiff (1965) used waten newand nathen than

food, making thein studies difficult to compane with
othens.
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0f the few studies that had obtained a position ORE,

two pnobably had methodol-ogical deficiencies, Pubols

(1956) had used an oventnained gnoup which had leanned the

oniginal discnf.ml.natLon Ln almost haLf the numben of tnials
nequined by the cnitenion tnained gnoup (finst pointed out

by LoveJoy, 1966), whiLe TheLos t Blossen (1965) had

employed such a substantial newand fon thein lange-newand

gnoup that significant weight incneases may have occunned

wittr extended tnaining. This was pointed out by Clayton
(1965) and quoted by Mackintosh. Clayton found that when

he nepeated Theios t Blossenrs expenìment he found both

substantial weight incneases and obtained the ORE. Since

thene is evidence that nevensals arle leanned more napidly
unden low nathen than high dnive, (Bnunen et al. 1958;

Kendlen t Lachman, l-958) Theios t Blosser may have obtained

thei:n ORE because oventnained animals r^tere unden a lowen

dnive at the beginning of nevensal tnaining than cniterion
tnained animals.

The hypothesis, neventheless, could not account fon

the nesul-ts of al-I expeniments. Results inconsistent with
l.t wene obtained by Bnunen et al. (1958) and Capaldi (1963)

both of whom succeeded in demonstnating the ORE using
posl.tion dl,scnininationsr and also Lukaszewska (1968) and

Vùeyant (1966) who did not obtain any effect due to over-
tnaining despite ttre use of a lange newand and a difficult
discrinination.
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Mackintosh confinmed his hypothesis in a senies of
expeniments. His failune to obtain the ORE using a

position discnimination innespective of newand size has

been mentioned above. In a second expeniment, using a

fainly easy btack-white discnimination and a newand size

equal to the lange newand in the finst expeniment, he

succeeded in obtaining the effect. Expeninent 3 employed

two tasks - an even easien black-white discnimination and

a difficult dank-gney, light-gney discni:nination, and two

levels of newand, lange and smaIl. As pnedicted the ORE

hras only obtained when both the lange newand and difficult
discnimination $rere used.

2, A theonetical histony of the ORE

An enonmous number of theonÍes and explanations have

been pnoposed to account fon the ORE. These began as

eanly as Reidts (1953) papen which contained two possible
explanations, V,lith the advantage of hindsight, it is noht

obvious that the majonity of these hypotheses !,tere highLy

pnematune and that thein oniginatons would pnobably not

have pnoposed them had they known the nestnicted conditions
unden which the phenomenon was obtainable. Most of the

theories and hypotheses wene suggested duning the ena when

the ORE was, justifiably in the light of expenimental

evidence, considened a neliabIe, neadily obtainable
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phenomenon, It is fon this tleason that any mention of
theonies has been delayed until the pnesent point, making

it possible to evaluate each theony and hypothesis in the
light of all the evidence avaÍlabIe untit 1969.

(a) Spencels equalisation of position habits explanation.

This explanation was cited by Reid (1953) as a
pensonal communication from Spence. ft follows dinectly
fnom Spencers theony of discnirnination leanning (Spence,

l-936). Acconding to this theony, in a discnimination
leannlng situation, stimulus components have appnoach-

eliciting potentials on habit stnengths which can incnease

on decnease acconding to whethen they ane neinfonced or
non-neinfonced, In a simultaneous black-white dis-
cnimination using a conventional 2-choice maze, thene ane

foun obvious component habit stnengths - appnoach to black,
white, left, and night. An animalrs choice on a
panticulan tnial can be pnedicted, acconding to the theony,

by summing the total habit stnength of a panticulan choice

combination. Thus, if black is on the left and white on

the night, for exampleo the animal will appnoach the black-
left combination tf the summed habit stnength of
appnoaching blaek and appnoaching l-eft is gneaten than that
of appnoaching white and appnoaching night. The outcome

of this response whethen the animal is newanded on not
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vrill in tunn alten the stnengths of all the components of
the stimulus complex chosen, The nules acconding to
which this occuÌ-,s are as follows, A newanded response

will nesult in al-l the components of the complex being

stnengthened, A stimulus component of Lntenmediate

stnength wil-I be stnengthened mor?e by newand than a

component whÌch at the time of neward has eithen a high
on low habit stnength. Hence thene should be a lessen
incnement in habit stnength at the beginning and end of
leanning than during intenmediate tnials, If the nesponse

is nonnewanded, aII the components of the appnoached

sti¡nu1us complex will be weakened by an amount pnopontional
to thein stnength - stnongen habits ane decneased mone than
weaken habits if nonrehranded.

Spence, in applying his theony to the ORE, assumed

that at cnitenion animals still have diffenential habit
stnength to the two positions, Consequently, animaLs

neversed after cnitenion tnainÍng onlyn will still have a

relatilvely stnong position habit which must be expected to
intenfene with nevensal J-ear:ning. Subjects on the other
hand given overtnaining o should have thein position habits
equalised duning this additional tnalning. Revensal

leanning should as a consequence be mone napid since

subJects wii-I not be hindened by a tendency to appnoach

one position to the excl-usion of the othen innespective
of the position of the connect stimulus.
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Computen simulations of Spencers model

Spence at no time attempted to test the validity of
his explanation by fonmally demonstnating that it could

pnedict the ORE unden centain conditÌons, i.e. with
centain panameten values. This was done by V'lo1-ford g

Bowen (1969) using computen simulation, The panameten

values set fon incnements and decnements r^rere identical
to those used by Spence (1936). The panameten values

set fon the foun component habits (2 values of both a

nelevant and an inneLevant dimension) at the beginning

of tnaining were vanied over the possible nange beginning
with a veny low habit stnength and ptlogressing to a veny

high stnength, They found that the model pnedicted an

ORE unden conditions of a dl,fficult discnimination as

measuned by the numben of connect nesponses to cnitenion
on the initial task, and at the sarne time a lange

difference in initial habit stnengths between the two

cues of the innelevant dimension (i.e. a stnong tendency

to appnoach one of the cues of this dimension),

!ùhiIe the nesults of lrtol-f ond 6 Bowen I s simulation are

impnessive in that they predict the occunnence of the ORE

using a dlffÍcu1t but not an easy task, thene must

neventheless be considenable doubt whethen the conditions
unden which the model pnedicts the effect, pentain in the

actual expenimental situation, These doubts wene
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expressed by Tunnen Ê Mackintosh C1970), They cannied
out similan computen simulations using identical panameten

values and found that nonoventrained subjects nevensed

slowly because they nevented to thein oníginal position
habit (i.e. one of the cues of the innelevant dimension)
duning nevensal, whl.le ove:rtr:a:lned subjects did not exhibit
posltion nesponding duning reversal. Thene wene two
pninany objections, both concerlned wittr position nesponding.
Finst1y, the model appeans to only pnedict the ORE unden

conditions of a veny stnong initial posítion habitr ês

pointed out above, and unden no othen conditions. The

expenirnental evidence does not suppont this nestniction.
Pubors (1956) in onder to test whethen this was in fact a

necessary condition, gave his animals pnetnainLng in onden

to elimLnate any initial biases fon a panticulan position
and yet stil-l obtained the ORE, It is hence pointless if
the theory can pnedict the effect unden these condítions
only, The second objectlon concenns the natune of the
posÍtion nesponding dÍctated by the model. Cnitenion
tnained animals acconding to the mode1, revense more slowry
because they nevent to the position habit manifested on the
lnitial task, Thls does not correspond to the mode of
nesponding normally exhibited by gnoups of animals in an

expenimental situation, It is well known that while
position habits tend to be stnong duning both the initial
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and nevensal tasks, they are not necessarily connelated

- the same animal may pnefen one position duning the
ínitial discniminatl.on and the othen during nevensal,
Tunnen t Mackintosh gave evLdence of this fnom thel-n own

data and fnom that of Lovejoy, and Spenling (pensonal

cornmunJ.cations, 1968 ) ,

It can be concluded that while Spencers theony can

pnedLct the ORE, it can only do so under conditions which
ane empinically untenable. For this reason j.t must be

nej ected.

(b) Onienting response theony
This theony (also known as the obsenving nesponse

theony) was suggested and favouned by Reid (1953) as an

altennative to Spencefs hypothesis. ft has been funthen
developed by Mandlen (1966, 1968) and Siegel (1907).

Acconding to this explanationo subjectsr ês well as

leanning to appnoach the positive stimulus and avoid the
negatl.ve, must l-eann ovent onienting nesponses to the
stimulus set, Reid assumed that this rrnesponse of
disc¡'ininationtf both develops and extinguishes mone slowly
than the choice nesponse, rt devel-ops more slowly because

finstly, it cannot be initiated until the habits of
appnoaching the positive and avoiding the negative stimuli
ane neasonably stnong, and secondly, because Íncneases in
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its stnength ane likely to be small due to the delay

between making this obsenving nesPonse and obtaining

newand, Reid also suggested two possible reasons fon

its Slov¡ rate of extinctLon, Finstly, thene Ls a gneaten

oppontunity fon neactive inhibition to build up to the

nesponse to the o1d positl.ve¡ êod secondly, thene Ís the

same delay Ln nonneinfoncement of the response of dis-
cnimLnating duning eanly neversal tnials as occunned fon

neinfoncement of the t?esponse duning the initial task'
Mandlenrs (1966, 1968) vension of the obsenving

nesponse theony was based on the nesults she obtained

using a Y maze. She used a cornection pnocedune'

Touching the inconnect doon was counted as an ennor while

entening the same arm on eight of the ten daily tnials
innespective of whethen the subject made an enror on not

was defined as a positíon habit. Mandlen found that
Lnnespective of whethen or not the QRE was obtained (in
1966 it was not obtained using a small newand while in
1968 it was obtained using a lange newand) overtnaining

affected the amount of position nesponding, At cnLtenion,

most animals still tended to enten the pnefenned side on

vintualfy eveny tnial and netnace on those occasions when

the connect stimulus vras on the non-pnefenned side, Duning

oventraining, thís position nesponding was gnadually

extJ.nguished and neplaced by scanning behavioun at the
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choice-point,
Mandlen neasoned that this scanning stnategy was

mone efficient than a netracing pnocedure since an animal

could vintually registen the two stimuli simultaneously

nathen than successively' If thÍs more efficient
onienting nesponse carnies over into nevensal, it is to
be pnedicted that oyentrained animals should leann the

nevensal more raPid1y.
Siegelrs (1967) expeniment also supponted an

obsenving response hypothesis as an explanation of the

ORE, He used an unconventl.onal apparatus, which despite

the use of a simultaneous discnimination Paradigm2 did

not allow animals to observe both etimul-i simultaneously.

The appanatus consisted of a T maze with two identical,
oPaque swing doons at the choice Point. Before

obsenving the stinuli beyond the doons, the subjects had

to push them open. ThLs meant that only one side of
the T maze could be obsenved at a time, If the connect

stimulus was on this side, animals wene llehtanded fol?

passing thnough the doono while if it was the inconnect

stimulus, they were nequined to execute a frconditional

neorientationff - to tunn anound and go thnough the othen

doon.

Siegel theorrised that overtnaining should stnengthen

this neonientation nesponse which in tunn shoul-d facilitate
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neversal leanning since no learning was possible in the

appanatus without the nediating nesponse. He found that
cnitenion tnaíned subjects nesponded by choosing the side

of initial onientation, r'athen than neonienting, fon

significantly mor?e days than oventnained subjects, and

also began this ill-adaptive mode of nesponding

signÍficantly eanlÍen in the shlft pnoblem than oven-

tnained subjects, Siegel suggested that the tendency fon

cnitenl.on tnained subjects to abandon neonienting behavioun

accounts fon the ORE.

While observing responses pnobably do play a role in
the occurnence of the 0RE2 it is doubtful whethen they ane

sufficient to account fon all successful demonstnations

of the phenomenon. A Y- on T-maze, oll Siegelts complex

appanatus in which animals find it difficult on impossible

to observe both stimuli simultaneouslyr mêV well compel

them to leann to make obsenving on onienting responses

which subsequently facilitate neve:rsal leanning. Thene

has, neventheless, been a successful demonstnation of the

ORE using an appanatus in which animals would have had

considenable difficulty in not seeing the two stinuli
simultaneously. Maekintosh (1969) obtained the effect
in two expeniments using a Gnice box, This was designed

to neduce the Ímpontance of obsenving responses by having

the stimuli irunediately adjacent to each othen and

covening as wide an area as possible,
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Two fu::then objections to this theony are its
inability to explain the necessity of (a) a difficult
discnLmination befone the ORE can be obsenved, and (b)

the necessity fon a lange newand, (Since in the

autho:rls opinion, no single theony at the pnesent tirne

can successfully explain the 1atten fact, the second

objection is not as stnong). It does seem to follow
from the theony that the effect will not be obsenved

using a position discnimination. There is no obvious

onl.enting nesponse which an animal- must leann duning

the initial discnimination which will be of benefit
duning the nevensal of a spatial task, Neventheless,

the ORE has never been obsenved using an easy visual
discnínination (leanned in less than 30 tníals) and

thene is no obvious way in which the theory can pnedict

its occurnence with difficult tasks on1y.

(c) Reduction of inhibition
This explanation was finst suggested by DrAmato

and ilagoda (1960), It is well establ-ished that duning

oventnaining animals make veny few, if any2 ennors, and

as a consequence obtain virrtually no expenience with the

negative stLmulus duning this peniod. It follows that
at the beginning of nevensal, cnitenion tnained animals

have had considenably more necent expenience with the

negative stimulus than have oventnained animals, DrAmato
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t Jagoda neasoned that duning nevensal, this should nesult
in oventnained animals finding the o1d negative stimulus
(which will be positive dunÍng nevensal) less avensive,

If one assumes, as is necessary, that nonneinfoncement

nesults in an incnease in avensíveness of the nonnewanded

stimulus I 4Dd that funthenmone this avensiveness decreases

if no nesponses, on veny few nesponsesr are made to the

cue in question, it fol-lows that the inhibition associated

wlth the negatÍve cue will decnease duning oventnaining

nesulting in oventnained animals appnoaching it mone

neadily and hence leanning mone napidly than cniter:ion
tnaÍned animals.

DtAmato t r.Iagoda (1961) tested thein hypothesis by

foncing animals to the negative stimulus on some üria1s
duning oventnaining, They found that this eliminated the

ORE obsenved using contnol gnoups. DtAmato t ,-Iagoda (1962)

found that fonced trials to the negative stimulus duning

oventnaÍning of a positLon discnímination :resulted in a

revense ORE while contnol gnoups showed no effect due to
oventnaining, The authons concluded that these nesults
supponted thein intenpnetatlon of the ORE, Suthenland t
Mackintosh (1971) cast some doubt on this conclusion by

pointing out that it is posslble that the veny fact of
beÍng fonced to a stimulus may have the effect of making

it mone avensive innespective of its value i,e.
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irnespective of whethen it is positive on negative.

ExpenJ.ments avoiding this possible objection have

been done by Deutsch ê Biedenman C1965) ' and Biederman

(1967), ernploying a modificatLon of a design used by Coate

t Gar.dnen (1965) to study the ORE' Coate t Gandner gave

thein animals two tasks simultaneously. On each tnial

the subjects welle nequined to discniminate between the

paLn of stinull pentaining to one or othen of the two

tasks, one paÍn of stimuli was pnesented on 3/) of the

tnials, while the othen Pair vras pnesented on the nemaining

L/+ of the tnials, Hence over a given number of tnialst

subjects wene given mone training on one task than the

othen. Fon half of the animals, tnaining continued until

they neached cniterion on the mone fnequently pnesented

task, while fon the othen half it continued to cnitenion

on the less fnequently pnesented task. Half of the

anirnals in both of these gnouPs were then nevensed on one

problem only and the othen half on the othen Pnoblem'

The nesults j-ndicated that the mone tnaining a subject

neceived on a given pnoblem - i.e. those tnained to

cnitenion on the less fnequently pnesented task - the

mone s1ow1y it leanned the nevensal, whÍch means animals

nevensed onto the mone fnequently pnesented pnoblemo

exhibited a nevense ORE.
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Deutsch t Bíedenman (1965) did not use reversal in
thein expeniment, They tnained animals on two

simuttaneous tasks in the same mannen aS Coate E Gardner

(1965), but fon a fixed numben of tnía1s nathen than to a

criterion, and then gave them a test tnial in which the

two negative stimuli hrene opposed. The p:rediction wast

that if Íncneased training nesulted in a decnease in
aversiveness of the negatíve stimulus, then on the test
tr"ial animals should choose the mone fnequently pnesented

negative stimulus, This p::ediction was venifíed fon a
gnoup given 9 days tnaining but anothen grouP of subjects

chose both stimuli with equal fnequency aften being given

lt days tnaining. Biedenman (1967) confinned this nesult
and also found that subjects pnefenned the mone fnequently
pnesented positive stimulus ínnespective of the total
number of pne-test tnía}s given. (64 and L28 tnial grouPs

wene used).

Thene ane sevenal objections to these two expeniments

as a test of the hypothesÍs, Finstly, subjects may have

chosen one of the negatíve stimulí in pnefenence to the

othen Ínnespective of the amount of tnaining with eithen'
Secondly, the amount of tnaining given aPPears to have

been insuffÍcient to have included any overtnaining,

Deutsch t Biedenman (1965) found that the gnoup given the

!-engthier training peniod wene obtaining only appnoximately
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80% of thei:r nesponses connect on the more fnequently
pnesented discnimination, while the equivalent figune

fon Biedenmants (1967) study was 7oeo, It is pnobable

that most animals had not leanned the task, and had

centainly not been oventnained. The last objection
concerns Biedenmants (196?) finding that animals pnefe:rned

the most fnequently pnesented positive stimulus as well as

the most fr:equently presented negative. If the positive
stimulus becomes mone attnactíve at the Same nate as the

negative stimulus becomes less aversive, the gnound fon an

explanation of the ORE disaPPeans. Any incneased tendency

to appnoach the old negative stimulus after oventnaining
(on Íts ovün, nesulting in an ORE) would pnesumably be

neutnalised by an equally incneased tendency to appnoach

the old positive stimulus.
Mandler (1968) suggested an intenesting hypothesis

which indicated that a decrease in avoidance tendencies

towands the negative stimulus may follow fnom hen

o:rienting nesponse intenpnetation. She suggested that
while animals were position nesponding (which by hen

definition included tunning anound and going to the

positive stimul-us aften finst appnoaching but not

necessanily touching the negative stimulus) ttrey wene

leanning mone and being l-angely contnolled by the negatíve

stimulus. Duning oventnaining, aften they had adopted a
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choice-point stnategy, penfonmance should not be contnolled
as stnongly by the negative stLmulus, but nathen it should

eithe¡' be equally contnolled by both stimuli on langely
by the positive stimulus, Her data only pantly supponted

this hypothesis in that while she found that oventnained

animals wene mor?e disnupted by changes in the positive
than the negative stimulus, cnitenion trained subjects
lvene only slightly mone disnupted by changes in the negative

stimulus as opposed to the positive stimulus.
Innespective of the status of the expeniments designed

to test D tAmato t .Iagoda I s hypothesis , thene must be some

doubt as to its ability to fully explain the ORE, If the

sole effect of oventnaining is to decnease the avensiveness

of the negative cue, animals will pnesumably appnoach this
cue more neadily (i.e, eanlien) duning nevensal. In othen

wonds, the hypothesis assumes in effect that the ORE is
caused by mone napid extinction of the o1d response, This

is dínectly contnadicted by the facts. Oventnaining,

nathen than nesulting in mone napíd extinctiono appeans to
have the opposite effect. As was pointed out at the
beginning of this chapten, Reid (1953) found that ovêll-

tnaining not only nesulted in mone napid nevensal leanning,
but also incneased initial perseveration to the o1d

positive stimulus. This incnease in pensevenation appeaned

to have been offset by an even langen decnease in the
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position nesponding which followed the pensevenation phase

and pneceded cnitenion tnials. Thls nesult has been

venified on many subsequent occasLons (e'g, Komakir 1961;

Mackintosh, 1962; Mandlen Ê Hoopen, 1967). Hence a

sínpte decnease in avensiveness of the negative cue is
insufficient, and at the very least supplementany pninciples

ane requined,
Since the avensiveness of the negative eue should

decnease with oventnaining innespective of the natune of
the task, the hypothesis would not aPPear capable of
incorponating the findlng that the ORE tended to occur

using difficult tasks on1y. Funthenmone, unlike the

onienting nesponse theony, the pnesent hypothesis would

make an identical pnediction whethen a spatial on visual
task was used. The ORE should be obtained with egual

facility using eithen task,

(d) The discniminable change hvpothesis

This hypothesis was suggested by Capaldi t Stevenson

C1957), It assumes, mone dinectly than the pneceding

hypothesLs, that oventnaining will nesult in mone napid

extinction of the otd response duning nevensal. The nate

of extLnctLon is hypothesízed to be dinectly nelated to
the extent to which subjects ane able to detect a change

in the pattenn of neinfoncement. Aften a long senies of
over.tnaining trials, it should be readily appanent to the
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animals at the beginning of rleversal that the neinfoncement

contingencies have changed, This should nesult in fasten

extinction of the old nesponse penmitting the nehr nesPonse

to be leanned in fewen tnials. Cnitenion tnained animals

on the othen hand, having mone necently experienced non-

neinfoncement due to errons in initÍal leanning, will not

find the revensal- change as discniminable and hence will
continue nesponding in the old mannen despite the initial
ernors r

The discniminable change hypothesis suffens fnom

the same defect common to all explanation of the ORE which

nely on mone napid extinction of the old resPonse following
oventnaining as the basic mechanism undenlying the

phenemenon. As pointed out in the Previous section,
oventnaining nesults in slowen nathen than fasten extinction
when measuned in tenms of Perseveration. Neventheless t

whil-e the hypothesis cannot explain the phenomenon in tenms

of the effect of oventnaining on extinction, diffenences

in discniminability of change may Possibly contnibute to
the effect by othen means. It is fon instance possible

that cniterion trained animals, unable to detect the

change yery cleanly and unable to obtain consistent

neinfoncement (since nevensal is in effect instituted as

soon aa they show clea:: signs of resPonding connectly on

the fi::st pnoblern) , begin position nesponding as a natunal
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nesponse Ín this situation eanly dunÍng the neversal.

Oventraíned animals, having obtained consistent nein-

foncement fon a lengthy peníod, fÍnstIy have a stnong

nesponse and hence Persevenate longen, and secondly,

having neadily detected the change, do not nespond as

though they ane faced with a single seemingly insoluble
pnoblem. Hence once the old nesponse has been ex-

tinguished, they pnoceed to leann the new task more

napidl-y which nesults, of counse, in a decnease in the

amount of position nesponding,

0n an easy task, even cnitenion tnained animals

may detect the change since they will have had fewen

nonreinfonced trials duning initiat tnaining and so the

críter'íon tnials themselves may be sufficient fon the

anirnals to detect the change as neadily as oventr"ained

subjects, It would fol-l-ow that the ORE should not be

obtained using an easy discrimination. Hence it is
possible that the discniminable change hypothesis plays

some pant in the phenomenon although the mechanism is
pnobably not that oniginally suggested by Capaldi t
Stevenson.

(e) Frustnation theony

A f¡.ustration theony explanation of the ORE was

fÍnst suggested by Binch (1961) using the theony

elqbonated by Amsel (1958), Bi::ch based hís theonising
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pnimarily on the nesults of Bínch, Ison t Spenling (1960)

(descnibed on p.3) who found the ORE in a go-no-go

bnightness discnímination situation using latency as the

nesponse measune, They found that oventraining nesulted

in mone napid extinction of the nunning nesponse to the

fonmen posf-tive stimulus. (Since a single stimulus was

beíng used, it was possíbte to necond nunníng speeds to
both stimuli sepanately), Binch reasoned that the ORE

vtas caused by mone napid extinction of the old nesPonse

aften overtnaining and that thls in tunn was caused by

incneased frrustnation which followed unnewanded tnials at
the beginning of neversal, The amount of firustnation
acconding to Amselts theory is determined by the magnitude

of fnactional anticipatony goal ï'ìesPonses which in turn is
a function of the numben of newanded tnia1S neceived,

Hence oventnained animals, having had more newanded tnials,
should be mone fnustrated by nonrewand at the beginning of

nevensal and extinguísh the o1d nesponse mone napidly.

Binch made two othen pnedictions of impontance which

fo}low fnom fnustnation theony. Finstly, the magnitude

of fnactional anticipatony goal nesPonses and henee

fnustnation, will depend on the magnitude of the goal object

as welL as the numben of newanded tnials, It follows that

the langen the newand the gneater the fnustnatíon due to
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nonrewand and hence the mone pnobable that the ORE will
be obtained. Secondly, a siml-lar angument should apply
to the degnee of depnivation appnopniate to the goal
object. The mone depnf.ved the subjects, the gneaten the
frustnation and nate of extinction duning nevensal,
incneasing the pnobability of the effect being obse:rved,

Theios t Br:elsfond (1964) wene the finst to point
out that the occurnence of the ORE was in fact mone

pnobable unden conditions of high :rewand as pnedicted by

fnustnation theony. Theios t Blossen (1965) tested the
hypothesis that a large newand was necessany fon the
effect and while they obtained a spatial ORE using a
lange newand only¡ ês was pointed out pneviously (p.15¡

thethein study was methodologically deficient and nesults ;

pnobably due to a failune to equate the total food intake
between groups.

Thene has been no dinect attempt to test the pnediction
that incneased depnivation appnopniate to the goal object
i.ncreases fnustration duning extinction of the oId nesponse

aftep oventnaining thus leading to a gneaten pnobabilÍty
of obsenving the 0RE. The study by Bnunen, Mandlen,

0lDowd t tùallach (1958) may nevertheless bean on this
pnoblem, although it was not oniginally designed to do so,
Using a complex position discrimination (see p.2 ), they
obtained the effect unden conditions of 1ow depnivation
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nathen than high depnivatl.on whÍch is dinectly contnany

to the pnedictions of fnustnation theony.

It can be seen that the main suppont fon the
frustnatLon theony analysis comes fnom the expeniment of
Binch et al C1960) in which they found more napid extinction
of the o1d nesponse aften oyentnaining (although the two

pnevious theonies discussed DtAmato t ilagoda!s (1960)

neduction of inhibition hypothesis and Capaldi t Stevensonrs
(1957) disc:riminable change hypothesis - would pnesumably

also pnedict this nesult) and fnom the incneased tendency

fon the ORE to occun in expenJ-ments employing a lange

rewand, Doubtso neventheless, have been expnessed

concenning the extent to which the fonmen finding does

suppont a fnustration theony explanation of the phenomenon

(e,g. Suthenland t Mackintosh, 1971).

As mentioned pneviously, most of the evidence fnom

simultaneous discniminations indicates that the o1d choice
nesponse extinguishes more slowly duning reversal fon oV€ll-

tnained animal-s, Thene ls hence a conflict between Binch

et alls nesult and that of othen expeniments, This conflict
wouLd appearr to be due to thein use of latency as a nesponse

measune, fonced upon thern by thein choice of expenimental

design, In a single stimulus runhray situation, latency
is the only nesponse measure availabte since the animal is
not nequined to make a choice. Expeniments demonstrating
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an incnease in penseveration aften oventnaining have, of

counse, used the animalrs choice as a nesPonse measune'

It appeat?s to be the case that latency and choice measunes

ane not connelated,

MackÍntosh (l-963b) shed funthen light on this pnoblem.

He gave animals conventional initiat discnimination
tnaining eithen to cnitenion or else to cniteníon plus

150 oventnaining tnials, This was followed by extinction
to a cniterion of equal choice of the two stirnuli oven ten

consecultive tnials. The oventnained gnoup took

significantly mone tnials to neach this extinction
cnitenion than the c:ritenion tnained gnoup. (This

finding was neplicated by Mackintosh, 1965b). All subjects

were then nevensed with the nesults indicating that the

oventnained subjects leanned the nevensal more napidly
than cnitenion trained subjects. Hence the nesults
indicated that oventnaining facilitated leanning of the

new nesponse nathen thanr ês suggested by fnustnation
theony, extinction of the old resPonse, Mackintosh (1963b)

also reconded latencies duning the extinction peniod,

Using this as a response measure2 his nesults wene in
accond with those of Binch et a1 (1960):- oventnaining

decneased nesistance to extinetíon. He offened no

explanation fon this discnepancy between latency and

choice nesponse measures and at the pnesent tine there is
no obvious solution available.
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Recently, Funstenau t Schaeffen (1970) cannied out

an experiment similan in design to that of Mackintosh

(1963b) witn nesults indicating considenably more suppont

fon the fnustnation theony, They used a fixed amount of
tnaining on the initial task (40 on 100 tnials) and thnee

levels of newand rnagnitude, Initial tnaining was followed
by 60 extinction tnials which in tunn was followed by

nevensal to cnitenion. fn tenms of rrernorsrt (i.e.
choices to the pneviously nonnewanded stimulus), they found

slowen extinction afte:r oventnaining fon the two gnoups

given the smallest neward r Do diffenence between the two

groups given the medium neward, and fasten extinction
afte:r overtnaining fon the lange newand grouPs. Hence

they only neplicated Mackintoshrs (1963a) nesult when

using a small newand. When using a lange newand they

obtained exactly the nesult pnedicted by fnustnation
theony. Thein latency data neplicated that obtained by

Mackintosh in that oventnaining incneased latencies duníng

extinction. In addition, they found that small newand

decneased latency. Revensal nesults indicated that the

small newand group given oventnaining leanned more slowly

than all the othen gnoups and that thene r,rtere no othen

significant diffenences, Funstenau t Schaeffen also nan

two ORE panadign groups (i.e. without the extinction period)

using a lange newand and obtained the ORE. Hence the
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intenpolation of an extinctÍon perlod had the effect of
neducing the ORE to a nonsignj.ficant level. Fnom this
nesult, overtnaining would appean to affect extinction
nathen than neacquisition as hras found by Mackintosh (1963b)

and hence supponts the fnustnation theony account of the
ORE. Some slight additional suppont fon the theony came

fnom Funstenau t Schaeffenrs finding that fon the ORE

panadigm gnoups, oventnaLning resulted in mone napid
extinction of the old nesponse (although nonsignificantly)
duning reversal.

It must be concluded that at pnesent the evidence is
too contnadictony to be able to cleanly evaluate the
influence, if any, of fnustnation on the occurnence of the
ORE. The following points have emenged. It is clean
that in accondance witt¡ fnustnation theony, oventnaining
will nesult in mone napid extLnction of the old response

when latency is used as a response measure, Its effect on

choice nesponses appeans to vany, with the :relevant
vaniables as yet unknoürrlr Most expenimentens, in dinect
opposftion to fnustnation theony, have found an incnease

in nesistance to extinction with oventnaining while
Funstenau ê Schaeffen (1970) found a decnease (lange newand

gnoups). The stnongest evidence fon the theony comes fnom

the apparent necessity fon a lange newand in onden to obtain
the effect. Unfontunately this evidence is considenably
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hreakened by the fact that the mechanism thnough which,

acconding to the theony, lange re!{ard should intenact

wittr oventnaining, is either not oPenative or else

openative unden limited conditions, i.e. lange llehtands

combined wíth oventnaining should facilitate nevensal as

a consequence of mone napid extinction of the o1d nesPonse.

The evidence concerning this pointr ês just mentioned, is

unclean, Lastly, fnustnation theory would not seem to
pnedict that a difficult discnímínation is a necessany

condition fon the occu:rnence of the phenomenon, and

indeed o fnustnation theonists such as Theíos E Blossen

(1965) have at+empæ succeeded (unden conditions
'i t1 ohfq't tn t'l 4

descnibed on p. 15) +e-ob+.aín the ORE employing a spatial
disc:rinination.

(f) Attention theony

The attention theony has pnovided the most populan

intenpnetation of the OREr and with nespect to this
panticulan Phenomenon, is the most detailed and thonough

explanation available at the pnesent time. It t¡ras

oniglnated by Suthenland (1959r 1964) and developed

funthen by Mackintosh (1965a, 1969). Mathematical

vensions have been pnovided by Lovejoy (1966, 1968).
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1. Rules of the attention theony. The theony assumes

that as well as leanning the chol-ce response in a

discninination leanning task, the animal must leann to
attend to the nelevant dimension, whene a dimension refens
to differences in fon example, bnightness, size, positíon,
etc., between the stimuli (listed by Suthenland t Mackintosh,

1971¡ p,39). Thene ane sevenal nules which detenmine the
penfonmance of subjects,

Rule I: the stnength of choice responses is incneased

by newand and decneased by nonnewa:rd and the síze of the
change is pnoportional to the stnength of the nelevant
attendíng response. Consequently a stnong attending
response should nesult in napid changes in the stnength of
the choice response and hence napid changes in penformance

with nespect to the dimension attended to and a weak

attending nesponse should nesult in slow changes in the
stnength of the choíce response. This nule has centain
limitations. A choice response near on at asymptote

cannot be incneased substantially by newand non a very weak

choice nesponse be gneatly affected by nonnewand innespective
of the stnength of the analysens. The nule does, on the
othen handr apply to the two al-tennate situations. A

stnong choice response may be decneased mone and a weak

choice response may be increased mone unden conditions of
a stnong attending nesponse to the nelevant dimension than
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when the attending nesponse is weak, Hence when

pnedicting the change Ln nesponse stnengths due to
newand and nonnewand, the actual stnength of the choice

nesponse in question as well as the stnength of the

nelevant analysen needs to be considened.

RuIe TI: the stnengths of the attending nesPonses

to atl possible dimensions ane postulated to sum to a

constant amount. The base level of these stnengths,
i.e, thein stnength befone the subject has been given

any tnaining, will varly for diffenent dimensions, The

mone obvious a dimension the gneaten will be the base

value of the attending response to it. Attending
nesponse stnength is varried by connect and inconnect
pnedictions concenning tníal outcome, If an animal makes

a connect choÍce response on the basis of attending to a

panticulan dimension, the stnength of the attending response

to that dimension will be incneased, ff on the othen

hand it makes the altennate nesponse (in a two choice

situation) while attending to this dimension, the

inconrect pnediction will nesult in a decnease in the

stnength of the attending response, Since at any given

tine the stnengths of all the attendLng rlesponses must

sum to a constant amount, a change in a panticulan
dir:ection by one attending nesponse must be accompanied

by a conmensunate change in the opposite dinectíon in
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the total stnength of all the othen attending nesponses'

I¡then attending to the avaiLable dimensions does not

nesult in consistently connect resPonses (as in the case

of a difficult on insoluble pnoblem) the stnengths of all
the attending responses ¡'event to thein base IeveI.

RuIe III: if the base leve1 of the attending
nespgnse to the nelevant dinension is Iow, as is the case

vrhen the discnimination is difficutt, its stnength will
neach asymptote more slowly than will the stnength of the

choice nesponse, An easy dJ-scnimination on the othen

hand may nesult in the base level of the attending resPonse

to the nelevant dimension being sufficientty high to neach

asymptote at the same rate or even mone napidly than the

choice response,

Rule fV; the last nule concenns penfonmance of
subjects on each tnial. Perfolrmance is detenmíned by

both the stnength of the choice tlesPonses associated with
the stnongest attending nesponse and with the choice

nesponses associated with othen attending nesPonses whose

stnength is wíthin a centain nange of the stnength of the

highest attending resPonse. If all othen attending
nesponses are so weak that none of them fa1l within this
range, then penfonmance will be detennined by the choice

responses associated with the st::ongest attending nesPonse

only. Hence duning the tnaining tnials of a neasonably
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difficult discnimination, penfonmance may be detenmined
by several- dimensions (unless the animar entens the
expenimental situatíon with a stnong attending nesponse to
a panticulan dimension such as position), but as leanning
pnognesses, the attendÍng response to the nelevant
dimension should eventuarly become sufficiently stnong to
completely detenmine penfonmanc€ r

2, Application of the attent ion theony to the ORE.

The theony has been applled to the oRE in the folrowing
manner. rt pnedicts that nevensal leanning will be napid
unden conditions whích ensure that the subject will continue
to attend to the nelevant dimension, i.e. a stnong attending
nesponse, whí1e it will be srow unden conditions whene
attention to the nelevant dimension has langely extinguished.
(rn nevensal leanning, of course, the same dimensÍon is
nelevant aften the shift as r^ras nelevant duning the Ínítial
discnimination). This folrows fnom the finst nule above,
Revensal J.nvolves incneasing the stnength of the choice
response to the fonmenly negative stimulus and decneasing
the stnength of the fonmenly positive stimulus, and by
Rule r these changes shour-d be mone napid unden condítions
of a stnong attending nesponse. rt should be noted that
the afonementioned limitations to this nule (see p. 4r ) do not
apply since it Ís pnecÍsely the two situations under which
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the :rule can openate decneasing a stnong choÍce tlesponse

and incneasing a weak choice nesponse - that are specific
to nevensals.

The stnength of attending responses to vanious
dirnensl-ons will also change dunÍng nevensal, At the
beginning ef nevensal, whLle the animal will pnesumably

be attending to the connect dimension, it will not be

making any conrect pnedictions concenning outcomes sínce
the choice t?esponse will be inconnect (due to pensevenation).
Hence, acconding to the second nuIe, the attending nesponse

to the nerevant dimension wil-I decnease towands its base

level. This decnease will continue eithen to the base

Ievel on altennatìve1y until the stnengths of the two

choice nesponses associated with the nel-evant dimension
ane equal, since until that point is neached, the subjects
predictions will be consistently disconfinmed.

Fnom the above it can be seen that the speed of
nevensaL reanning is dependent on the nelative stnengths
of the attending nesponse to the rerevant dinension and

its associated choice responses. rf the attending response
is extinguished (i,e, neaches the base level) befone the
choice responses are equalised, nevensal reanning wirl be

slow since this attending response wi1l have to again be

stnengthened befone the stnengths of the choice responses

can be funthen changed, If on the othen hand, the choice
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nesponses ane equalised while the attending nesponse is
stíII neasonably high, nevensal leanning should be more

napíd due to the mone napid change Ln the stnengths of
the choice responses (by the finst rule),

ft is the third nule that is cnucial- to the ORE

since it is thís nule which aIlows the attention theony
to pnedict that duning nevensal of overtnained anirnals,
the attending nesponse to the nelevant dimension will in
fact nemain nelatively higho while in the case of non-
oventnained animals it should extinguish and wíIl nequine

neleanning befone the nevensal cnitenion can be attained,
ff, as the nule states, unden conditions of a low base

1evel attending respense to the nelevant dimension, the
attending response neaches as5rmptote more slowly than
its choice nesponses, then at cnitenion, animals will
have nelatively weak attendíng responses but stnongen

choice nesponses. Revensal should consequently take
many tnials due to the extinction of the attendÍng
nesponse as explained pneviously, Overtnaining should
substantially stnengthen the attending uesponse, since
it is rrelatÍve1y weak, but have a lessen effect on the
choice nesponse since it is eithen near on at asymptote.

Hence oventrrained animaLs should begin ¡.evensal with
stnongen attending nesponses to the nelevant dimension

nelative to the attending nesponses of cnitenion trained
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animal-s, but have choice nesponses left rangely unaffected
by oventnaining, As a nesult of this sítuatr.on, over-
tnained subjects should leann the revensal mone napidly
than cnitenÍon tnaÍned subjects, giving the ORE,

The attention theony can not only pnedict the
occunnence of the ORE, it ís also abre to accunately
pnedict the counse of nevensaL leanning fon both cnitenion
and ove:rtnained gnoups, rf, when using a neasonabry
difficult discniminationo attention to the nelevant
dimension is not veny high, ln panticuran if it is not
much highen than attention to an i:rrelevant dimension with
a high base level such as the spatial dimension, then the
strength of the attending nesponse to the nelevant dimension
should faIl below that of the spatial- dímension faínl.y eanly
in neversal. since oventraining nesults in an incnease in
the stnength of the attending nesponse to the nelevant
dimension, duning revensar- it shourd take longen fon this
attending response to be extinguished to the point whene

the subject is contnoll-ed by an i:rnelevant dimension such
as position, rt can hence be pnedicted that oventnaining
will incnease penseveration to the oId positive stimulus
and decnease position nesponding duning nevensal. This,
of counse, is exactly what occurs.
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3, the effect of overtnainLng on extinction.
Mackintosh (1963b, 1965b) has pnovided funthen evidence
fon an attentional- explanation of the ORE using experimental
designs othen than those nonmally employed in conventional
ORE paradigm expeniments. These expeniments wene pnompted

by nesults obtained finstly by Law::ence t Mason (1955) and

Goodwin t Lawnence (1955), and secondly by DrAmato t ,Jagoda

(1960).

Law:rence t Masonrs expeniment Ínvolved thnee stages,
Duning the finst stage animals wene tnained to critenion
with one dimensíon nelevant and anothen innelevant. Fon

the second stage the noles of the two dimensions switched

- the pneviously nelevant dimension became innelevant and

the pneviously ínnelevant dimension became nelevant. Aften
attaining cnitenion on this pnoblem, the animals hrere

shifted back to the oniginal discnimination with half
being nequined to neleann it and the othen half leanning
the nevensal-. The nesults indicated that animals nequined
to neleann the oniginal pnoblem neached cnitenion mone

napidly than animals nequined to lear.n the ::eversal.
Acconding to a single stage view of discnimination leanning,
this diffenence between gnoups should not have been

obtained. Duning the second stage of the expeniment,
since the oniginally nelevant cue became innelevant,
nesponses to it should have extinguished, giving no
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difference between nevensal and nonnevensal duning the

thind stage. Clear1y, extinction had not occul?lled and

Lawnence t Mason suggested that thein nesults could be

explained by assuming that duníng the second staget

extinction of attention to the pneviously nelevant

dimension occurned befone extinction of the choice

nesponses preventing any funthen equalization of these

choice responses. This could have subsequently

facil-itated neleanning and inhibited nevensal when the

dimension hras neintnoduced as nelevant.
Since the incomplete equalisation of nesponse

stnengths duning extinction of the first stage leanning

in the second stage of Lawnence E Masonrs expeniment may

have been due to insufficient second stage tnaining (i.e.
insufficient tnaining to ensune complete extinction of
finst stage tnaining), Goodwin t Lawnence (1955) pantially
neplicated the expeniment and included overtnainíng
duning the second stage. They found that oventnaining

had no effect with revensals still being l-eanned mol?e

slowIy than nonneversals duning the thind stage. Hence

the attentional hypothesis eould be left intact.
Mackintosh (1963b) hypothesised that if the

attention theony explanation of the ORE was connecto then

oventnaining of Stage I of Lawnence t Masonfs expeniment

should langely abolish the diffenence between nevensal
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and nonnevensal duning the thind stage. ff the ORE is
caused by the attending nesponse which is neadily
extinguished, then oventnaining on the finst stage of
Lawnence E Masonrs expeniment should stnengthen the
attending nesponse allowing the choice responses to be

egualised in the second stage. This should nesult in
no difference between neleanning and nevensal in the thind
stage. Mackintosh (1963b) neplicated Lawnence t Masonrs

expeniment, with half the animals being oventnained duning

the finst stage. The diffenence between the nevensal and

nelearning gnoups duning the thind stage was considenably
less manked fon subjects ove::tnained in the finst stage,
confinning the hypothesis.

DrAmato ê,Jagodafs (1960) expeniment involved tnaining
animals to a cnitenion followed by 60 extinction tnials
duning which newand was eliminated following eithen choice.
Aften extinction, animals r^rene tr"ained on the nevensal of
the oniginal pnoblem. The nesults indicated that
immediatety upon the reintnoduction of newand, subjects
significantly incneased thein choice of the fonmen

positive stimulus (which was a negative stimulus at this
time), This response r^ras eventually extinguished,
fol-Iowed by equal nesponding to both stimuli and then
leanning of the nevensal. The phenomenon has been
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labelled the ttdip effect' by suthenland t Mackintosh (1921).

Mackintosh (1963b, 1965b) did funthen wonk on the
dip effect using oventnaining. He tnained some of his
subjects to cnitenion on the initial discnimination and

oventnained the othens. Extinction was then taken to a

critenion of equal choice of both stinuli over 10 tnials
followed by nevensal. Revensal nesults fon cnitenion
tnained subjects neplicated those obtained by DtAmato g

uÏagoda (1960) ín that the dip effect was obtaíned. oven-

tnained subjects on the othen hand did not show the effect
but nathen responded at chance leve1 duning the initial
stages of nevensal,

Again these nesults can be explained in attention
theony tenms employing the same postulated mechanisms used

to explain the ORE, and Lawnence ê Mason panadigm ex-
peniments. Duning the extinction peniod of cniterion
tnained animals, the attending nesponses, being weak,

extinguish befone the choice response stnengths have been

equalised. Duning nevensal, the attending uesponse is
neactivated and since the old choice nesponse stnengths ane

unequal, animals tend to nespond in the manner leanned
duning the oniginal discnimination giving the dip effect.
Overtnained subjects on the other hand, havíng a stnonger
attending nesponse to the nelevant dimension, are abre to
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completely equalise thein choice nesponses duning

extinction, and hence do not show the effect in nevensal.

4. The effect of over:tnaining on nonnevensal shifts.
Extnadinensional- tnansfen shifts would potentially appean

to be useful techniques fon testing the specific effect
of oventnaining on attention as opposed to the mone genenal

effects which foIlow fnom the othen theonies descnibed

eanlien, Unfontunately the situation is somewhat confused

due to conflicting expenimental nesults. Thene ane two

fonms of extnadimensional shift which will be considened in
this section. The finst involves tnaining subjects with
one dimension nelevant and anothen constant (i,e, hrith both

stimuli of the simultaneous discnimination having an equal

value on this dimension) fon the initial discnimination,
followed by a shift to the pneviously constant dimension

with the pneviously nelevant dimension no\^r being held

constant. An example of this would involve tnaining
subjects on a black-white bnightness discnimination using

unpattenned stimuli and tnansfenning them to a honizontal-
ventical onientation of stniations discnimination in which

the two stinuli wene of equal bnightness.
An altennative panadigm involves the use of an

innelevant and nelevant dimension fon the initial dis-
cnimination (witn the two stirnuli of the innelevant
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dimension having diffenent values on each tnial in this
case). Fon the shift task the pneviously :relevant

dimension becomes innelevant and the pneviously innelevant
dimension becomes nelevant. An example of this ls the use

of stinuli containing nectangles which may vany in
onientation (honizontal-ventical) on bnightness (b1ack-

white).
Oniginally the attention theony did not dlstinguish

between these two panadigns (Mackintosh, 1962). fncneased

attention to a panticulan dinension due to oniginal leanning

was assumed to have the same effect inneçpective of whethen

on not that dimension hras held constant duning shift
leanning. The pnediction concenning oventnaining was that
since the total attending response to all possible dimensions

was assumed to sum to a constant amount, the incnease in the

attending nesponse to the nelevant dimension due to overl-

tnaining would nesult in a colrnesponding decnease in the
total of the attending response to the nemaÍning dimensions.

The consequences of this should be that aften shifting to a

new dimension, oventnained animals, having a lower: attending
nesponse to this dimension should leann the task more slowly
than cniterion tnained animals.

Mackintosh (1962) tested and confi::med this pnediction
using the innelevant cue heLd constant panadigm. Unfont-
unately, his expeniment has been the only one to yield this
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result using this panticulan panadigm. Komaki (1961),

Mandlen (1966, 1968), Suthenland t Andelman CI969) and

lrlallen (1970, 1971) all found facilitation of extna-
dimensional shift leanning foltowing oventnaining, while
Tighe et a1. found no effect due to oventnaining.

The conflicting nesults pnompted Suthenland t
Mackintosh (1971) to modify the attention theony. (It
should be pointed out that the evidence was somewhat molle

conflicting at the time of thein wniting since they
appanently did not have the nesults of V'la11en (1970, 1971)

available. The inclusion of these nesults makes the
evidence ovenwhelmingly favour the hypothesis that oven-

tnaining nonmally facilitates extnadimensional shift
leanning). They suggested that the absence of diffenences
between the stinuli on a pneviously nelevant dimension,

rresults in an indetenminate but substantial dnop in the
strength of the attending response to that dimension which

may obscure any diffenences bnought about by oventnaining.
This, of course, makes it almost impossible to predict the
effect of overtnaining on extnadimensional shifts. ff
the attending response to the pneviously nelevant dimension

becomes inopenative aften the shift, then oventnaining
should facilitate extnadimensional shift leanning. This
follows because oventnaining should neduce attention to
innelevant cues such as positLon, incneasing the base
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level of the attending resPonse to the dimension :relevant

duning the shift. If on the othen hand, the attending

ïaesponse to the pneviousLy nelevant dimension is still
neasonably effective aften the shífto it should inpair:

leanning, suthenland t Mackintosh concluded that the

occurrence of contnadictony nesults is not sunpnising

on thein model.

The attention theonyrs pnediction concenning the

effect of oventnaining on nonreversals when the

altennative panadigm is used is mo:re pnecise, over-

tnaining should both st:rengthen attention to the relevant

dimensíon and weaken attention to the innelevant dimension,

Consequently, when the noles of the two dimensions are

switched dur:ing the shlft, l-eanning should be netanded

when companed to anirnals that have only been tnained to

cniterion on the initiat task,
The nesults pantially suppont the attention theony.

Goodwín Ê Lawnence (1955) and Mackintosh (1963b) both

found retardation of nonnevensal shift leanning folLowing

oyertraíning, whil-e Brookshine et al" (1961) r Mandlen (1966);

and Siegel (1967) found no effect due to overtnaining, It

is not clean at pnesent why these Ì?esults al?e inconsistent,
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5, The necessitv fon a difficult discnimination and

a lange rewand. Mackintosh (1969), when suggesting

that a difficult discnimination and a lange newand are

both necessary conditions fon the ORE, also suggested

that the attention theony could satisfactonily account

fon this situation. Thene can be no doubt that the
theony can explain the necessity fon a difficult dis-
cnimination. Acconding to the thind nule of the
attention theony (see p.43 ) ttre stnength of the attending
response to the nelevant dimension will only :reach

asymptote mone sIowIy than the stnength of the choice
nesponse if the base level of the attending response is
Iow. A 1ow base Ieve1 attending nesponse means that the
discninination is difficult. Hence the ORE should only
be obtained using a difficult discrinination. This is
pnobably the stnongest evidence fon the attention theony

explanation of the ORE.

Mackintosh (1969) used Lovejoyrs (1966) mathematical

model of the attention theony to show how the attention
theony can accommodate the finding that the ORE is only
obtained using a lange newq-nd, Acconding to Lovejoyrs

modelr oD each tnial the anLmal may on may not attend to
the nelevant stimulus dimension, with the pnobability of
attending to this dimension being P(A) and the conditional
pnobability of making a colluect nesponse given a connect
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attending nesponse being P(C/A), (Because of the aI1 on

none natulre of the attending nesponse on each tnial it
diffens fnom the attention theony as descnibed above).
The model funthen states that P(A) may incnease on decrease
fpom trial to tnial while P(C/A) can only incnease on

stay the same, and hence P(C/A) should r:each as5rmptote

befone P(A), allowing P(A) to increase funthen duning
overtnaining, These conditions wi1l, of counse, only
apply using a neasonably difficult task. An easy task
may nesult in P(A) being close to asSrmptote at cnitenion
ot? even eanlien, (Lovejoy r^ras the finst to point out
that the attention theony could pnedict the necessity of
a difficult discnimination fon the ORE),

The size of the changes in P(A) and Prc/Ð on each

tnial ane detenmined by the values of the foun nate
panameters:- newand and nonnewand openatons fon changing
P(A) and newand and nonnewand openatons fon changing P(C/A).
By vanying these nate panametens and vanying the stanting
values of P(A) and Prc/Ð, it is possible to speeì#yfr\t.l¡./ce

vintually any desired outcome, using computen simuration
Mackintosh (1969) was able to show that the ORE was

eriminated fon a difficult discnimination by setting the
nonreward panameter:s fon both P(A) and P(c/A) at the same

level- but setting the newand panameten fon P(C/A) at a
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highen level than that fon P(.A), to correspond to a

small rrewand, (The hÍghen the value of the nate Palra-

metens the slowen is the change in P(A) and P(C/A),) This

nesulted in P(C/A) incneasing mone s1ow1y than it would

with both openatons equal and as a consequence, at
cnitenion, P(A) was nelatively high and appnoximately

equal to P(C/A), Since they both needed to incnease only
slightly in onden to neach asymptote, oventnaining had no

appneciable effect and so no ORE was obtained, High

newand gnoups on the othen hand, had a relatLvely 1ow

value of P(A) and a nean asymptotie value of P(C/A) at
cniterion due to the newand nate panameten value fon P(C/A)

being set at a value which ensuned napid change, Over.

tnaining stnengthened P(A) onlyo nesulting in the ORE,

While the above post-hoc manipulation does give the
desined end nesult, thene does not appean to be any

evidence, eithen expenl-mental on intuitive, that changes
j.n neward size affect the value of the ::ewand panameten

for choice responses but not fon attending nesponses.

Until thÍs evidence is available it is necessary to with-
hold Judgement concenning the attention theonyls abilíty
to explain the effects of newand sLze.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERTMENT 1¡ OYERTRATNING AND THE

DISCRIMINABILITY OF STIMULI.

I. INTRODUCTION

A possible altennative to the attention theonyrs

explanatlon of the ORE is pnesented in this chapten.

The l-mprovement of human penceptual abilities with
pnactice Ís a well documented phenomenon (see Gibson, 1953,

1969 Chapten 9), DiffenentLation theo:ry (Gibson t Gibson,

1955) accounts fon this phenomenon by assuming that
yaniables inÍtiatty poonly detected become more obvious

with pnactice although Ít does not closely specify what

these vaniables mÍght be. In some situatíons entLne

dimensions become more obvious in a mannen similan to that
postulated by the attention theonísts. Fon exaurple, Gibson

t Gibson (1955) descnibed an expeniment in which subjects
hrene pnesented with stimuli consisting of I'scnibblerr which

could vany on a crLtical item on one or more of thnee

dimensions - number of coilso honizontal compnession on

stnetehing, and onientation. Pnactice nesults in fewen

of the stimuli being mistaken fon the cnitical item,
ObvLously the nelevant dimensions had become more salient.

Impnovement with pnactice may also occur in othen

situations whene it ls cLean that no neadily specifiable
dimension could have increased in salience. If, fo:r
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Ínstance, a subject Ls infonmed that the stinuli will
dlffen on a specific and famll-ian dinension befonehandt

tt is impnobable that his attention to that dímension wiLl
vany duning the experiment, i.e, dLmensional salience
should nemain constant and as¡rmptotic. Any irnpnovement

will pnesumably be due to the stimuli on that dimension

beconing less easily confused, i.e. appanent stímu1us

salience witt Lncnease whene changes in appanent stimulus

sall-ence are operationally defined hene in tenms of
changes in the values of the stimutÍ on a panticulan

dimension (changes in physical sti¡nulus salÍence). Thene

Ís a substantial body of evidence that appanent stimulus

salience can incnease with pnactice. (See, fon studíes

empJ-oying pitctr discnimination, Heimen t Tatz, 1966t

and trlyatt, 1945; weight dLscnimination, Bevan t Saugstad,

1955, and Bjontcnan E Ottanden, 1959; size discrimination
using cincles, Englund Ê Lundbeng, 1963).

These considenatLons suggest a distinction between

changes in appanent dimensional sal-ience and changes in
appanent stimulus salience. (The tenm rrchanges in
appanent dirnensional saliencetr will be used as an exact

equivalent of the tenm rrchanges in the stnength of the

attending responsert. It is intnoduced solel-y Ín onden to
íncnease the pneciseness of the contnast between changes

in the stnength of the attending response and changes in
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aPParent stimulus salience). Vlhen an organism leanns

to look fon differences between stinuli on a panticulan
dimension nathen than othen dimensions, then thene has

been an Lncrease in the appanent salience of that
panticulan dimension (an incnease in appanent dimensional
salience) and probably a decnease in the appanent salience
of the othen dimensions. In contnast, when an onganismrs

ablllty to distinguish stinuli on a dimension is changed,

thene has been a change in appanent stimulus salience.
The hypothesis to be punsued Ln the pnesent chapten is
that it is changes in the latten, nathen than the fonmen,

that cause the ORE.

The following assumptl.ons ane necessary.
(1) The values of both physl.cal dimensional salience
and physical stimulus sal-ience ane dinectly pnopontional
to the diffenence between the values of the stimuli on a
panticulan dLmensl.on. Changes Ln appanent dimensional
salience and appanent stl.mulus salience ane due to
leanning.
(2) Tnaining on a discrimination task will nesult in
incneases in appanent dj.mensional- salíence and the
stnength of the choice lresponse, Overtnaining will
funthen stnengthen these and in addition stnengthen

appanent stimulus saLience. It is hence assumed that
the latten will only change appneciably aften
considenable pnactice,
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(3) At pre*êslnptotic Ieve1s, incneases in appanent

stimulus salience are propontional to the stnength of the
attending rlesponse (appanent dimensional salience). In
other wonds, if the animal is not attendÍng to a given

dimensíono thene can be no incnease in appanent stimulus
salience on that dimension. It also foltows, that fon
most tasks, incneases in appanent stÍnulus salience will
tend to be gneaten duning oventnaining than duning

tnaining since it is pnobably only then, that attention
to the nelevant dimensíon is sufficiently stnong.
(4) Incneases in appanent stimulus salíence ane eithen
penmanent, or if decneases do occun, are sufficiently
small to be insignificant duning the counse of a nonmal

discnimination expeniment, ThÍs means that changes in
appanent stimulus salience do not foIlow the nonmal nules
of conditioning as do changes in appanent dimensional
salience and choice response stnength. rrExtinctiontr of
appanent dimensional salience, if it occu:rs at all, is
pnobably not contingent on lack of newand, but one woutd

guess, is mone likely to occun if the subject is entinely
nemoved fnom the leanning situation fon an extended peniod.
(5) Incneases ín appanent stimulus salience have an

identical effect on subsequent leanning as incneases in
physical stimulus salience bnought about by changing the
physical values of the stimuli Eo as to incnease the
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diffenence between them on the relevant dimension,

Hence total stimulus salience is dependent both on the
stimuli employed (which detenmine physical stimulus
salience), and the amount of tnaining using the stimuli
(which detenmines appanent stl-mulus salience), If one

assumes that the incnease in appanent stimulus salience
duning ovent::al.ning is invensely prlopolltional to the total
stinulus salience, it follows that appanent stimulus
salience has an asymptotic value because it will incnease

less napidJ-y with highen values of total stimuLus salience,
This means that the change in total stimulus salience due

to oventnaining wil-I be gneater in the case of a dÍfficult
discnimination because the total stimulus salience is low

due to the low value of physical stimulus salience.
Alternatively, if the physical stimulus salience Ls high
(an easy discninination), incneases in appanent stimulus
salience may be eithen insignificant on even non-existent
due to the high Level of the total stimulus salience.

The ORE is neadily pnedicted by these assumptiorrsr

At the completion of oventnaining, the stimuli should be mor:e

sall.ent than at cnitenion. If increased stimulus saliency
rresuLts in a more rapid change in the stnength of the choice

response (a11 else being equal), then nevensal should be

mor?e napid after oventnaining than aften cr:itenion tnaining.
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Incneased pensever:ation followed by the napid

attainment of the nevensal cnÍtenion following oventnaining

is also explained. The Íncnease in pensevenation is to be

pnedicted due to the incnease of pnimanily, the choice

responseo and pnobably also to the incnease in appanent

saliency of the nelevant dimension. Thene seems little
neason to assume that once crite:rion has been neached,

that the choice nesponse cannot be stnengthened any

funthen. Subjects may be able to :reach cnitenion well
befone thein choice responses have neached asymptote,

Despite the increased stnength of the choiêe nesponse

aften oventnaining, it is pnoposed that the nate of
extinction or weakening of the ol-d choice nesponse duning

never"sal is mone napid fon oventnained animals. This is
due to the incneased saliency of the stimuli, Hence it
is assumed that despite the fact that the change in the
stnengths of the nesponses to the two stimuli duning

neve¡'sal is mone napid fon oventnained animals, the choice

response to the old posLtive stLmulus fon these animals is
sufficiently stnongen than that of cnitenion tnaÍned
subjects, to ensune that the stnengths of the nesponses to
the two stimuli ane equalised at a laten stage of nevensal,

Aften the equalisation in stnength of the responses to the
two stimuli, the mone napid change in nesponse stnength

fon oventnained subjects contl-nues, nesulting in cnitenion
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being attained eanlien.
The necessity of a difflcult discnLmination fon the

ORE follows dinectly fnom the flfth assumption. If the

incnease in total stimulus sallence due to overtnaÍning is
gneaten fon a difficult nathen than an easy discnimination
due to the initlally high level of physical stimulus
salience pnesent in an easy task, then it follows that the
ORE will not be obtaLned if the level of physical stimulus

salience is above a centaLn Level. For an easy dis-
cnimÍnation there may eithen be no incnease in appanent

stimulus salience duning overtnainJ-ng due to the physical
stimulus salience (and hence the total- stÍmul-us sall-ence)

beÍng at a l-evel sufficLently high to pnevent incneases,

on al-tennatively o the incnease wil-l be veny small both in
absolute and r"el-ative tenms, If the fonmer occults, the

incneased pensevenation due to overtnaining night be

expected to netand nevensal leanning nesulting in oven-

tnained animals leannl.ng mone slowIy than cnitenion tnained

subjects, If on the othen hand, the latten occurs, the
slight Lncnease in stimulus saLl.ence due to oventnaining,
may be sufficient to negate the incnease in pensever:ation,

nesul-ting in no dìffenence between groups. Fon a difficult
discnimlnatl,on, the neLativel-y lange incnease in total-
stimulus salience due to oventnaLning, should nesult in mone

napid nevensalr ês descnibed pnevÍousIy.
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the necessity of a lange newand for the ORE does

not automatically foIlow fnom any of the fonegoing. It
may be the case that a lange newand incneases the nate at
which appanent stimulus salience incneases, on penhaps it
Íncneases Lts as5rmptotic value. Altennatively newand

size may have no effect at all on appanent stÍmulus

salience and be necessany fon the ORE fon an entirely
unconnected neason.

The punpose of the expeniment to be descnibed was

to test between the effects of changes in appanent

dimensional salience and appanent stimulus salience duning

lnitial tnaining on nevensal. It should be possible to
sepanate the two effects by vanying both the numben of
tnaining tnial-s and the difficulty of the discnimination
on a given dimensíon duning initial tnaining. If a gnouP

of animals is tnaLned to cnLtepion on an easy discnl-mLnation

and then nevensed on a dlfficult discnimination on the same

dimension, it should leann the nevensal mone napidly than

a gnoup given the same numben of tnaining tnials as the
pnevious glroup, but using the difficult discninination on

both Ínitial- training and nevensal, This should occun

because of the stnongen attending nesponse of the easy

dÍscniminatíon group, This companison is símilar to one

made by Law:rence (1952) with the exception that nevensal

is empl-oyed, All cues netained the same value thnoughout
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Lawnencers expeniment. He found that the easy

discnimination gnoup penfonmed at a highen level when

tnansfenned to the difficult discnimination than the

difficult discnimination gnoup aften an equal numben of
total tnaining tnials. This was explained by assuming

that the easy discnimination gnoup had a stnongen

attending response which subsequentty assisted in the
leanning of the difficult discnimination. This

explanation would pnesumably lead to the same pnediction
if nevensal is used as suggested above,

V{hile changes in appanent dimensional salience ane

impontant in the above companisono incneases in appanent

stimulus salience ane pnobably vintuall5z non-existent
because oventnaining is not being empl-oyed. In addition
since the diffenence between the cues is nelatively lange

fon the easy discnimination gnoup, total stimulus salience
should be sufficiently high to eithen pnevent any incnease

in appanent stimulus salience on to restnict it to a veny

slight incr.ease duning initial tnaining. Incneasing the

numben of initial tnaining tnials should not affect the
easy discnimination gnoup as much as the difficult dis-
cnimination gnoup, The high initial stimulus salience of
the easy group should nesult in oventnaining having only a

manginal effect. ThLs eonstnaint does not appl-y to the

difficult discnimination gnoup and so additional tnaining
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should nesult in inc:reases Ln appanent stimulus salience.
Hence by incneasing the numben of initial tnaining tnials,
it should be possibLe to neach the point whene: (I) both

gnoups had equally stnong attending resPonses (both at a

maximum), due to the initially weaken attending nesPonses

of the subjects in the difficult gnoup contLnuing to be

stnengthened aften those of the easy gnoup had neached

asymptote; and (2) the difficult gnoup had a highen 1evel

of appanent stimulus salience due to its having incneased

duning oventnaining while that of the easy gnouP nemained

statíc on almost static because of the high initial level
of physical stimutus salience, On tnansfenning subjects

to the reverse of the initial difficult discrimination,
the only diffenence between gnoups should be that the total
salience of the stimuli should be gneaten fon the difficult
gnoup due to the incnease in appanent stimulus salience

duning initial tnaining. Hence, unden these cincumstancest

the difficult gnoup should leann the nevensal mone napidly.
(This contnasts with the pnevious situation in which fan

less tnaining is gÍven on the initial discnimination and it
is pnedicted that the easy gnoup will leann the nevensal

more napidly). The attention theony pnedicts that since

both gnoups have equally stnong attending nesponses because

of oventnainingo thene should be no significant diffenences
between them on neversal,
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In IÍne with the above angument, th::ee pains of
guoups r^reFe used in a 3 x 2 factonial design with 3

levels of initiat task tnainLng and 2 leveIs of initial
task difficulty. The gnoups wenel

(1) Low inLtial tnaining tnials gnoups in whLch the easy

discnimination group was tnained to cnitenion and the
difficult discnimination gnoup given the same numben of
tnials as the easy discnimination gnoup,

Q) Mediun initial tnaining trials groups in which the
difficutt discnimination gnoup was tnained to cnitenion
and the easy discnimination gnoup given the same numben

of tnials as the diffl,cult discnimination group.
(3) Overtnained gnoups in which the difficult discnimination
gnoup I^Ias given oventraining tnials and the easy dÍs-
cnimination gnoup given the same numben of t::ials as the
difficult discnimÍnation group,

All gnoups vrelre nevensed to critenion on the difficult
discnimination. ft was pnedicted that fo:r the finst pain

of gnoups the easy group would Leann the neversal mone

rapidly; fon the thind pain that the difficult gnoup would

leann mone napidly; and fon the second pain it was expected

that thene would (a) eithen be no diffenence between groups?

ou (b) if a diffenence hras found, that it would be smaller
than the diffeuence between eithen the finst pain if the
easy group leanned mone napidly¡ or the thind pain if the
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dÍfflcult gnouP leanned moue napidly. It should also be

noted that the difficult discnLmination grouP tnaíned to
cnitenion and the oventnained difficult discnimination
gnoup constitute the nonmal QRE panadigm. The ORE should

consequently be obtained by using a lange nel¿ard.

2, METHOD

Subi ects. Sl-xteen expenLmentally naive male hooded

nats2 appnoximately 120 days old at the beginning of the

expenJ.ment wene used. A funthen 6 animals wene elirninated

duning pnetnaining fon nesponding too sIowly and two mone

duning the expeniment aften belng accidentally food

satiated, (It was initially intended to neplicate this
expeniment twice. These two neplLcations wene not cannied

out fon neasons to be explained laten . The expeniment

can hence be considened a pilot study.)

Appaiatus. The appanatus was constnucted of flat grey

painted wood with clean penspex lids. It consisted of a

14.0 cm 1ong, 6.5 cm wíde, and 9.0 crn high stanting box

sepanated by a gulllotíne doon fnom a 26.5 cm longr 20,5 cm

wide, and 9, 0 cm high nunhtay ending at a 7 .5 cm wide aingap.

The nunway then continued as two panallel alleyways 20.5 cm

long and sepanated by a 1.5 cm wide pa::tition. Two top

hingedo nemovable stinulus doons 7,5 cm high and 9.0 cm wide

could be placed 12.5 cm fnom the aingap in each alleyway.
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The nunway continued fon 20.5 cm past the two alleyways
befone opening into the goalbox which was 23,0 cm 1ong,

20,5 cm wide and 15.0 cn high. A 60-W globe was located
l-0,0 cm Ln fnont of the stimulus doons, Ímnediately above

the penspex lid, Dank gney and light grey painted
aluminium doons wene used. Thein bnightness neadLngs

uslng a spot photometen in the nonmal expenimental

lighting cond:itions were L,2 and I,7 log foot-lambents
nespectJ.vely.

Procedune. PnetnaÍnilg: Duning the 10 days of pne-

traLning, animals lvere tamed, neduced to and maintained at
85% of thein ad Iib weight, and trained to nun thnough
black-white ventical- stniped doons fon food. AII anímals
expenienced locked doons on some occasions. Manual

guidance was given thnoughout pnetnaining in onden to
equalise expenience with both positions,

Tnaining; Animals wene given 10 non-conrection tníaIs
a day in gnoups of thnee giving an intentniat intenval of
appnoxirnately 3 minutes, The position of the stimuli hrere

vanied acconding to Gellermann senLes. The negative
stinulus doon was always l-ocked. Conr.'ect nesponses were

newanded by 30 seconds access to wet mash. Aften inconnect
nesPonses animal-s r^rene netained on the platfonm in fnont of
the locked stimulus doop fon 10 seconds. The cnitenion
of leannLng was l-8/20 connect nesponses over 2 successive
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days fon those gnoup$ tnained to cnitenion on the oniginal
discnÍmLnation, and fon al-l gnoups on the shift task.

Desig,n: A 2 x 3 design was used with 2 1evels of task
difficulty on the initial discrimination - easy on

difficul-t (E or D), and 3 levels of amount of tnaining on

the Ínittal discnimination 1ow, medium on high (L, M or
H). TabLe2"l gives the numben of animals in each group,

The easy task invorved a black-white discninination
while the difficult task involved a dank gney-light grey
discninination. Each LÐ subject was nandomly pained with
an LE subject and shifted to the nevensal aften the same

numben of tnials as its LE pantnen. LE subjects r4relre

shÍfted aften attaining cniterion on the oniginal- task,
Each ME subject was similanly pained with an MD subJect.
MD subjects $¡ere trained to cnitenion on the initiar task.
(One of the accidentally satiated subjects mentioned
pneviously was in Gnoup MD and pained with an ME subject
aften attaÍning cnitenion on the initial discnimination,
Hence the nesults of the ME subject ar?e included in the
analysÍs), HE subjects b¡ene pained with HD subjects and

HD subjects rdere given 150 oventnaining tniars aften
neaching cnítenion on the initial task. (The othen
accidental-ly satiated aninaL had been assigned to Gnoup HE).
Each group r^ras bal-anced with nespect to the posÍtive
stinulus on the initial discninination as fan as was



possLble gLven the odd numben of subjeets Ln most of the
gnoups. All anl.mals wene nevensed to cnl-tenLon on the
dlff,lcult discnlmination.

Table 2.!, Expeniment 1.

Desl.gn of Expenlment I and days to
nevensal cnLtenion.

73.

Low Medi.um Htgh

Easy Dlfficult Easy Dlfflcult Easy Difffcult

LE LD ME MD

3

14.0 22,7 16. 0 15, 5 14, 0 22,7

Anount of
tnainLng
on the
initial-
task
Task
Diff lcuJ.ty

Gnoup

Days to
cniterl,on

HD

3

HE

2233N
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3, RESULTS

Initial discnirnination. Gnoup LE took a mean of +.7

days to neach the initÍat discnimination critenion
(excluding the 2 cnitenion days), Hence both Gnoup LE

and Gnoup LD wene nevensed aften a mean of 6,7 days on

the initial- task, 0n the day pneceding nevensal, two

of the animals in Gnoup LD we:re still position nesponding
(whene position nesponding is defined as all of the
responses to one position), while the othen animal was

nesponding in a random manner,

Gnoup MD took a mean of 8.5 days to neach cnitenion
which nesulted in Gnoup ME (yoked to Gnoup MD) being
given a mean of 4.0 days of oventnaining. The latten
gnoup took 4,0 days to neach cnitenion. Hence Gnoup MD

I^ras nevensed aften a mean of 10,5 days (8.5 days plus the
2 cnitenion days) on the initial task and Gnoup ME aften
10 days" (The sllght difference is due to the animal-

eliminated fnom Gnoup MD),

Gnoup HE nequined a mean of 22 days of oventnaining,
aften leanning the task in 3,5 days, in onden to be

equated in tenms of amount of lnitial tnaining with
Gnoup HD, The latten group took 11.7 days to neach

cr.iterion, This nesulted in Gnoup HE being given 27.5

days and Gnoup HD being given 28.7 days of tnaining
beforre neversal.
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There b¡as no significant diffenence in days to
cnl.tenion between any of the gnouPs given the easy task
(f < 1), non between the two gnoups (Gnoups MD and HD)

tnained to critenion on the difficult discnirnination
(P < 1), Thene l^tas no ovenlap between any of the

scones (days to c::itenion) of subjects given tnaining on

the easy discninination, and those subjects tnained to
cnitenion on the difficult discnímination,

Revensal leanning. Days to nevensal cnitenion ane

given in Table 2,!. This data was analysed by analysis

of vaniance using the method of unweighted means (V'linen,

I970, p,222^22Ð designed fon multi-way analysis of
vaniance with unequal ce1l numbens. The nesults
indicated a significant effect due to difficulty of
initial tnainingo F = ),71¡ d,f. = t/10r P = .05r no

effect due to the amount of initial tnaining, F = .444i

and no intenaction effecto F = 1.40r d,f. = 2/10¡ P = ,292.

4, DISCUSSÏON

Despite the small numben of subjects used, the

nesults were fainly clean, The oniginal hypotheses
lhe retv lfs

wene not all supponted and hence it was feltrùdid not

wannant the continuation of the expeniment. The cnucial
pnediction, designed to test the hypothesis that over-

tnaining would nesult in an incnease in appanent stimulus
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salience for. the difficult but not the easy group, appears

to have been quite inconnect Gnoup HE leanned the
nevensal considenably mone napidly than Gnoup HD rathen
than vice versa, While the numben of subjects is too
small to allow an individual test of signíficance on these
two gnoups, it is ÞågåJ-y pnobable that an inenease Ín
numbens would be noet unlikely to both nevense the
nelationship between these 2 gnoups and in addition yield
a significant diffenence.

The relationship between the 2 gnoups given a low

amount of initlal tnainingo and the 2 gnoups given a
medium amount of inítial tnaining, is on the othen hand,

exactly as pnedicted, Gnoup LE leanned the nevensal

mone napidly than Gnoup LD, as is pnedicted by the
attention theonyl, while Gnoups ME and MD leanned the

nevensal in appnoximately the same numben of tnials, The

slow nevensal- leanning nate of Gnoups HD and LD was

obvíously the pnímany contníbutony factor ín the signi-
ficant effect of ease of initía1 disc:rimination, This

was in pant an unexpected nesult since it had been pnedicted

that the neLationship between Gnoups HE and HD would be

the nevense of the r"elationship actually obtained (i.e. Group

HD shculd have learned the nevensal napidLy). Had

the pnedicted nelatíonship been obtained it would pnobably

trfni" has impl-ications fon the treasy-to-handtr effect and
is discussed funthen in Appendix I.
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have nesulted in no signlficant main effects but a

signíficant intenactl.on effect. Thene is no indication
Ln the data of an intenaction effect.

As mentioned pneviously, the expenimental desígn

includes two ORE panadigm gnoups Gnoups MD and HD.

Since both gnoups srene given a difficult discnimination
and a lange newand, one would expect some indication that
the ORE would be obtained given the use of a sufficient
numben of subjects. fn fact, thene is no indication
whatsoeven that the ORE could be obtained unden the
conditions pentaining in the expeniment. (This conclusion
is substantiated in Expeniment 2). The fainly substantial
diffenence between the 2 gnoups is in the viriong dinection
with Group HD leanning the nevensal more slow1y nathen than

more napidly companed to Gnoup MD. As will be shown in
Expeniment 2, an j-ncnease in numbens still- does not yield
the ORE,

The theony elaborated at the beginning of this chapten

$ras based on the assumption that unden conditions of a

difflcult discnimination and a lange newand, the ORE would

be neadily obtained, No suppont was obtained fon this
assumption, Thene ane thnee possibilities.
(1) The theony is inconnect and appanent stimulus salience
does not increase with oventnaining.
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(2) The theony is pantially connect and appanent stimulus
salience does incnease with oventnaining unden those

conditions which allow the ORE to occul'ì. Since those
condl-tions did not seem to pentain in the expeniment, no

evidence fon an incnease in appanent stimulus salience
was obtained. If all the conditions fon the ORE wene

known, then the conditions fon an incnease in appanent

stimulus salience would also be known. These conditions
might necessitate a gneaten or lessen modification of the
theony as it stands at pnesent,
(3) The theony is connect as it stands but the expenimental

design and/on the small numben of subjects used did not
allow fon an adequate test of the theony.

The nesults ane pnobably sufficiently unambiguous

(as pointed out pneviously) to wannant the nejection of
the thlnd possJ.bilìty on the gnounds of an insufficíent
numben of subjects. As pointed out pneviously, this
conclusion is funthen stnengthened by Expeniment 2, As

fon the expenimental design, it depends on the assumption

that oventnaining wlll incnease appanent stimulus salience
fon dlfficult gnoups, but not easy groups. This should

have been neflected in mone napid nevensal leanning with
oventnaining fon difficult groups, but no diffenence
between easy gr?oups, ff oventnaining had facilitated
neversal leanning fon the easy groups as well as fon the
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difficult gnoups, this might have indicated a deficiency
in the expenimental design, l,e, it would have indicated
that the easy gnoups hrere inadequate as contnol gnoups.

Since the easy groups atl leanned in appnoxinately the
same numben of tniaS-s, this is implausible,

One is hence l-eft with the posstbilities that the
theony is either inconnect, or: at best, only pantially
connect, The nesults of the pnesent expeniment give some

slight Índication that it is the finst of these alternatives
whLch Ls the most.pnobable, Fnom the data of the difficult
groupso it appears possible that the ORE (on an analogous

effect) could be obtained using Gnoup LD as the lessen
tnained gnoup in an ORE panadigm expeniment. There is a

considerable dnop in the days to nevensal cnitenion scores

fnom Gnoup LD to Gnoup MD, lrthile there is a nise of
identical magnitude fnom Gnoup MD to Gnoup HDo this nise is
entinely caused by one animal that took appnoximately twice
as long to leann the nevensal- as the othen animals in Gnoups

MD and HD. This animal also shaned the highest initial
discninination score, Hence, fnom the data obtained, it
appeaned r:easonable to hypothesise, that if the numben of
subjects per gnoup was incneased sufficiently, Gnoup LD (on

a similan group) would learn the neve:rsa1 mope slowly than
groups given additional initial disc:rininatÍon tnaining.
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If the above is connect, then the ORE (on analogue

of the ORE) obtaj.ned, coul-d obviously not be explained

by the sont of theony proposed at the beginning of this
ehapten, The theony aEsumed that lncneases Ín appanent

stLmulus salfence úrene Slow and nequl.ned consi.denabLe

pnectíce¡ êÊ ís the case wíth human subjects. If unden

some conditions, an QRE analogue can be obtained with
víntual-ly no oventnainlng, it 'êannot be caused by incneases

in appanent stimuLus saLLence'
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CHAPTER 3.

EXPERIMENT 2. UNDERTRATNING, OVERTRATNING'

AND REVERSAL LEARNING.

1. INTRODUCTÏON.

The indication fnom Expeniment 1 that animals

nevensed befone cnitenion might leann the nevensal more

slowly than c:ríterion and oventnained subjects, Ied to the

pnesent experiment which involved intnoducing two Pne-

cnitenion gnoups and incneasing the numben of subjects Ín

the cnitenion and oventraÍned gnoups, The decision to

follow this line of neseanch was also stnongly influenced

by a papen by Spenling (1970) which became available at

this pantieulan time.
spenling used a 2 x 3 x 2 factonial design with two

initial tnaLning pnocedunes, thnee amounts of initial
tnainingo and two nevensal tnaining pnocedunes. The two

tnaining pnocedunes involved either. conventional simultaneous

stimulus pnesentation or alternatively, diffenential
stimulus pnesentation in which one stimulus only was Plle-

sented on each tnial. For simultaneous acquisition, the

thnee level-s of tnaining wene: to a criterion of t.0/L2

connect responses on mox'ìe on a single day; to a cniterion
of 2I/24 cotlrect reSPonSeS or mone oven tblo successive days

with no motle than two ernons on the finst day and no more
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than one enror on the second day; to thi.s latten cnitenion
with an additional 180 oventnaining tnials. The two day

cnitenion hras used fon nevensal. Cnitenia wene based on

latency of nesponse fon diffenential acquisition and

nevensal. Fon acquisl.tion, the thnee levels of tnainíng
$¡ene: (a) to a cnitenion of eithen (1) two on less of the

six latencies of nesponse to the negative stimulus on a
singLe day lowen than the highest latency of the six
nesponses to the positive stimulus or (2) one on less of
the six latencies of nesponse to the negative stimulus
lowen than the two highest latencies of the six nesponses

to the positive stimulus; (b) a two consecutive days

cnitenion on which the pnevious cnitenion was attained on

the finst day and not mone than one of the latencies to
the negative stimulus was lowen than the highest latency
to the positive stimulus on the second dayi (c) to this
latten cnitenion with an addítional 180 oventnaining tnials.
The 1-day cniter"ion was used fon nevensal fon the
diffenential condition.

The exact cnitenion of teanning on the initial
discnirninatíon fon both pnocedunes, and the exact nevensal

cnitenion fon the simulatneous dtscnimination, welre found

to signÍfÍcantly affect the nelationship between grouPs

wittr nespect to thein speed of leanning the neversal.
(Since gnoups gÍven the sÍmultaneous díscninínatíon on
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neyensal hlere taken to the 2-day cnitenion, the number

of trials to the 1-day enitenion was also available.
Gnoups given diffenential stimulus pnesentation hlene only

taken to the l-day cnitenion on nevensal). Initial
discnÍmination tnaining to the 1-day cnitenion nesulted

l-n slowen nevensal leanning than tnaining to the 2-day

cnitenion or oventraÍning fon grouPs given the same

stj-mu1us pnesentation method fo:r both the initial and

nevensal discniminatLon, Fon the simultaneous

disenimination this only applied when the 1-day nevensal

cnitenion was used, Amount of initial discnimination
tnaining had no diffenential effect on nevensal leanning

when the mode of stimulus pnesentation was changed fon

nevensal on when the 2-day cnitenfon vlas used fon the

simultaneous discnimination nevensal.

Spenlingts flndings that a 1ow cniterion on the

initial discnimination was a necessary condition for the

ORE may have been analogous to the suggestion that a

onecnitenion gnoup took longen to l-eann the nevensal than

a group tnained to a falnly stnict cnitenion. The

pnesent expeniment was desl.gned to test this hypothesis.

2, METHOD,

Subjects, The subJecte were 24 expenimentatly naive,

male hooded ¡rats (inctuding the 5 animals in the 2 ORE

panadigm groups of Expeniment I F Gnoups MD and HD)
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approximately 120 days o1d at the beginning of the

expenirnent. An addltional I subjects htere elj.minated

duning pnetnaíning fon nesponding too slowly.
Appanatus and Pnocedune, As in Expeniment l,
De,sig,n, Animals ldene nandomJ-y assigned to foun

groups of six animals each. Gr:ouPs 2D and 5D (Pne-

cnitenion gxâoups) neceived two and fíve days discnÍmi-
nation tnaining respectively before nevensal (Expeniment

t had indicated that it was most unlikely that any ovent

sign of leanning would occuu on day 5): Gnoup C was

tnained to a cniter.ion of 18/20 co:rnect nesponses over

tv¡o successive days befone being nevensed (this gnoup

consisted of the two animals in Gnoup MD of the pnevÍous

expeniment plus an additional- fou:r animals): Gnoup 0T

was tnained to the same cnitenion and then given an extna

1-50 tr:iaIs befone nevensal (tnis gllouP consisted of the

three animals in Gnoup HD of the pnevious expenirnent plus

an additional thnee animals). Half of the subjects in
each gnoup were tnained wittr light grey positive duning

the initlal discnimination while the othen half were

tnained wittr dank grey positive. Revensal tnaining
contÍnued fon each aninal until- it obtained L8/20 connect

responses oven two successive days.

3, RESULTS,

InitÍaf trainins, No aninals in Gnoup 2D on 5D showed
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any oyert sign of leanning (in tenms of choice nesPonses)

befone nevensal. On the last day of initial tnaining

animals in Gnoup 2D had a total of 29 connect out of 60

nesponses while those in Gnoup 5D had a total of 30

connect, lnlost of the animals wene still position

nesponding at this stage, For Gnoup 2Ð, foun subjects

nesponded on all I0 tnÍaIs of the last day of initiaL
discnirninatíon tnaining to the same position, while

anothe:: nesponded to the same positÍon on I tnials and

the last on 7 tnials. I/lhil,e thene was less position

r?esponding fon Gnoup 5D on the last day of initial
tnaining, responding was stitl- nandom with nespect to
the stimuli on the last day' The highest scone

obtaÍned was 7/lO connect llesPonses. 0f the six animals,

two nesponded on all tr:ials, two nesponded on 7 tnials,
and two nesponded on 6 tnials to the same position'

Gnoup C and Gnoup 0T both took a mean of 8.83 days

to neach cnitenion (excluding the two cnitenion days) on

the initial discnimination,
Revensal tnl- . Days to Cnitenion 18/20, GnouP

meêns ane given in Tabte 3,L, Tnend analyses hrere

carried out using onthogonal polynomials, The independent

vaniable - fleêD numben of days on the initíal discnimí-
natiOn - VfêS tnansfonmed using an XI = X-1. tnansfonmation

x
ín ofden to ftcompregsrf the lange diffepence in numben of
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initíaI tnials between the oventnained animals and the

othen grouPs,

The nesults indicated a significant quadnatic

componento F = 5,17¡ d,f, = L/zOr P ( '05' No othen

tnends hrere significantr Fig. 3,1 graphs the nelation-

ship,
In onden to facilitate the companison of the pnesent

nesults wíth those of pnevious studies, indivídual

onthogonal comparisons between grouPs hlene also canried

out, These indicated that (a) Gnoup 2D leanned mone

napidly than a combination of Gnoups SDo C, and OTt

f = 5.78, d,f, = T/2Or P ( ,05¡ (b) Gnoup 5D leanned more

slov¡Iy than a combination of Gr-oups C and 0T o F = 4 'T2,
d,f . = L/20 ¡ p = .053 ¡ (c) thene !^tas no sLgnificant

diffenence between Gnoups C and 0Tr F < 1'

Days to Cnitenion 8/10, Since Spenling (1970) was

only able to obtain the oRE when using a low nevensal

cnitenion, the data l^rere analysed using individual

orthogonal companísons for a cnitenion of 8/10 connect

responses on one day as well as the above analysis using

Lg/20 connect nesponses over two successive days. These

indicated that (a) Gnoup 2D leanned more napidly than a

cornbination of Gnoups 5D, Cr and OT, F = 3'51¡ d'f' = I/20'
p < ,10; (b) Gnoup 5D leanned more slow1y than a

combination of Gnoups C and 0T, F = 4.20r d,f, = L/20,
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p E r051; (c) thene slas no signLficant diffenence between

GroupsCand0TrE<1.
Days of positÍon resPonding' Planned comPanisons

between groups, identical to those cannled out fon days

to cnitenLon nesults, indicated no significant differences

in posLtion nesponding (whene position nespondl-ng is

defined as 10/10 responses to one position on any

panticulan day) , I . 1 fo:r all th¡'ee companisolrs r

Pensevenati.on to the o1d posLtive stimulus. Thene

was no signlficant diffenence in penseyenation scores

(measuned by the nurnben of inconnect tnl-als befone the

fLnst connect tnial) between Gnoups c and 0T, t = l'.43¡

d.f , = 10¡ p >

and 5D ane meaningless since no ovent sign of leanning

had occunned dunl.ng the inítiat diseniminatl-on fon these

gnoups and hence aII animaLs hrene nesponding lrandonly

wlth nespect to the discniminative stimuli on the finst
day of t?eversal, i.er pêl]sêvenation scores fon all
animals must be cons:ldened 0.

4. DISCUSSION,

The days-to-nevensal-cnJ-tenÍon nesults indicate

th4t as the degnee of initial tnaining l-ncneased, reversal

Lnltially nequined mone tpials but subsequently nequined

less, This nesult was obtained Lnnespective of the



Tab1e 3,1, Experiment 2,

Revensal means

Gnoup N

2D

5D

c

OT

Days to
CnltenLon

8/L0

L2,L7

22.00

14.83
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neversal criterion used al-though the Ínitial' incnease in

the number of revensal tnials to cnitenion r¡¡ith incneased

tnaining on the fÍnst task vüas more obvious when Crritenion

18/20 was used nathen than Cnitenion 8/LO'

These nesults confinm the susPicion naised by the

nesults of Expeniment 1, specifically, that despite the

use of a difficult discnimination and a large :rewand

suggested by Mackintosh C1969) to be the optinal conditions

fon its occurrence, the eonventional ORE nonmally obtained

by the use of cnitenion and oventrained gnouPs (Groups C

and 0T in the pnesent instance) j-s not in evideflCêr

cleanly, while a difficult discrimination and a lange

newand may be necessary conditions fon the QREr they ane

not sufficient and the sPecification of supplementany

conditl.ons is nequired.

The finding that a similan phenomenon to the oRE

was obtained when cnitenion and ove:rtnained groups $rer-ìe

comp4ned to a gnoup neversed a shont peniod befone

critenion (Gnoup 5D), tends to indÍcate that one of the

Supplenentany condLtions nequined is that the nonoV€ll-

tnalned gnouP be given a sufficiently low Ievel of tnaining

on the initial discniminatLpn, ThÍs nesult is almost

centaÍnIy anal-ogous to Spenlingts (1970) finding that the

ORE was onl-y obtained using a low cniterion on the ínitial
discníminatíon for the nonoventnained grouPs. At pnesent
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it would appean neasonabl-e to Suggest that under some (at

pnesent unsPecifiable) conditions, the ORE can only be

obtained pïìoviding that the amount of tnaJ-níng gíven the

lessen tnained gnouP falls wÍthin a fainly stnict range.

This range possibly falls between a Poínt pneceding the

initial bneaking of positíon habits and the point at which

the subjects have attafned low cnítenia of leanning. (This

applies to visual discniminations onl-y, Spatial dis-
cniminations witl be dLscussed in the following chapten).

Tneating Gnoup 5D as the lessen tnained gnoup of an

ORE panadigm yields fur"then similanl-ties between the

pnesent nesults and those frequently obtained using the

conVentional design. Since no Pensevet?ation was on could

have been obtained fon Gnoup 5D, thene is obviously an

incnease in pensevenation fon the two gnoups given

addÍtional initial discnimination tnaining (Gnoups C and

0T), (Thene is also decneased position resPonding for
Groups C and 0T as companed to Group 5D, although ín this
case it does not appnoach sÍgnificance). Hence one of
the panadoxical aspects of the ORE - mot?e napid leanning

of the revensal despl-te appanently slowen extinction of
the old nesponse is also exenplified in the pnesent ORE

analogue,

0n1y two studies have completely failed to obtain
the ORE despite the use of a difficult discrimination and
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a lange neward. It is possible that Lukaszewska (1968) may

have faÍIed to obtain the effect because of the cnitenion of
Ieanning she chose fon hen initial discninination, She

did foun expeniments. A bníghtness dÍscnimination with
a critenion of 18/20 connect tnLals on two consecutive

days fon both the inÍtial- and nevensal dJ.scrininatÍons was

used fon the finst two expeniments, (The on1-y diffenence
between the two expeniments was that a sel-f-connection
method was used fon the finst expeníment while non-

correction was used in the second). Since this cnitenion
is l-dentical to the one used in the pnesent expeniment, it
would appear reasonable to hypothesÍ-ze that Lukaszewska

faíled to obtain the ORE because of excessive tnaining on

the ínitÍal discrímination fon cnitenion tnained gnoups,

While this possibilíty also applied to hen thind and founth
expeniments, the angument Ís not as stnong, These two

expeniments vany fnom the fir:st two in that innelevant
visual dimensions vùere also employed shape and bnightness

with one nelevant and the othen inrelevant in each ex-
periment, and a rerun con:rection procedurre used due to the

increased dÍfficulty of the tasks, The most inpontant
vaníatíon fon pnesent purposes was the use of a crítenion
of LI/L2 connect responses on any single day, This

cniterion is reasonably Iow (as companed to a cnitenion
based on 20 consecutíve conrect nesponses) and compares
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r^rith the cniteníon of I0/I2 connect on a single day used

by Spenlíng (1970) as a 1ow cniteníon, Hence in onden

to explain these nesults in tenms of excessive tnaíníng on

the initial discrimination fon the nonoventnained grouPS t

it is necessany to assume that in the condítions pentaining

in Lukaszewskars expeniment, either an exceedingly low

cnitenion, on altennatíveLy, pnecritenion tnaining was

necessary befo:re the ORE could have been obtained,
The othen failune to obtain the ORE was that of

V'leyant (1966), He dld a serial nevensal expeniment in
which animal-s were given ten successive neversals on a
bnightness (tight on Iíght off) discnimination, He

used thnee gnoups of subjects wÍth thnee cr:Ítenia of
leanning. These wene 8/10 connect including the last 5:

12 consecutive connect¡ 30 consecutive connect, It can

be seen that the initial discninLnatÍon and the first r.e-

vensal constítute an ORE panadigm wítn three leveIs of
initial tnaining, Funthenmore, thene can be no doubt

that a críterion of 8/L0 wÍth the l-ast 5 connect is a

very low cniteríon. Sínce a Lange reward was used, and

fron the numben of ennons to cnitenion a diffLcult
discnímÍnation as weII, alL the condítions fon the ORE

appean to be pnesent. Neventheless, in tenms of the
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number of ennons to critenlon Cthe only measune of
leanning used), thene were no significant differences
between groups. The most obvious explanatj.on of this
nesult (suggested by SpenlÍng) is that the wrong measulre

of leanníng was employed, As pointed out pneviouslyn

nevensal leannÍng aften oventr"aíning is chanactenised by

incneaeed pensevenation (nelatíve to cnitenion tnaÍned
g¡3oups) to the o1d posÍtive sti¡ru1us followed by mone

napld attaining of cnitenion. It ís hence possible fon

the oventnained gnoup to attain cnítenion befone the

cniteníon traLned group ín tenms of numben of tnials to
cnitenion but not ín tenms of numben of errors ê.gr

Capaldl E Stevenson (1957). The uneven distnlbution of
ernors between groups duníng revensal tnaining in ORE

panadigur expeniments makes the numben of ennons to
cnitenion an unsuitable measune of leanning.

0n the basÍs of hen ovùn nesultsn Spenling (1970)

suggested that the ORE J.s dependent on cnLteníon tnained

aninals not having neached as5rmptotic penfonmance on the

initiat díscnfunination, a eondition more likely to hold if
a low cnitenion is used, Por the simultaneous dis-
cnl.mination, hen nesults showed a slgnificant Íncnease in
the fnequency of connectly choosing the nonpnefenned sLde

over Ínconrectly choosLng the pnefenned side fnom the day
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on which the 1-day cnÍtenion htas attained to the last day

of the 2-day cnitenÍon. A sinilan analysis indicated
that these response categony fnequencies did not undengo

a funthen change duning oventnaining. It was hence

neasonable to suggest that the ORE was not obtained using

the 2-day cnitenion because asymptotic penfonmance had been

attained at this poínt resulting in oventnaining having

no effect. The pne-asSrmptotic penfonmance of the 1-day

cnitenion animals on the othen hand, allowed additional
trraining to have an effect, giving the ORE.

In funthen suppont of this hypothesis, Spenling

discussed thnee othen expenÍments that had also used

rnultiple acquisition cnltería as well as oventnaining

befone revensaL, WeyantIs (1-966) expeniment was

considened uníntenpnetable on the pneviously mentioned

gnounds. Capaldi 6 Stevenson (1957) also used thnee

successively more stringent acquisl-tion cniteria. These

wene: Cnitenion 1 7/8 consecutive connect nesponses;

Cnitenion 2 - Cnitenion 1 plus 8 additíona1 consecutive

connect nesponses; Cnitenlon 3 - Cniterion 2 plus 35

subsequent connect nesponses, The anaLysis of nevensal

leanning indicated that the gnouP tnained tq CnitenÍon 3

Iearrned the nevensal more napidly than the gnoups tnained

to Cnitenía 1 and 2, The latter two gnoups did not diffen
fnom each othen,
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Acconding to Spenlingts hypothesis, it should

follow that the gnoups trained to Cnitenia 1 and 2 had not

attained an asJ¡mptotic level of penformance on the initial
discnirnination, CapaldL E Stevenson state that lrCniterion

I did not pnovide a sufficient numben of tnÍats fon the

aninals to neach a stable leve1 of penfonnance,lt¡ and imply

by oníssÍon that animal-s tnained to Cnitenion 2 had reached

a stable level of penformance. (They meneLy state that

few ennors were made once Cnitenion 2 had been met).

SpenlÍng suggested that thene was in fact some evidence

that subjects trained to the second critenion had not j+'

+a€+ reached as5rmptote, Usíng the data pnovided in
Capaldí E Stevensonls PaPen2 she convented the mean errors

to pnopontions of nean tnials to each of the thnee

cnitenia, The ProPortíon of enrors to the finst
criterion was ,29ì from the finst to the second .27, and

firon the second to the thínd ,07. Fon hen own studyt

these pnopontions were ,38, .07ì and .08. SpenlLng took

the lange diffenence between the two intenmediate

pnopontions as indicating that in hen own study as¡rmptotic

penfonmance had been attained by Cnitenion 2 but had not

been attaíned by this cnitenion in Capal-di 6 Stevensonrs

expeniment.

The thind study to use multlple acguisition cniteria
v¡as that of Reld (1953), As descnibed at the beginning of
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this thesLs, Reid found that nevensal leanning Í¡as more

napid after L50 oventnaLning tnials than aften either 50

oventnaining tnials on aften cnitenion tnaíning (to a

cniterion of 9/10 with the last 5 connect), Since it Ís
pnobable that asynptotic performance had been attained
after 50 oventnaining tnÍats, Spenling suggested that this
was the only nesult not su¡rponting hen hypothesís,

Despite the fact that the pnesent nesults accond

entínely with Spenl-ingts hypothesÍs (a pnecniterfon gnouP

obvíously cannot have neached asymptote) r thene must

neventheless be considenable doubt concenning its validity
othen than that naised by Reidrs nesults. Finst1y, when

using the pnopontion of mean ert?otls to mean tnial-s to each

cníterion as a means of comparing hen own nesults wlth
those of Capa1dí t Steven"onr Spe:rling assumed that the
propontion of ernons up to a centain cnitenion indicates
whetherr on not the subjects have neached asynptote at
that criterion, In fact, the pnopontion of emors made

aftepn rrathen than befone the cnÍtenion of intenest would

be a bette:r indicaton of whethen on not a stable leve1 of
penfonnance has been attaíned, hthile a low pnopontion of
errors befone the cnitenion woul,d centainly l-ndicate the

attainment of asynptotic penfonmance, a high pnopontion

would be equivocal, It nay be the casea ês SpentÍng

implicitly assumes, that the errons were fainLy evenS-y
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distnfbuted throughout the pne-cnitenion peniodo but

altennatlvely, it may also be the caae that the najonlty
of ernors erene made eanly ín the peniod in questLon,

nesulting ín a high pnopontion of ernors fon the entine

peniod despite the fact that as5rmptotic penformance coul-d

have been neached at criteníon, A high propontion of

ernons aften a gíVen cnitenl.on, wouLd on the othen handn

cleanly indLcate that a stable level- of penforrmance had

nat been neached at that critenion, while a low leve1

wouLd again indicate that lt ha¿ been :reached,

Spenlingls companj.son of the PnoPortion of errons

made between the attaining of the finst and second

critenia of hen own and CapatdJ- t Stevensonrs expeniment

Lllustnate the pnoblems associated with hen mode of
anal-ysls. It wíII be recalLed that a low pnopontLon of
ernors was obtained fon hen own expeniment (.07) and a

high pnopontÍon fon Capal-di E Stevensonrs expeníment (,27),

She concluded that in hen ov¡n exPeniment, subjects had

neached a stable level of penformance by the intenmediate

cniteníon, but had not done so in Capaldi t Stevensonfs

expeniment, In fact¡ ês suggested above, the nespective

pnopontf,ons pnobably glve mone infonmation concenning the

finst cnitenj-On of both expeníments nathen than the second.

Capa1dÍ ê Stevensonfs finst eritenion was exceptionall-y low

seven connect resPonses out of any eight consecutive
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tnials, Qne night expect a substantial numben of elârorg

aften thls criterLon' fndicating that ani:na]e had not

neached asymptote and hence yieldíng a high enllota Pno-

portion, spenlingts fÍnst cnÍtenion sras considenably

highen ten conrect nesponses out of the twelve ùrials on

any given day, The low pnopontion of enrons made after
this cnÍtenion probably índicates that animals had neached

asymptote at on ímmedÍate]y aften this cnitenLon. Since

the pnoportion of errors made aften the second cniteníon
was equally low for: both expeníments, it ís Probabl'e that
asyrlptotic penfonmance had been attained at this pol-nt ín

both studíes, It is hence doubtfut whethen Capaldi g

Stevensonl s expeníment lndicates that Pre-aslrnPtotic
penfonmance by cnitenion tnaLned groups is necessany fon

the ORE.

tthiLe as mentioned pneviously, the pnesent r:esults

accond with Spenlíngts hypothesis, they also pnovide a

stnong angument against using hen method of detecting
asymptotic penformanee, The pnopontion of mean el?rolls

oven mean tnials between the fffth day of tnaining (the

point at which Gnoup 5D was nevensed) and cnitenion (the

point at which Gnoup C was neveneed) fon Gnoups C and 0T

r^r4s ,41. C1-ean1y, if thls pnopontion is consídened as a
measure of whether on not a stable level of performance

has been neached at cnitenlOn one can only concLude that

it has not, Neverthel,ess, the conventíonal- ORE was not
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obtained, DespÍte this, the nesults do support Spenlingls
hypothesis, since duning oventnainÍng the pnopontion of
ennors to tnÍals is .03, Lndicating asymptotic ¡lenfonmance

at cnl-terÍon,
When dÍscussLng hen hypothesis, SpertLng only

considened expenl,ments i.nvol-ving multiple acquísition
cnitenia, There appears to be no good reason fon this,
ConsJ.dening standand ORE panadign expenLmentso ít is
doubtful whethen all. successful demonstnations of the
effect have involved pne-aslmptotic penfonmanee by

cnÍtenion tnained animals, The vast najoníty of
experimentens have used L8/?0 connect nesponses as the
cnitenfon of leanning, ThÍs in itself should ensutle

asymptotíc penfonmaDCêr Nevertheless, the ORE has been

obtained wittr the use of even stnicten cnitenía. MackLntosh
(1962, 1963a) using a cnitenion of l-8/20 connect with the
Iast 10 tníals all connect, Nonth t Clayton (1959) using
L9/20 with the last 10 eonnect, and Siegel (1967) using
16/16 cornect over two da5rs, all obtal-ned the effect, It
must be considened highly pnobable that all of these
cnitenia nepnesent a l-eve1 of nespondÍng that is asyrnptotic.
Funthen evidence on this point nay be obtained firom those

of the above expeniments whLch neponted the number of ennors

made duning oyentnaining, $ackintosh (1962) neponted that
no subject made mone than 3 ennons dunLng overtnaining, and
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the mean numberr of enrgrs was 0.9¡ while Siegel (1967)

reponted that subjects chose the corrnect stfunulus on 98,7%

of the tníals. ThLs may be contnasted r^Iith the pnesent

experiment ín whÍch subjects had a mean of 4.83 errors

duning oyertnaLning Chenee choosing the connect stímulus on

97% of the tnials) and yet the conventÍona1 ORE was not

obtaíned,
It should at this stage be poínted out that while

strÍct cnitenia may ensure asymptotíe penformance in the

case of discniminationÊ which tend to be leanned Ín

appnoxinatel-y I00 tniaLs on less such as the expeniments

discussed to the pnesent point, this may not hold fon

extnemel.y diff icult tasks nequinÍng sevenal J.t ems as many

tnials to eniterion, !,IínefÍeld E 'Jeeves (1968) ovêt1-

tnained animals on a successive di.scnfuninatÍon whÍch took

aní¡nal-s a mean of 290 trials to neach a criterion of ]-8/20

connect fesponses oyer'' tsro days, Duning overtnaining

the mean pencentage of connect resPonses undenwent a

substantial and continuous reduction, Neventhelessr ês

indicated above, a high cnÍterÍon does usualLy indÍcate

asyrnptotic penfonrnance and is not incompatlble with the

occurnence of the ORE,

Hence in total, the evÍdence Ís veny strongly agaínst the

hypothesis that Pre-asymptotic Performance on the Part of

nonoventnaLned subjects is necesgany fon the ORE' The only



concLusign that can be offered, ls that the exact d

of ínitial, training of the nsnoyentnained gnou¡r ie vÍtaL
to the occunrence of the OBE únden sone conditlons at
Lea$to and that the nelqtionshlp between (L) thls degnee

of lnlttal traf.ning, C2) ¡renfonmance duning lnitiaL
trainlng, and (3 ) subsequent n'eveneal- leanning, ls a

cornp]-ex one, One pf the r¡anfablee which lt ls esnsidened
geyenne this nelatLonship is discussed Ln the foJ-lowing

cha¡lten,
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CHAPTER 4.

EXPERTMENT 3 ¡ THE REI,ATIONSHIP BETVTEEN

CRTTERTA OF LEARNTNG AND TASK DIFFICULTY| EFTECTS

ON REVERSAL LEARNING.

1 INÎRODUCTION,

Sperlingts (I970) results and the nesults of

Expeníment 2 (Chapten 3) suggest a neason fon the nanity

of the ORE when expenimenteps use spatíal- diEcniminations.

If the exact degnee of lnitial- tnai-ning of the nonoven-

tnaíned grouP f s vital to the occurrence of the ORE r f-t may

well be the case that in an easy dl-scní¡nination such as

posÍtÍon, anJ.mals tnaíned to conventional cnitenía ane

normally revensed at a point which will not allow the effect

to occun when the dlscnimj-nation is a napíd1y Leanned one;

i,ê, thene m4y be a nelationshiP between cnitenia of leanning

and task difficulty. Since exPerimentens tend to use the

same criteria of leanning innespective of task difficultyr
it is to be expected that the nesults of exPeníments in-
volving easy tasks should vary in a consistent rnannen fnom

difficult tasks.
A dinect nelationship between task diffieulty and

crltenia of learning is pnoposed, such that all else being

egual-, a lowen cnitenion of teanning wíll have the same
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effect on an easy discnimination as a highen cnítenion on

a difficult one, It may hence be pnedíeted that if a

cnitenion of L8/20 connect nesponses fnequently gíves the

ORE using a difficutt discnfunination, a fan lowen

cnitenion will be nequl-ned using an easy task such as

position,
The ev:ldence strongly supponts thls hypothesis.

Excluding the expeniment of Pubo1s (f956) on the gnounds

of inadequate matching of groups, and that of TheLos Ê

Blossen (1965) on the gnounds of failing to equate the

total food intake between groups (these two expeniments

were discussed in Chapten 1), thene have been only two

expenLments to show the ORE using a spatial discninl.nation;
Bnunen, Mand1en, OrDowd E lrlallach (1958), and Capaldi (1963),

Both of these expenÍ^rnents used vaniations of the conventional
design.

Bnunen et alrs expeniment was concerned with the
effects of both oventnaining and motivation on nevensal

Ieanning. They used a complex position nevensal, Animals

had to leann to tnaverse a foun-unit linean T maze which

invoLved leanning whethen to tunn left on night at each of
four consecutive choice points on each tnial, The authons

hypothesÍsed that thene wene two methods by which animals

could leann a síngle altennetion task (e.9, fol-lowing a

LRLR pattern on each tnial) using thls appanatus, Eithen
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they could leann the specÍfic responee nequJ.ned at each

choice point J-ndependently of that nequined at the othen

choice poíntsr orr altennatively, they coul-d lear:n frthe

pnineiple of single altennationft. By this they meant a

necoding of infonnation givLng a neduction in the numben

of decisions the onganisn must make in the task situation,
ê.gr trChoice Point l-, tunn left¡ then keep revensing

sidesrr. Revensal leannÍng can be used to detenmine which

of these posslbilíties does in fact occun. Revensal

would nequine animals to leann RLRL nathen than LRLR¡ ft
was hypothesísed that j.f thene erere substantial savLngs in
neversal- teanning, thl-e night Índicate that the pninciple
of sJ.ngle aLtennation had been leannt nathen than a senies

of specific turnLng responsesr

Two funthen factons v¡ene suggested as pnobably

ínfluencing the likelihood of the attainment of rrpnLnciplerl

leanning, Finstlyr fncpeased oventnaining was hypothesised

as incneasing the pnobabf.J-ity of prineiple leanníng, and

secondly, motLvation was thought to íntenact with over-
tnaining such that oventnaining unden conditions of ¡nild
dnive íncneased the tendency to leann by pninclple, while
overtraíning unden conditions of high dníve Led to

'rnigidifícationtt - the lnabllÍty to go beyond the leanning
of specific responses, The influence of motLvation follows
from the assumption that high drÍve neduces the openat:lon
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of ttany Processes not essential to attaining the

iuunediately pnesent goal as napldly as possiblef'. If
this includeS Processes more corn¡llex than sÍnp1e resPonse

leanníng, then under high dnLve, animals should not Leann

the pninciple of single altennation,
To test theín hypotheses, Bnunen et aI, used a 2 x 3

expenimental design consÍsting of two l-eveLs of hours of

food depnivation - LZ or 36 houns¡ and tlrree levels of

ínitial tnaining on the sLngle alternatíon, Theee levels

wenei to a cnitenion of 80å connect consisting of no more

than foun wrong tunns ín the five tnials given in a single

day; to the same cnitenion plus foun days (20 tnials) of

oventnaining; to the same criten:lon plus 16 days (80

tnials) of oventnaining, All aníma1s were then tnained

to cniteniOn on the reverse pattenn under the same level

of depnivatLon as had been used for the ínitíal-
discnininatíon,

Bnunen et alls nesults EupPonted thein hypotheses in
that the ORE was obtaÍned fon animal-s unden modenate

motivational conditions 02 houns depnivation), but was

not obtained under conditions of high motivation (36 houns

depnivation). The nelationship between the ORE and

conditíons of motivation wilt be funtherr dl-scussed

subsequentLy, Fon the pnesento the mene fact that the

ORE was obtained using a position discnjmination is of

interest,
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It was suggested at the beginning of this chapten

that the ORE would not be obtained using an easy dis-
cnimínatLon (such as positfon) unless a sufficiently low

cnÍtenion v¡as used on the inítial task, One must hence

look fon evÍdence eithen that Bnuner et al-rs positíon
task was more dífftcult than usualr oF that the cniterion
of leanning was lowen than usualr or a combínation of the

two, Since the task e¡qs mone complex than the con-

yentional spatial discnininatl-onr one would expect it to
be mone difficu1t, which Ln tunn should be indLcated by an

incnease in the numben of trlals to the initial dís-
cniminatíon cnitenion. It took approximately ten tnials
fon the subjects to :reach this cnitenion. The numben of
tnials to neach the initial discnimination cniterion fon

most spatial tasks fal-Is between 10 and 30. Cleanlyr oD

these figunes Bnunen et alts task was not difficult'
NeventheLess, due to the natune of the discnimination,
the average of ten tnials to cnitenÍon may not adequately

represent task dífficulty. A tnial- in thÍs case

nepnesents foun decisions at four choice-points which

gives an avenage of a¡rpnoximately 40 choices to neach

cniterion, In a conventional position discnimination a

trial nepnesents one decision at one choice-poínt,
Consequently, in tenms of choices to enitenion, animals

took longen to leann the task than is nonmally the case'
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Bnunen et aI. also used a cnítenion Eomewhat l0wen

than that nonnally enployed 16/20 connect choices, This

contnasts wíth the most fnequently used cnitenion - 908

nather than 80% connect based on LBl20 connect tniaLs' It

may hence be concluded that Bnunen et alts expeníment does

not contnadict the hypothesis that a lower crLtenion of

leanning is nequl-ned in onde¡' to obtain the oRE using an

easy discnimination such ae positLon.

The other experiment to unambiguously demonstnate the

oRE usÍng a spatial dl.scnininatÍon was that of capaldi

(1963), He used the conventional position discrimination

task witb ttre exception of one detail. Rathen than

tnainíng his subjects to críteníon on the initial dis-

cniminatlonn he gave all the aní¡nal-s a fixed numben of

tnaining tnials before revensal, EÍght tniaLs Per day

lrere given, one grouP hTas revensed aften two days of

initiaL dÍscniminatLon training while the other grouP vras

revensed aften 15 days. The grouP given gneaten initial
tnainLng leanned the nevensal sígnificantly more napidlyt

giving a position ORE'

capaldJ. al-so gave the number of connect resPon9es

fon each of the five animals in both gnoups on the second

day cand last day fon the lessen tnaíned gnoup) of the

ÍnitíaI díscniminatLon, Fon the lessen tnained animalst

foun obtained scores of 7 /8 conrect resPonses on thÌs day
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of tnaíning, while the fifth obtafned 8/8, These ane

the sont of scores one would expect to obtaln had a

cnitenion of 7 /8 connect resPonses on a given day been

used aB a cnitenion of J-eanning fon the inÍtiaI discninin-
ation, rathen than the fixed nunben of tnials actually used.

A cniterion of 7 /8 con:rect would be considenably lowen than

that used by any othen expenimenten attempting to obtain

the QRE using a positíon discnùnination. SÍnce, fnom the

abOve scoreso the task was obviously an easy oner this
nesult lends funthen cnedence to the hypothesis that a

lower cnitenion of leanning on the initial discnimination

is nequl-ned fon the ORE when employing an easy task'
The punpose of the pnesent expeniment was to attempt

to confinm the nelationship found between grouPs in
Expeniment 2 (Chapten 3) using a position nathen than a

bnightness discl-i¡nination, In line with the genenal

hypothesis of a nelationship between task difficulty and

cnitenia of leanning, it was hoped that this eould be

accomplished by inctuding gllouPs revensed aften only

attainLng veny low cnitenia of teannlng on the inítial
diecnimination as well as the more conventional gnouPsç

2, METHOD,

SubJects, The subjects were 29 expenLmentally naLve

male hooded nats aPProxLmately 120 days old at the

beginning of the expenl-ment, An additional 15 animal-s
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were elinÍnated duning pnetnalning

slowIy and 4 were elímLnated aften
connect responses duning the finst
discninination tnaining'

Appanatus, As in ExPeniments I

fon nesponding too

not obtaining any

thnee days of inltial

and 2,

Pnocedune, The pnetnaining pnocedune was identical to
that used in the two pnecedlng expeniments, The same

ventical stniped doons brere used duning tnaining as were

used duning pnetnaJ.ning, Both doons were locked on the

finst tnial of the fl"nst day fon aL1 subjects and the síde

chosen was subsequently desLgnated the negative stfmulus.

In all other nespects the pnocedune fon each individuaL

tnia1 was Ldentical to that employed in the pneceding

expenÍments.

D-gglg,, Thene vùere f ive gl?oups, GrouPs 2, 4 r 6 and

10 wene nevensed immediately after any 2, 4r 6 and 10

consecutive connect tr.l.als nespectl-ve1y. Gnoup 0T was

nevensed aften 10 consecutive conrect tnía}s plus an

additíonal 50 trials. Revensa1 tnaining continued fon

each animal until ít obtained L0 consecutive eonr¡ect

resPonses,

The use of statistically unneliable cnitenia (ttre

lowen nange of the above cniteria) nequines comment'

While a low cníterion ís statistically unneliable, it was

assuned that due to the natune of the task, rnost of the
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criteria used wene psychologically valld in the sense

that they did langely nepnesent leanning nathen than chance

events, This assumption appearred reasonable due to the

nesponse chanactenistíc of position nesponding by nats Ln

a 2-choice maze. Position nesponding has PrevÍously been

mentíoned pnímanily with nespect to nevensal leanníng, It
is nonnally exhibited equally stnongly during the initÍaI
díscnimination. While most expenimenters equalíse each

anLmal!s experience wÍth both posltions duning pnetnainitgt

thÍs may have the effect of neducing position pnefenences

but nanely elfuninates them, Consequentlyr at the

beginning of initial discninination tnainingr oF soon

aften, all on most anÍmals beging position nesponding.

The occasional bneaking of this position habit in onder

to appnoach the positive stimulus on the non-pnefenned

side is nonmally one of the first signs of leanning.

In a spatial discnimination with animals being

tnAÍned with thein non-pnefenned side as the positÍve

stimul-us ¡ €rDY switch to the connect side pnobably Lndicates

leannJ-ng sÍnce nandom posf-tion swltching is nane. In

othen wonds, since animals genenalty do not nespond

nandomly with nespect to the nelevant dimensÍons at any

stage duníng tnainLng, chance factons in the attainment

of cniter:1a of leannlng ane neduced/ Presumably allowing a

conmensunate neductíon in the stnl-ngency of the cniter:Lon
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emPloyed,

This angument does not genenalise dinectly to a

visual dlscni¡nination, because in this case the numben of
consecutl-ve conr"ect nesponses an animal can obtaf.n befone

actually lear:ning, is in J-ange Part determined by the

numben of tlmes the positive stimulus aPPeans consecutively
on the prefenned side. An analogous situatíon fon a
vÍsual discrinination would penhaps involve the counting of
connect nesponses on the non-pnefenned síde whil-e ígnoning

conrect rlesponses on the pnefenned side.

3, RESULTS,

Gnoup means ane given in Tab1e 4,I. TnLals to a

nevensal- cnítenion of foun consecutive connect resPonses

(Cnitenion 4) as well as ten (Cnitenion 10) ane Lncluded,

InÍtial tnaining, Using CnÍtenion 2 pnoved to be an

unneliable method of detecting leanning. Evidence fon

thís comes fnom the fact that, (a) a total of t0 anùna1s

in Gnoups 4r 6, 10, and OT made a total of 27 ernons aften
neachíng Cniteníon 2 and befone neaching Cnítenion 4n and

(b) two anl.mals Ín Gnoup 2 neversed ín 0 tnials. It is
hence pnobable that chance factons played an impontant nole

l-n the attaining of this cnitenion. This may be con-

tnasted wittr Cr:iterion 4, (a) A total of only 2 animals

in Gnoups 6, 10n and 0T made a total of five errors aften
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TABLE 4.1. EXPERTMENT 3,

Initial discní.minat ion
Tníals to TniaLs to
Críterrion 4 own cnitenion

Revensal
Iþia1e to PensevenatiYe
Cnitenion 10 tnials

2

l+

6

l0
OT

I
11

I
10

10

9,18

9,33

lL 10

9,20

6,22

9,18

10.33

11.10

r0,00

Tnla1s to
Cnitenion 4

6.56

22.9I
l.2.7I
L7.70

15.30

8.22

25,45

L3.22

18.90

16,90

3 .67

9.00

4. 00

7 .40

9,20

HH
N
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neaching Cnite:rion t+ and befone neaching Cnitenion 6.

(b) The lowest numben of Persevenatl.ve errons befone the

finst correct nesPonses in neversal fon Gnoup 4 was three.

Hence this panticul-an animal made a total of 7 consecutive

nesponses to one side. one may conclude that it is
inpnobable that chance factons played a significant nole

in the attaining of Cnitenion 4. Fon this reason, fon

companative punposesr mean tníals to Cnitenion 4 ane

inc1uded Ln Table 4.1 fon Gnoups 6, 10, and 0T as well as

mean tnials to each gnouPrs own cniterion. A similan

numben of tnials hlas nequined by Gnoups 4r 6, 10 and 0T

to neach Cnitenion 4¡ F <

Revensal tnaininE. Trnials to Cnitenion 10. Onthogonal

companisons indicated that (a) Gnoup 2 leanned rnone napidly

than a combination of Gnoups 4r 61 10, and 0Tr f = 9.64t

d,f , ¡ 1/44r p ( ,005, (b) Gnoup 4 leanned mone sl-ow1y

than a combínation of Gnoups 61 100 and 0Tr F = 8.58t

d,f , = l/)4r p ( .01, (c) Thene $ras no significant
diffenence between Gnoup 6 and a combination of Gnoups 10

and 0T, F = 1,69, d,f, = 1/440 P >

signíficant difference between Gnoups 10 and 0Tr F < l-,
TniaLs to Critenion 4, Onthogonal conparisons indicated

that (a) Gnoup 2 leanned mone napidly than a combl-nation of
Gnoups 4,6, 10, and 0T, F = 13'99r d,f, = 1/44r P <
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(b) Gnoup 4 leanned more slowly than a combination of

Groups 6, 100 and 0T, F = 8.392 d,f. = L/+t+r P ( .01,

(c) Thene was no signÍficant difference between Gnoup 6

and a combination of Gnoups 10 and OT, F = I'55¡ d.f. = l/44,
p > ,1, (d) Thene e¡as no signLficant diffenence between

Gnoups 10 and 0T, F < 1.

PensevenatÍon. Onthogonal comPanísons indicated that
(a) Gnoup 2 pensevenated less than a combination of Gnoups

4, 6, 10, and oTn F = 5,01n d.f. = r/44, P ( .05i (b) thene

vras no significant difference between Gnoup 4 and a

combination of Gnoups 61 10, and 0To F = 1.91¡ d.f, = L/44t

P>
of Gnoups 10 and 0T, F = 5,83, d.f. = L/+4r P ( .05; (d)

thene was no significant dffference between Gnoups 10 and

0T, F < 1,

Due to the sunPnisl-ngly napid reversal leanning of
Gnoup 6, the data were reanalysed with this guouP excluded.

This was in onden to ensure that the signifícantlyslowen
l-eanning of Gnoup 4 when comPaned to gnouPs given

additional tnaíning on the ínitial discnimination !üas not

solely caused by the nesults of Gnoup 6.

Tnials to Critenion 10 (Group 6 excluded). Qnthogonal

comparisons indicated that (a) Gnoup 2 leanned mone napidly

than a combination of Gnoups 4, 10, and 0T, F = L2,07,

d,f, = l/36t P < .005; (b) Gnoup 4 leanned mone slowly
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than a combÍnatÍon of Gnoups 10 and 0T, F = 4.79r d.f, =

l/36r p ( ,05; (d) there was no signíficant difference
between Gnoups 10 and 0Tr I < 1'

ThÍs panticulan set of data was also suÞJected to a

tnend analysis usíng onthogonal polynomials' While this
analysis ie somewhat nedundant since ít witt not neveal mone

than the previous thnee onthogonal companisonso it should

conveniently sumrnanise them with one E natio, The

independent vanl-able - mean numben of tníals on the initial
task - was tnansfonmed using an XI = + tnansfonmation in
onden to rrcompressrr the lange diffenence in number of

initial tnials between the oventnained animals and the othen

gnoups. A significant quadnatic component !{aB indicated,

F = 10.42, d,f, = L/36r p < .005. No othen tnends hlere

significant. Fig.4,L gnaphs the nelationship.
Trials to C:riterion 4 (Group 6 excluded), Onthogonal

companisons indicated that (a) Gnoup 2 leanned mone napldly

than a combination of Gnoups 4, 10, and OT, F = l-7,27 r d'f ,

= L/36t p < .005; (b) Gnoup 4 leanned mone slowly than a

combination of Gnoups 10 and OT, F = 4.86¡ d,f, = 1/36t

p < ,05i (c) thene was no slgnificant difference between

Gnoups 10 and 0Tr I . 1,

Pensevenation (Gnoup 6 excluded), onthogonal companisons

indicated that Gnoup 2 pensevenated less than a combinatíon
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of Gnoups 4, I0, and 0To F = 7,24, d,f , = I/36r P < .01.

Thene !{ere no other significant díffenences' \ < I in all
cases,

4. DISCUSSÏON.

The tníats to neversal cnitenion nesults agaLn

i.ndicate an incnease in the numben of tnials with íncneases

Ín the degnee of ínitiaL tnaining uP to a point, followed

by a decnease, This was not affected by the nevensal

cniterion used, Not- !.tas it menely due to Gnoup 6

possibly being unrepnesentative since the same effect was

obsenved after the exclusLon of this group fnom the

analysis,
Intenpnetation of the perse:yenation nesults wíth the

inclusion of Gnoup 6 Ís diffícuIt, It btas expected that
pensevenation would increase witn íncneases in amount of
initiat tnainíng and then become as3rmptotic. The fonmer

nesult was obtained (CompanÍson a), and Companisons (b) and

(d) suppont the latter assumption. Companison (c) on the

othen handn inaìcated that Gnoup 6 pensevenated significantly
less than those gnoups neceiving more tnaining on the

initial discní¡nination. In the light of Companison (b) t
this J.s unexpected and l-s at pnesent diff icult to intenpnet.
As is to be expected, the exclusion of Gnoup 6 elirninates
thls difficulty' The onty signifieant effect was the

inltial incnease 1n pensevenation with an incnease in
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Amount of initial tnaining, Funthen incneases in initíal
tnaining had no effect on Persevenation.

Unlíke the pnevious expenirnent (Expeniment 2) Chapter

3), the present expeníment does not suppont Spenlingrs
(L9?0) hypothesis concernLng the cause of the oRE non-

asynptotic penfonnance on the pant of nonoventnained gnouPs.

TakJ.ng Gnoup 4 as the lesser tnained gnouP, it is quite

clean that the amount of pensever:ation shown by thís grouPt

and the few ennons made aften attaining Cniteníon 4 by

those subjects given additional initiat discninination
tnaining, pnecludes the assumption of non-aslrmptotic

perfonmance at CnÍtenion 4,

Since both the Íncnease and decnease Ín case of

neversAl leanning occunr"ed using initial discnirnination

cnitenia well below those nonmally employed, ít is
neasonable to assume that the nanity of the ORE in easy

discnininations is due to tnaining fon seemingly non-

oventnained gnoups being in fact extended fon too long a

peniod, This in tunn supponts the hypothesis of a

nelatLonship between critenÍa of leanning and ease of
task such that lowen cnítenia for: easy tasks ane

equivalent to highen cniterl-a fon diff icult tasks '
Richman ê Coussens (f970) anrived at the same

conclusion based on slnilan nesults. Using a position
dJ-scni¡nination, they tnained four gnoups of nats to
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cnitenia of t+/g connect tnials, 6/ I connect, 8/8 cornect,
and 8/g connect plus an addltional 96 oventraíning tnials.
They found that the two groups given the most tnaining on

the ínitial discniminatJ.on leanned the nevensal more

napídly than the two grloups given the least traíning,
The pnoposed nelatLonshf.p between cnite:ria of

leanning and ease of task is of pantLculan impontance in
the case of easy tasks, An easy task can be defined as

one in which the Leanníng pnocess is rfcompnessedrf

nelative to a díffÍcu1t task, As a consequence it nay

be veny sensitive to slÍght changes in the crítenion of
Iearning as was the case ín the pnesent expeniment. The

more difficult the task, the more l-eeway should be

available in choice of cnitenion, Hence the gneaten

numben of expeniments successfully demonstnating the ORE

using a visual nathen than a spatial discnimination.
tlhile the nel-ationship between task difficulty and

cnítenia of leanning may play an impontant nol-e in
nevensaL leanningo othen factonsr play an equaLly

impontant noJ.e. Iruespective of the ease of the dis-
cnimination, whethen a spatial on a visual task is used

wilL have an effect on the above nelationship and hence

on the ORE. Possibly, ovent signs of leanning (i,e,
onset of cr"itenial tnÍals) qccun rel-atively eanlien in
the case of a spatial discnimination because stnong
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position responding during a visual discrrinínation may

pnevent an anímal fnom responding collrectly until the

leanning process has continued fon some tj¡ne' In the

case of a position discni¡ninationr conrect r:espondÍng may

occur at a lowen level of leanning. In othen wonds, the

dÍfference in nesponse stnengths to the positive and

negatiye stimulus may not need to be as gneat ín onden for
aníma1s to attain cnitenion in the case of a position dis-
cnimination, as companed to a visual task.

It is in pant pnobably this that all-owed all groups

in the pnesent exPeniment to be tnained to a cniterion on

the ínítial discnùninatLonz while grouPs given a low level
of tnaining in the pnevious expeniment (Expeniment 2 -
Chpaten 3) were p¡.ecniter:1on gl?ouPs, Stnength of position

nesponding (which is certaÍnly aPParatus-dependent) wil-I

hence affect the nelationshiP.
The results obtained have certain implications fon

the attention theony, since the theony states that the ORE

w1.11 not be obtaíned using easy tasks such as position

discr"Ínlnations. As pointed out in Chapten 1r the basis

fon this statenent is the assumptÍon that the main effect
of oyertnaining is to incnease attention to the nelevant

di¡nension. I'f the nelevant dimension is an obvious one

as in the case of an easy discnininEtion, attention to
this dimension wi]I be so high at crÍtenionr that oven-

tnainÍng should have no effect'
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The attention theony can be nodified to allow Ít
to handLe the pnesent data, It need menely be assumed

that sínce attention to the connect di-mension builds up

more napidly usÍng an easy tasko lowen cnitenia of leanning
on the initial taskr orr, depending on the nature of the
task¡ prîê-critenion leve1s of leanníng, are necessary in
onden to ensune that attention has not neached an

as¡rmptotic level fon aI1 groups, In othen wonds, even on

an easy task, ít must be assumed that the choice response

neaches as¡rmptote befone the attending nesponse. This

assumption necessitates the funther assunptf-on that
diffenences in task dlfficulty ane pnimanily (though not
necessanily entinely) due to dl.ffenences in nate of change

of the nelevant attending response, nathen than diffenences
in its base level, As mentioned pneviouslyr at pnesent

the theony assumes that fon easy tasks, attention to the
nelevant dLnension ís nelatLvel-y high even befone tnainfng
conmences, and hence neaches as5rmptote eithen sinul-
taneously withr oF even befone the choice nesponse, This

would not allow the ORE to occurl in easy spatíal- tasks no

matten what cniterion !ùas used,

At the beginning of this chapten, considenable

emphasÍs was gl-ven to B:runer et alf s (1958) findlng that
oventnaining only facÍlitated nevensal leannÍng unden

conditions of relatively low motivation, as detenmíned by
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the degnee of depnlvatlon. Htgh depnivation nesulted in
oventna:lning havf.ng no effect on revensal. Thj.s finding
pnovl.des a posoibJ.e exp}anatLsn fon the necessf.ty of a

lange revfêrd for the ORE, It nay well be the case that
a Large renand nesults Ln the Level of deprivation beíng

lowered duning each dayrle tntal-s to an extent which J.n

effect hes animaLE nunnlng unden low dnive fon the Latten

papt of the day, PanadoxLcaLly, thLs would mean that a

Iange ¡'ewa¡rd decneeEee nathen than i.ncneaseE notivatLont

as ê conEequence of subetantlally decrneasi.ng the level
of depnlvation duning the dayrs tnialE'
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SECTION IT, HUHAN SHTFT LEARNING.

CTIAPTER 5,

THE EFFECT OT OYERTRAINING ON

SHIFT LEARNTNG IN HUMANS.

I. AN EMPIRICAL (NONTHEORETTCAL) REVTEV'I.

The nelationship between cnLtenia of learníng and

task dlffículty found to hold fon nats and descnibed in
Sectíon I, is quite possibly highly genenalr and con-

sequently extends to othen specíes as well For this
reason, the exPeriments to be descnibed in laten chaptens

of Section II wene pnimanily designed to find those

combinations of task difficulty and cnítenia of leanning

that would yield the ORE !n human subjects, This chapten

neviews expeniments using human subjects ín which over-

tnaining on the initial- task was used in onden to obsenve

its effect on a shift task - involving eithen nevensal on

nonrevers4l-. Relevant theoníes primanily applying to
human nathen than anÍmal leanning ane also discussed.

Expe¡'imentaL designs - The manipulation of dimensions.

The basic desígn used by the najonity of expenimentens

in the area (whethen or: not oventnainíng was employed) was

intnoduced by Buss (1953). Using this panadigm, a subject

1s pnesented with a senies of stlnuli and must nespond on
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each tnial wlttr one of two nesponses, He ls infonmed

aften e4ch tniaL whethen his nesponse etas conrect on

inconnect, Either a successive dLecnimlnation (one

stùnulus pnesented at a time) or a eLmultaneous

dÍscriminat:lon (two stimuli pnesented sÍmultaneously) is
enployed, In the latten case subjects in effect must

choose one of two stÍmu1i nathen than one of two responses

on each tnÍa1, The stimuli vary on sevenal dimensions
(e,g, colour, numben, sfze, etc,) wÍth two otl mone values

being employed on each dimens:lon. (Non-dínensional

designs will be discussed later). 0n the inítial dis-
cr'ínination, one dimension is desígnated nelevant and the

other dirnension írneLevant. In onden to leann the taskt
one of the nesponses must be associated with one value

of the relevant dinension, and the other response with
the othen val-ue, Aften inÍtial discnimination trrainingn

shift tnainLng is :lntnoduced, nonmally with no wanning

being given to the subjects, The shift may involve
eithen rleversal on nonrevensal tnaining, Fot? nevensal-

the Eame dimension nemains nelevant but the al-tennate

nesponse is nequined fon both stimulus values (on the

altennate stimulus must be chosen in the case of a

simultaneous discnirnination), whLle fon nonnevensalr one

of the pneviously innelevant dfunensions becomes nelevant

and the two nesponses must be assocÍated wíth two of its
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values, In order to facilÍtate post-ehift companisorls¡

nevensal and nonneversal grouPs are usually given

dl,ffenent nelevant dlnensions on the ínltlat disc:rí¡nination,

aLlowing an identícal task to be given to both grouPs fon

the shift,
Buss (1953) found that reversals ldere accomplished

more napidly than nonnevelrsaIs, this finding gave nLse

to a lange numben of subsequent expeniments and to a

considenable amount of theorising. Many of the ex-

peninents used overtnaining as well as cnÍterion tnainÍng
on the inltiat task and it is these expeniments that wiLl
be of pninany intenest in this neview. (Buss, 1953, used

a f ixed nu¡nben of tríals nathen than cni-tenion tnainÍng).
Whlle the above pattenn of dímension and nesPonse

rnanípulations has been the most connonly usedr the

nevensaL and nonneyersal shifts descníbed a:re in factn
nespectivelyn specífÍc exampJ.es of a mone genenal set of
intnadùnensional and extradÍmensíonal shlfts, They may

be dlstinguished from the aLterrnative desígns by the fact
that the stimulus set does not change aften the shiftt
whích consequentLy Ís defined soleLy by the change ín
reinfoncement contingencies. All othen shifts whích

have been used involve changes Ín the stimuli pnesented

on one or more dimensions" Hence fon intradimensional.

shifts othen than r:evensal, the originally nelevant
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diurension remaíns nelevant but the stÍmulus values
pnesented on thls dl.mensLon changee e,B, íf the shape

di¡nension was initially nelevant, new shapes ane used

duning the shift with thís dirnensLon again nelevant,
Fon extnadimensional shifts, the situation is none

complex in that several shifts other than the one

descnibed above (Panadigm 1) are posslble, These are:
Panadign II - a previously innelevant dimension may

becorne nelevant without ch4nges in cue values, but the
pnevlousJ-y nelevant dimensíon may take new values (and

penhaps become constant by taking one value only):
Panadígn III - a previously ínnelevant on constant
dinension may take new values and become nelevant while
the pnevíously nel-evant dinenslon becomes innelevant
wÍth no other change; Panadlgn IV - the values of atl
dj.nensions may change nesultf.ng in totally new stimuli,
In this case, subjects may be pnevented fnom nespondÍng

dLffernentially on any of the onlginally pnesent

dimensíons by naking them all constant and vanying
pnevíously constant dimensions, In addition, the use

of sl.multaneous dlscniminations allows dímensions to vary
within tnials as well as between tnials. (Successive

discnùninations can only yany between tnials), Vlhile
the nelevant dínension fon each task must vary wíthln
tnials ín onden to pnesent subjects wíth a positLve and

negative stímulus, innelevant dimensionÊ may vany within
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ora between trÍals (op bOth) and nqy be changed fon the

shift task.

1 Intnadimensional (pnùnanÍly neversal) shifts.
(a) Nonmal adult subjects,

Fon pnesent purposes adults wíII be defined as

being 15 yeans old on more, One of the fír'st studíes
on the effect of the degnee of ínitial tnalnlng on

neversal was that of Ïwahana E Sugl.muna (1960), They

tnained males aged 15 to 19 years on a sí¡nultaneous

sfze díscrlminatÍon and nevensal, pnoblem with coloun as

an ínrelevant dímension. Seven groups wlth seven

degrees of ínitial discni¡nÍnation tnaining v¡ere used,

These degnees of training wene to cnitenia of 1, 21 3,

5, 7 ? and 10, consecutive connect responses and to a

criterfon of I0 consecutive conrect nesponses plus an

additional 20 tnials, The nesults indicated that
nevensal became more difficult wÍth increases in the

ínitial discnímínatíon cnitenion level up to the cnitenion
of thnee consecutíve connect nesponses, and then became

easien with subséquent incneases in cr"itenion level-, This

invented U shaped function is identical to that obtained

Ín Expeninent 2 and 3 (Chaptens 3 and 4) using :?ats,

V{híl-e gnly an ovenaLl analysís of the mean tnials to
nevensal cnitenion ís given, it is clear fnom the means
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that the ORE could have been obtained using any of the
finst four gnoups (up to the gnoup with a cnitenion of
five consecutíve conrect nesponses on the ínitial dis-
cninination) as the lessen tnaíned group, against any of
the remainíng thnee gnoups as the gneaten tnained group.

0bviously, had a lange range of cnitenia, including low

cpftenia, not been used, the ORE woul-d not have been

obtained, The ease of the dl-scnfunination may be gauged

fnom the fact that ft took subJects appnoxi-rnately I tníal-s
to attain a cníteníon of 10 successive nesponses on the
inÍtÍal task,

Ludvígson ê Caul- (1964) using eollege studentsn

companed the effect of cnitenion tnaining and oventnainlng
fon both a two and a foun categony sonting task on concept

neyensal, Thein task was identicaL to one used by Kendlen

E Ma,yznen (1956) and was designed to allow nevensal-s when

more than two categories of stÍmuIí and nesponses ane used.

In a foun categony sonting task fnvolving eLthen the line-
angul,aníty on the nadii-positfon concept, subjects had to
leann to sort each of 16 nesponse cands unden one of foun

Etí¡nulus cands, The nadii-position concept wil-l be used

as an exarnple, The stimulus cands had arroÍùs pointíng ín
foun diffenent dinections and each response cand had a
cLncle wíth a radíus line ín a posítíon in the cincle
poínted to by one of, the stimulus cand at?ro!,rs, A connect
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response involved natching these two cands, Duning

revensal¡ subJects v¡ene nequl.rred to match a nadius position
with an arnow pointíng in the opposfte dinectLon, Fon the
two category sorting task, only the honizontal-ventLcaL
aspect of the arnows and nadii was used (necessítating the
use of only two stimulus cands). A conventional (nesponse

swi.tch) nevensal was possibte ín this case. Ludvigson E

Caul found that oventnal-ning facilitated never:sal- using
both 2 and t+ sonting categonies, 0n the oniginal dís-
cnimination the 4 sonting categony task with appnoximately
5 tnials to a cnitenion of 10 successive conrect nesponses

was leanned mene napidly than the 2 sonting categony task
wíth appnoxÍ.rnately I tnials to cnitenion, although the
difference was not slgnificant. This may have been

nefLected in revensal leanning since the difference between

gnoups fon two sonting categoníes was sígnÍficant at the

'002 level, while that fon foun sonting categonies was only
significant at the ,O2 Level. It ls possible that the
nelationship between cnitenLa of leanning and task diffÍculty
influenced these nesults,

Suginuna (1965, sunmary only) tnained 15-19 yean old
boys on a sinultaneoue¡ síze on coloun dLseníminatíon task
tq a cnitenion of 3, 5 on 10 pl-us 20 consecutive connect
nesponses, This was followed eÍthen by an immedíate
nevensaLr oF altennatS-vel¡r, a nevensal aften a 30 minute
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regt interval, The ORE was oÞtained fon the conventional

no nest conditíono with lange dlffenences being obtained

between all thnee grguPs, but was not obtained fon the neSt

condition, with all ttrnee grouPs leanning the neVersal

exceedingty napidly. It took a medl-an of 5 tr:iaLs to

attain the cnítenion of 10 successive resPonses on the

initial discnimination.
uhl (1966) used intnadínensionaL shifts involving

both neversals and nonnevensals, He gave undengnaduate

students a simultaneous discni¡ninatÍon with the stimuli
vanying on the dimensions of shaPen sizeo coJ-oul'¡ and

positiOn, The subjects were given a fixed numben of

t¡'ia1s (16 or l+8) on the ínitiat discninination nathen

than being tnained to a critenion, The last 4 of every

16 tniaLs hlene ngnoutcome tnials in whích subJects !{ere

not gíven any feedback concenning thein resPonses.

SubJects who did not nespond connectly on the 4 tnials

Just befone the shíft peniod elere eliminated fnom the

expeníment on the gnounds that they had not leanned the

ÍnÍtial task, The nelevant dimension was fonm, Fon

half of the subjects given an Íntnadùnensíonal shÍft, the

stlnulí dld not change and nevensal traíning was initiated
whlle fon the othen halfr nev¡ stímu1i with new fonrns were

used, vrith fonm again belng the neleyant dimension,
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Mean trrials to cniterríon on the shift task

indicated that oventnaíning facilítated intnadfuneneional

shift leanning whethen this consisted of a reversal on

nonnevensal shift. (Indfvidual statistical tests were

not cannied out. Only an overall analysis of varíance

vùas done, Íncluding extnadimensíonaL shifts discussed in
a subsequent sectíon, The nesults of this test indicated
that additional tnaíning facilitated shíft Leanning), It
took appnoximately 7,5 tnLals to attaín a cnítenion of
l+ consecutíve connect nesponses on the initial dís-
crimination,

Sittenley 6 Capehant (1966) tnained under-gnaduate

subjects on a successlve discnimination task using odd

or even digit pains as the two relevant cues. They used

thnee diffenent cnitenia on the ínitíaL discnimination:-
8/tO, 13 /l-S, and l8/20 connect nespons€s. In addition,
each of these ttu.ee grouPs was divided into two nein-

foncenent groups such that one grouP htas pnesented with
a green 1Íght followLng a connect nesponse and a noxious

buzzen followÍng an Ínconnect nesponse, while the othen

gtloup was presented with the gfeen light aften a connect

response onty, The results Lndicated that the gnoups

tnained to the cniterion of 8/10 connect resPonses leanned

the feversal more slowly (with the gnoup given the buzzen

leanning most slowly) than the othen grouPs which did not
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dÍffen fno¡n each other', The nunben of tníaIs to the

initial dfscninination criterion were not gíven.

McAllfsten, Capehanto t Rogens (1970) specÍficaJ-Iy
tested whether a díffieult discnimination was necessany

fon the ORE usÍng undengnaduates as subjects' They did
thÍs on the basís of Lovejoyrs (1966) mathenatical inter-
pnetation of the attent:lon theony. A successive dis-
cní¡nination with geometnie figures on cands was used. The

easy task involved an obvious shape discnimination whil-e

the difficutt task involved the conJunction of thnee

di¡nensions, Two cnitenía of leanning Ì,tere used:- 8/10

and L8/20 connect nesponses, As hypothesised, the ORE

was obtained fon the difficult discnininatíon but not fon

the eaÊy discnùninatíon, 0n the initial task, it took
subJects a mean of 0,17 trials to sol-ve the easy pnoblemt

and 6,54 tnials to sglve the hand pnoblem,

Lowenknon (1969) used a ltnonoutcomett tnials technl-que

fon studying the ORE. This involved the íntenspension of
nonoutcame trials amongst the conventional outcome tnials,
0n nonoutceme trfals subjects were nequíned to nespond but

wene not gíven any feedback concerning the response.

Lowenknpn used a successive discnfurlnation task wittr tZ
diffenent stùnuli, 4 of which only appeaned on nonoutcome

tnials, These stimuli vanied on foun dimensLons síze,
coloun, shape2 and numbeno wfth shape on numben providÍng
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the nelevant d:LmeneLon, Inítlal tnaíning continued to
a cnítenÍon of g consecutive connect resPonsesr one to
each of the reínfonced sti¡nulí¡ oP, in the case of oven-

tnaÍnfng, to the same c:riterion plus an additLonal 48

tniale, The neversal results yielded the ORE.

Funthen analysis enployíng the nonoutcome tnials
indicated that only centain subjects contnibuted to the

diffenence between cniterion and oventnaíned gnouPs. 0n

the basis of the nesponses on nonoutcome tnialsr subjects

could be classtfíed as being eithen consistent on íncon-

siatent, A consístent subject responded connectly on

the nonoutcome tpials despÍte never havÍng been neinfonced

for naking efthen response to those pantLculan stlmulí'
Incongistent subjects did not nespond connectly on a1l the

nonoutcome tnials,
These nesulte indicated that consÍstent subJects had

extracted the nelevant dünension and v¡ere nesponding

conrectly on the basis of this dimension, whíIe inconsistent
subJects had pnesumably nenely leanned the connect resPonse

to the I outcone stímuli by note.
lJhethen a subject nesponded in a consístent or ín-

consistent mannen had impontant effects on both the

acquisítion and nevensal leanning phases. Finstlyr in-
consistent subJects took fan longen to leann the initial
discrirnÍnatLon. They took a mean of appnoximatel-y 23
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ennors to leann the initlal task, whíIe consistent subJects

took a mean of appnoxùnately 6,5 errors. (Tnfals to
cnJ.tenion wene not given). Secondly, the ovenaLl ORE that
was obtained, sras entÍnely due to the incons:lstent subjects,
Sepanate analyses of the reversal data fon both consistent
and inconsfstent subjects indicated that whfle the ORE was

obtained fon the latter, it was not obtained fon the former,
The suggested relationship between task difficuLty and

cnitenia of leanning on the inítíaL dÍscnímination is
c1earJ-y applicable in thls case, Subjects who extnacted

the nelevant di¡nensíon Cconsistent subjects), in effect
had an easy task and hence !'rere oventnained at cnitenion
givlng no difference between groups, Rote leanning
subjects (inconsístent), had a more difficult task and wene

not oventrained at cnÍtenion, giving the ORE.

Lowenkron t Dniessen (1971) nepeated the above

experÍ"nent, studying in addition the effect of varyl-ng the
difficulty of the task and the numben of innelevant
dímensione, The same di¡nensions (size, colounn shape and

number) as Ln the pnevious expenJ.ment wene used to give a

thnee-irnelevant-di¡nensionE task, while the numben dÍnension
becane constant to give a two-innelevant-dimensions task.
Using coloun as the nelevant dímension resulted in a mone

difficult task than uslng shape. (11,80 vs. 7.42 errons

to cnitenion on the lnltlal task).
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Lowenknon € Driessen found similan dl-ffenences

between consistent and inconsl,stent subjects as had been

found in the pnevious expeniment (Lowenkron, 1969).

Inconsistent subjects took longen to leann the initial
discnímination and demonstnated the OREr while consistent

subjects leanned more raPidly and did not demonstnate the

effect, Combining the nesults of both types of subject

nesulted in an overall ORE, These results may again be

explained in tenms of a nelatíonship between task

dlfficulty and initial discnimination cnLterion level'
Two additional fíndings were that the numben of incon-

sistent subjects incneased with an incnease in the numben

of dimensions fnom two to tþ:reeo and also incneased with

the use of a more difflcult task (i.e. colour nather

than shape nelevant), As stated above, incneases in the

numben of inconsistent subjects pesulted in incneases in

ORE magnitude'
ThefollowÍngconelusionsmaybesuggestedonthe

basis of the above reviehT, Finstly, using nonmal adult

human subjects, the oRE can be veny neadily obtained'

No experfmenten (of those who have published) has failed to

find the effect unden some condi-tions. secondly, from

the few failunes it appeans pnobable that as with nats'

the ORE is less líkel-y to occun using an easy discninination

and this ín tunn may be caused by the use of ínappnop:riate
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cnitenia of leannÍng on the initÍal task,

(b) Normal child subjects,
(1) Thnee-choice expenirnents,

The najonity of expenLments studying the effect of
oventpal,ning on intradi¡nensional_ shifts hAve used normaL

childnen as subjects, Many of the eanly expeniments used

three-choice nathen than two-choice-tasks, While these

tasks allow a shift in which the same dimension is
nelevant wÍth no change fn stímuLus values - which can

defJ-ne a reyensal shift Ín a two-choÍce task - Ít is
pnobabLy more accurate to rrefen to them as nonrevensaL

intradí¡nensional shífts sLnce thene ís no cl,ean nevensal

of eithe¡r stimulus values on responsea. (Authons have

frequently neferned to them as nevensal shf.fts, pnesunably

on the basis of the above definítton of a two-choice
neyensal).

Steyenson F, Zígl-en (1957) tnained 4-5 year old
childnen on a si¡nultaneous thnee-choice size díscrÍnination
pnoblen. Subjects had to nespond to one of thnee blocks
varying Ín sÍze fon the finst task and nespond to a

diffenent block on the second task. The críterion gnoup

was shifted aften 5 consecutive conneet responses on the
fÍnst task whil,e the oyertnained group was given an

additisnal 30 tnials, A fixed nunben of tnial-s (30) was
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given on the shift task, Thene $ras no sígnifÍcant
diffenence between the two gnoups Ln number of conneet

râeeponees on the shíft task, It took subjects appnoxí-
mately 15 tnials to leann the inftía1 discniminatLon.

Stevenson Ê Weín (1959) tnained 6-8 yean old chiLdnen

on a successíve thnee-choice coloun discrùnLnation pnoblem.

The crnltenlon was 6 consecutive connect responses with one

group being shifted i¡nnediately aften attainíng thís
cnitenion and two other groups being shifted aften an

additionaL 36 and 72 oventnEíning trials nespectivel-y, The

shlft task involved neassÍgnment of the thnee spatíal
responses, Thene was no tnansfen effect due to ov€r-
tnainÍng, The numben of tnial-s to cnitenion on the
initlal discnímfnation was not given, In both this study
and the pnevious one, (Stevenson E Zlglen, 1957), appnoxi-
nately twíce as many subjects attaLned cnitenion duning

reversal after oventnaLning than aften cnitenion tnafning.
Youniss t Funth (L964a, 1964b), and Funth € Youniss

(L964) wene the only others to use tTrree-choLce tasks,
YounisE E Funth (1964a) used 7-9 yean o1-d subjects in a

partial. neplícation of Stevenson t WeLnrs (1959) expeniment.

The pninany difference was the use of thnee dígits as

responses, r'athen than thrree spatial responses, In addl.tÍon
to a suecessíve three-choiee coloun dl.scnÍ¡nination and shift
of the pneviousl¡r discussed klndn they also employed a shift
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Ín which the thnee oniginal col-ouns !ùene neplaced by thnee

diffenent colours, Thís mone closely nesembles the

conventLonal nonneversaL intnadlnensLonal shift. Over-

tnained subjects were given LB addítional tnials to the

6 consecutíve connect criterion trials. OvertrrainÍng only

facilltated shlft leanníng in the case of subjects given

the same stimulí fon both tasks. The number of tnials to

crÍtenion on the ínitlal discnùnínatÍon was not given'

The experirnent of Tunth t Youniss (L964) included the same

shif,t panadlgms as that of Youniss E Funth (L964a) and fnom

inspectíon Af the data, pnobably ylelded the same pattenn

of nesults, (No statistical analysis of the effect of

oventnqining was given), YounLee E Funth (1964b) used

the constant stimulus design and found oventnaining

facitltated shift leanníng in the case of both a nonsPatial

task and a spatial task with l-nnelevant dimensÍons, but

found no facilj.tation in ttre case of a spatial task with

no irnetevant dlmensions, (Thein trspatial tasksrt were

in fact coLoun discnj¡nlnationE in which the neeponse to

each coloun varied spatially), As poínted out by l'lolff
(1,967), since oventnaining resulted in fan more napÍd

learning of the spatial- shift task wíth the pnesence of

ir.relevant dlnens:f.ons than without thein presence, thLs

reeuLt must fon the tùne being be considened a chance

event, Oventnaining wÍttr itrnelevant dj¡nensl.ons may
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negate the expected retardation due to theEe dínenslonst

but it is funplausíbIe that tt shoul,d in additíon facLlitate
shfft leanning when companed to a eltuatÍon Ín whÍch thene

are no i:rnelevant dimensl-ons,

One may tentatively concLude that oventnaining

facilitates 3 stinutus lntnadíeensional shift leanníng,

atthough the effect rnay sometLmes be weak. This

facílltatíon does not seem to apply ln the case of a

stimulus change fnom the fLrst to the second task,
Q) Two-choice expeniments.

Most expenùnentens have used the conventional two-

choice desÍgn and most of these found oventraining
facilitated shift leanning unden some conditions at least,

StudÍes in e¡'trafn facilitated shift
learning unden aLl conditions,

Thnee expenirnents with slmílar designs all yieJ.ded

the gRE, Mansh (1964) tnained 3-4 yean old childnen on

a sfunultaneous size on bnightness discnímínation to a

cnLterion of 8/L0 connect responses, Ove:rtnafning

consisted of 10 addítíonal- tniaLs and facilitated nevensal

leanning, The oniglnal task was l-eanned Ln appnoxínately

10 tnials. Youn:lss t Funth (f965) gave 69-96 month old

chíldnen a simultaneous eoloun on fonm discniminatLon.
Tnaining contínued to a cnLteriqn of 9/10 connect responses

on to the Bame cnfteni"sn plus 15 or 25 oventnaLnLng tnials.
The 0ßE was pnobabl-y obtained, (No statistical test of
this companison was reported), Mean trials to cnitenion
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on the oniginal task Ìfere Onl-y given aften a square noot

tnansfonmation and hence task dffflculty cannot be gauged

firon this data. Tighe E Tlghe (1965) used childnen with

an average age of 6 years I nonths, They !{ere tnal-ned on

a simultaneous height on bnightness díseniminatíon to a

cnitenLon of 9/10 correct resPonses or to the s€rme

cnitenion plus 30 oventnaining t¡ials. This task took

appnoxfunately 30 tníale, 0ventnainLng possíb1y

facil-ltated neversalr P < .L0,

Othen exPeríments which have found a facilitatony
effect due to oventnaíning have depanted f,rom the above

basic design. Efunas (1966a) used a nonrevensal intra-
dlmensÍonal shift. A símul-taneous coloun on fonm

disenl¡nination was gLven to two ag.e gnoups of childnen -
5-6 and 7-8 year olds. The cniterion of leanning was

20/25 connect nesponses and oventnainíng consisted of
50 additional trials. The tnials to cnitenion score

was not ne¡ronted, 0ventnaíning facilitated intna-
dí¡nensional shift leanníng fon both age groups'

HeaI (fgg6) used a pant nevensal, pant nonnevensal

intnadfmensional shift design' Duning the shift' the

positive on negative cue fnom the lnttial task was

nepLaced by a new cue fnom the same dinensÍon and the

value of the retained cue $ras neversed, A simultaneous

coloun on fonn discnfinination was given to 64'76 month
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o1d childnen. The cnitenion vras 6 consecutive cornect

responses and overrtraining consÍsted of 40 addítional
tnials. The numben of tnials to cnitenion on the
initiat task was not neponted, Oventnaining facl-Il-tated
the intradfunensional shlft innespectíve of the cue neplaced,

Steínmetz € Tunnage (1966) tested a nevensal- index

designed to pnedict speed of neversal leanning. They

pnedicted that on the inítial task, the closen the natio
of number of newarrded tnials to total numben of tnials
was to unJ.tyn the easíen the nevensal leanning. (This

pnedicts the ORE), The hypothesis was tested by

tnaining 5-6 year olds on a simultaneous coloun dis-
crrimination to 50%? 75?6 on 100% connect nespondÍng. The

finst level sirnply involved the tenrnination of initial
tnaining aften 12 trials, the second was based on a
cniterion of g/tZ and the third l-0/10 connect trÍals,
The ORE was obtained with the langest decnease occunning

between the 50% and 75% cnitenion groups. It took a

mean of 31 tnials to neach the 100% critenion on the

ÍnitÍat discninination,
Tunnage E Stel,nmetz (1968) funthen tested thein

nevensal index by companing an easy and a difficult task.
They suggested that the fasten the subject leanns the
task, the faeter wíll he appnoximate a continuous

reinfoncement schedule, This should facilitate nevensal
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leanning (pnesumably neducing any effect due to ove:r-

tnaining), Six to nl.ne yean old childnen were given an

easy or a difficutt símultaneous discnimination using
stimulus matenials descnibed by Gibson (1963). The

ínitial task critenion levels were identical to those

used by Steinmetz E Tunnage (above), A similan pattenn

of nesultso including the ORE, was obtaíned innespective
of task difficulty, Since on acquisition, it took many

¡none tnÍa1s to attain the l00eo cnitenion l-evel fon the
difficutt task than the easy task (a mean of appnoximately

30 vs. 12 tnials), one would expect the pattenn of nesults
to indícate that the ORE was only obtained fon the easy

task using a lowen critenion of leanning. The faílune
to obtaÍn this nesult is possibly due to the subJects

tnaLned to the 759a cnitenion of the easy group being

exceedingly slow leannens, It took these subjects more

tnials to rreach thein low critenion than it took subjects
given the same task to neach the L00eo cnitenLon leveI,
Funthennore, it took them l-ongen to neach thein crítenion
than subjects given the same criterion on the diffícult
task, It is thenefone possible that the lange diffenence
on reversal between these subJects and those gíven the

maximum initial discnÍnination tnaíning Ls due to a

failure to equ4te gnoups in tenms of leanning abllity.
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Studies in which oyentnainJ.ns faclfitated shíft leanning
unden some conditiong on1v.

Five studies using childnen have found facilitation
aften oventnaining unden specífic conditLons only, Gollin
(1964) tnained two age groups of children, 3l-4 and t+å-S

yean olds on a simultaneous shape disc:rimination to a

cníterion of 10 successive correct nesponses on alten-
natíve1yr êî additional 10 or 20 oventnaining tnials,
befone nevensal, The inÍtial task pnoved exceedingly
easy, with the gnoup means nanging fnorn ,83 to 2,01 tníals
to crl-tenion, For the youngen chÍldnen a reverse ORE was

obtained, This result panallels that sometimes obtained
when rrats are given an eêsy task such as position. (See

Chapten 1.). The olden childnen leanned the nevensal
so napidly that a tnía1s to cnitenion analysLs was

pnecluded. Q/3 of the subjects exhibited I tnial
nevensal). Thene was neventheless, a sígnificant incnease
in I tnial nevensal with oventnaining,

Cnoss E Tyen (1966) did an expeníment supenficialJ_y
simiLan to that of Gollin (1964). Two age gnoups of
child¡-en (wittr means of +6 and 67 months) were tnained on

a simultaneous dÍscrÍmination using multidi¡nensionar on
ttjunktr objects, Half of the subjects vrere tnained to a

críterion of 17/20 conr:ect nesponses plus 6 ovenreanning
tnials, while the othen half hrere gÍven 86 oventnaining
tnLals, befone nevensal. The ORE was obtained for the
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younger but not the olden childnen. The authors con-
cluded that ontogenetic leve1 l.s ímpontant in pnedicting
the ORE. A more probable explanation is that younger

subjects found the task mone difficutt than the olden
subjects. 0n the initial task, youngen subjects made

an average of 44 ennons to critenion while olden subjects
made an avenage of 24, (Tnials to cnítenion wene not
neponted). This diffenence was significant. It is
hence possible that all olden subjects hrene oventnained,
even those nominally only trained to cnitenion, nesulting
in no diffenence between gnoups, Youngen subjects,
findíng the task motle difficult, may not have been over-
tnained at cnítenion.

The diffenent pattenn of nesults found by Gollin
(L964) was pnobably due to the veny easy task used. This
task did not diffenentÍate between age gtloups on the
initial discnininationr so that any nelationship between

task difficulty and cnitenion level would have been

obscurred.

Eimas (1966b) tnained 86-110 month o1d childnen on

a spatial or nonspatl-al simultaneous discnimination wíth
one on two innelevant dimensions. The cnitenl-on of
le4nning was 20/25 connect nesponses. Tnials to cnitenion
on the initial task v¡ere not neported, but ennons to
cnitenion J-ndicated that spatial tasks $¡ere leanned more
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napidly than nonspatial tasks, and in the case of non-

spatial tasks on1y, two innelevant dimensions netanded

leanning when companed to one ínnelevant dimension. The

ORE was not obtained fon spatíal tasks, but was obtained

fon nonspatíal tasks, with the effect being stnongen

(although nonsignificantly) in the case of the more

difficult two innelevant dimension task, Eimas nepeated

the above spatial expeniment using 58-80 month old children.
A nevense ORE was obtained.

Tempone, Capehant, Atwood E Golding (1966) tested fon

the effect of task difficulty on the ORE by companing

sirnultaneous and successive discniminations. Mone napid
leanning is nonmally found using simultaneous nathen than
successive tasks. Six to seven yean o1d child:ren $¡ene

given a size discnimination to a cnite:rion of 9/10 correct
nesponses, on in the case of oventnaining, l8/ 20 connect

responsese The ORE was obtained fon the successive but
not the simultaneous task,

Studies which failed to obtain shift facilÍtation due

to overtnaining.
0n1y two studies using childnen have failed to find

any shift facilitatony effect due to incneases Ín the numben

of acquíeitíon trials. Vaughten E C:ross (1965) tnained 4-6

year oLd children on a simultaneous multidimensional
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discnimination fon 6 on tB tnials, Oventnaíníng netanded

nevensal leanning. Subjects given 6 tnials on the

initial task avenaged Sleo connect responses on tnials 2-6,
indicating a veny easy task,

Hochman (1966) used 12-13 yean old childnen. This

is a nanely used age gnoup, fan olden than that commonly

employed, A simultaneous coloun discnimination was given

to a cnitenion of 5 consecutive connect nesponses, or to
the same cnitenion ptus 10 on 20 oventnaining tnials,
Subjects took an avenage of less than 4 tnials to neach

cniterrion, There was no diffenence between gnoups on

revensal.
Ovenall, the nesults of two-choice expeniments

using chíldnen ane quite unambiguous. Overtnaining
facilitated int:radimensionaL shift leanning in the
najonity of cases, Those expeniments that obtaÍned this
effect unden some condítions onl-y, unifonmly found that
tasks that were solved more napídIy tended not to indicate
a facilitatony effect due to oventraining, this nesult
only being obtained fon mone difficult tasks (including
identical tasks that became mone difficult as a
consequence of using younger subjects). The two

expeniments that totally faÍled to obtain any facilitatony
effect due to oventnaining, pnobably involved very easy

tasks, (It is quite irnpossible to rank all expeniments
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in tenms of task diffÍcultyn due to eithe:r vaníations in
the nethod used to nepont subJectst level of penfonmance

on the initial taskr op in nany cases, failure to nepont

this vaniable at all), The few expenÍments that found

netandation due to oventnaining, also aPPear to have

involved veny easy tasks, From these nesults it is hence

plausÍble to hypothesise that a nelationship between task
difficulty and critenia of leanning pnevented facilitation
due to oventnaining in the case of easy discnininations.

(c) Reta:rdates.

0n1y a few studies have been done using retandates,
but the nesults ane more difficult to summanise than those

using nonmals. Stevenson è ZígIer (1957) gave feeble-
minded childnen and adults a thnee-choice discnimination
shift task identical- in all respects to that given 4-5

yean o1d ehildnen, descnibed pneviously (see p.1-35 ). All
categonies of subjects were matched on initial discrimination
penfonrnance, The nesults again indicated no effect due to
oventnaining. Furthenmone, thene was not even a suggestion

of an effect (see p.136 ) unlike the case of nonmal childnen,
Bensbeng (1958) tnalned I5-29 yean old retandates on

a thnee-choice successive fonm discrrimination to a cniterion
of 9 successive connect rlesponses on to the same cnitenion
plus 27 additional nesponses, The task was leanned in
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4ppnoximately 93 tnials, Thene vras no diffenence between

the two gnoups on the subsequent intnadimensional shift
involving ner^r st j.mulí.

Heal (1966) gave 16-28 yean o1d netandates identical
tneatment to that given nonmal childnen. (Descníbed

pneviously see P.139). Both categonies of subjects wene

matched on initíal discnimination penfonmance. Un1ike

nonmal childnen, the netandates showed no effect due to
oventrraining. The cnitenion $ras again 6 consecutive
connect responses and numben of tnials to thís cnitenion
wene not neponted,

Ohlnich 6 Ross (1966) tnained netarded childnen on a
sLmultaneous coloun on form discri:nination to a cnítenion
of 10 consecutive connect nesponses on to the same cnitenion
plus 125 oventnai.ning tnials, Ernons to cnitenion on the
initiat task indicated that the coloun discnimination r^ras

mone difficuLt than the fonm discrimination. t'lhile the
nevensal nesults wene not analysed in tenms of the effect
of overtrainingo the mean enrors duning nevensal indicated
that the ORE was not obtained with fonm nelevant the
s3-ight diffenence between gnoups $ras in the hrnong dinectionr-
but pnobably was obtained when the more difficult coloun-
nelevant task was used. A veny lange diffenence between

gnoups was obtained in the latten case,
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Shepp Ê Tunrisi (1969a) gave retarded childnen a

simultaneous coloun on fonm discnimination to a cnitenion
of 9/fO connect nesponses. Overtnaíned gnoups wene given

eíthen two on th:ree tímes the numben of tnials nequfned to
reach the above cnítenLon, The numben of tnials to
cnitenion on the initial discninination was not neponted.

The nonnever:sal intnadímensional shift nesults l-ndicated

that the gnou¡l given the maximum oventnaining leanned

mone napidly than the othen two gtloups which did not diffen,
Shepp E lurrisi (1969b) used a vintually identical pnocedune

to test fon the effect of oventnaining on a series of
successive reversals. The initial discrimination and the
finst nevensal constitute the conventional ORE panadigm.

The nesults of this finst neversal indicated increased
persevenatLon followed by fewen tnials to cr"itenion fon
the oventrained gnoup. Subjects took a mean of 35 etlnors

to cniterrion on the initial task.
These nesults cannot be neadily summanised at pnesent,

pnobably due to an insufficient numben of studies having

been cannied out, There is no evidence that oventnaining
facilitates netandate 3-choice intnadimensional leanning,
The conditions unden whích it facílitates 2-choice leanning

ane not clea:r, The Ohlnich Ê Ross (1966) nesults pnovide

some evidence that the ORE is less likely to be obtained
using an easy task with the same cnitenion levels as a
difficult task.
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2. Extnadimensional shifts.
(a) Nonma1 adult subjects,

Most expenimentens have used nonmal adult subjects
and most of these have found facilitatlon due to oventnaining
under some conditions at least,

Studies in which ovent:raínins facilitated shift 1eanning

unden all conditions,
Stevenson 6 Moushegian (1956) gave subjects a 3-choice

sinultaneous size discnimination foÌlowed by a position
discnimination, The stimulus set was identical fon the
2 tasks (Panadign I see p.125 ). Tnaining on the initial
discnimination continued to cnitenia of 4, 16, on 40

consecutive connect nesponses. It took appnoxímately t0
tnl-eIs to leann this task and the two gnoups given more

training learned the shlft mone napidly.
UhI (1966) used a fonm to coloun shift with half the

subjects being given the same fonms on the shift task as on

the oniginal discninination (Panadígn r) and the othe:r half
expeniencing new for:ms on the shift task (panadigm II).
The genenal pnocedune was descnibed pnevíousIy (p.129 ).
Fnom the mean tnials to cnÍterion additional tnaining
facilitated both shifts, (onry an ovenall analysis of
vaniance, including intnadinensional shifts, r{as done),

Grant t Beng (1948) used 6 consecutive 4-choice tasks
enploying cnitenia of 31 4, 5, 6, 7r B and 10 consecutive
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cornect responses on each task fon diffenent gnoups,

Subjects hrene nequined to natch response cands with one

of 4 penmanently pnesent stimulus ca:rds, Fon the 6 tasks
the matching was to be done on the basis of the dimensions

of coloun, numben, fonm, numben, coloun, and fonm

nespectively. The stimuLus set díd not change in any way

fnom shift to shift (Panadigm I), Appnoximately 2,7

enÍìons h¡ene made on the finst task, Thene was no effect
due to cnitenion l.evel except on Tasks 5 and 6. A

combination of the gnoups given the 4 highest cnítenia
leanned these tasks more napidly than a combination of the
gnoups gl-ven the 3 lowest cnitenia,

Gnant t Cost (1954) extended the nesults of Gnant

Ê Beng (1948) by using crj.teria of 5, I0, 20 and 40

consecutive connect nesponses with a sinil-an expenimental

panadigm, Highen cnitenia appean to have facilitated
shift leanning at all stages but the effect was stnongen

fon stages 4-6 than 1-3, Tests on the combÍned total
ennons fon stages 1-3 indicated that only the trextreme

diffenencesfr (pnesumably between Critenia 5 and 40) wene

significant, Fon stages 4-5, the group given CnitenLon 5

made signíficantly more err:ors than all of the other groups.

Studies in which overrtnaining facílitated shift leannins
unden some conditions only,

Sugimuna (1960) used a 3 x 4 design with 3 diffenent
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shÍft tasks and 4 cnítenion Ievels, Simultaneous

discnlminations wÍth a s:lze to coloun dimension shift
hrene used in all thnee shifts, Under Condition I the

pneViously ir:nelevant dinenSion Ccolour-) became nelevant

wíth new cues whÍ1e there vtas no ehange on the size

dímension (Panadigm III), Unden Condition II the

pneviously nelevant s5,ze dímension became constant whíIe

coloun became nelevant usJ-ng the same cues (Panadígn II) '
Condition III was identícal to CondÍtion II except that
new col-oun cues were used on the shift task (Paradigm IV)'
In addition, fon Conditions II and III an Ínnelevant shape

dímension hras intnoduced fon the shift. The foun

cnÍtenia Wene 3 o 5, 10 and I0 + 20 consecutive connect

nesponses and it took subjects approxímately 6 tnLals to
neach Cniterion 10, For Condítion I, Gnoup 5 leanned

the shift task mone napidly than Gnoup 10 + 20, The

expeniment yiel-ded no othen eígnÍfícant effects due to

initiat cniteníon Level.

Iwahana E Sugimuna C1962) gave both a low I,Q, and

a high I.Q, gnoup of subjects a sÍmultaneous síze followed

by a coloun discnímination with no change in stinuli
between shifts (Panadigm I), The initial cnitenia of

leanning rdene 3, 7 and fO+20 consecutive connect ttrials.
Both IrQ, gnoupe attained the latter cnitenion in
appnoximately 6 tnials. Additional tnaining facílitated
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shift learning in the case of hÍgh I,Q. subjects but had

no effect on lowen I.Q. subjects,
Ludvigson ê CauI (1964) gave subjects eithen a 2 on

a 4 categony conceptual sonting task with the oniginal and

shift tasks being either nadii-position on line-angulanity
conceptsr orn vice-versa, (Genenal expeninental details
ane given on P.L27). Thene hlas no change in the stimuli
between shifts (Panadigm f ). I^lhi1e ove:rtnaining facilitated
shift leanning fon both the 2 and 4 categony sonting tasks,
the effect was only significant in the latten case" Caul

ê Ludvigson (1964) neplicated the 2 categony panadigm and

in this case found facilitation due to oventnainíng,
Guy, Van Fleet E Bounne (1966) gave subjects a

successive fornm or size pnoblem to crritenÍa of 10, I0 + 20,
or 10 + 20 consecutive con:rect tnials and intnoduced a

pnevíously constant dimension backgnound (stippled cnoss

hatched) as the nelevant shift dimension (Panadigm III).
The numben of tnía1s to cniter"ion on the initial task was

not neponted, Oventnaining possibly facilitated shift
leanning but the effect was not tested statistically. Two

othen panadigms wene used in addition to the above. In the
f inst n backgnound was intnoduced as an i:r:relevant dimension

duning the oventnaining tnials, In this case oventnaining
possibly netar:ded shift leanning (not tested statistically).
In the second, backgnound was introduced as a nedundant
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dimension duning oventnaining almost certainly giving no

effect due to numben of initial tniats on the shift task.

Studies in which overtraíning did not facilÍtate shift
leanning unden any conditions,

0n1y 2 studies failed to find any effect due to
oventnaining, Lowenknon (1969) used a shape to numbenf

dimension (on vice-vensa) shift wittr no change in stimulus

values between shifts (Panadigm I). (See pl3l fon the

expenimental detaiLs). LeBow (1971) gave subjects a

simultaneous fonm discnimination followed by a coloun

nelevant task, Fon hatf of the subjects the stinuli did
not change between shifts (Panadigm I) r while fon the othen

half, new fonms were used duning the shift task (Panadigm II).
Cnitenia of 5, 10, and 10 + 40 consecutive cornect nesponses

wene used on the finst task, Numben of tr:ia1s to cnitenion
was not neponted. Thene htas no effect due to oventnaining

on the shift task.
It cannot be concluded fnom these expeniments using

nonmal adult subjects that a nelation between task
difficulty and cnitenion of leanning influences Dorì-

nevensal shift leanníng speed. This may of counse be

due to ínsufficient evídence having as yet accumulated'

Slight evídenee fon a possible nelationship comes fnom a

statement by LeBow (1971) to the effect that his task was

solved very napíd1y. Since the task was also given to
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5-6 yean old childnen (see below) ít cleanly would have

been eolved napídIy by adults,

(b) Nonmal chÍld suo.'jects, 1

In contnast to the adult studies, the najonity of
child studies have failed to obtaÍn a shift effect due

to oventnaÍning, Only 2 studies have obtained an effect,
Eimas (1966a, p. 139) gave his kindenganten on second

gnade subjects a colour. on fonm discnimination, switching
to the altennative dinensÍon fon the shift task, The

v4lues of the cues on both dLrnensions changed fon the
shift (PanadÍgm IV). Oventrraining facilitated shift
leanning fon both age-gnoups, LeBow (f971, p.153) gave

5-6 and 7-g yean old childnen ídentical tneatment to that
given adults, FoÌ. subjects given Panadigm II, oven-

tnaining had no effect on the shÍft task. Fon younger

childnen given Panadigm I, oventnaining netanded shift
leanning, while fon olden childnen it facilitated second

task leanning,

lAff of the expeníments neviewed in this and the subsequent
sectLon also Íncluded eithen revensal shifts on used nonmal
aduLt subjects, For? this tleason, general expenimental
pnocedunes will not be given, having been descnibed
pneviously, Page numbens aften dates of publication
nefen to the pages on which this descniption occuns.
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The nemaining studíes failed to find an effect due

to oventnaining. Mansh (1964, p.138) used a size to
bnightness on vice-vensa (size* +bnightness) shift, with
changes in the cue values of both dimensions (Panadigm IV).
Funth E Youníss (1964, P,137) gave subjects a coloun+ +form

shiftn with no stfunuli changes (Panadigm I) except that
those stimuli combinations that would have contnibuted to
pantial neinfoncement of the inÍtial dísc:rínínatíon were

elùninated, nesultíng in a decnease in the stimulus

univense used, Youniss t Funth (1965r p.138) again used

coloun and fonm with the cues of the pneviously nelevant

di¡nension being neplaced by new ones fon the shift
(Panadigm II) in or:den to eliminate pantial neinforcement.

Cstatistical analyses of the effects of oventnainÍng r{eIìe

not given in the last two expeniments but inspection of
the means stnongl-y suggest that no effects would have been

obtaÍned), Tlghe E Tighe (1965r p.139) used a size+ +

brightness discnímination wittr the oniginally nelevant

dinensíon becoming constant within tnials but nemainÍng

yaniEble between tnials (Panadigm fI), Hochman (1966r p.145)

shifted subjects from the numben to the coloun dimension

wítn new values on the numben dùnension fon the shift task
(Panadigm If ), Heal (l-9662 p,139) used a coloun+ +form

shift, Fon the shift task, the positive or negative cue
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fr.om the initial task was neplaced by a new cue fnom the

same dimension (a conbination of Panadigms I and II).
As stated above, none of these studies found any effect
due to ove:rtnaining,

Since neithen of the two expenimentens who found

facilitation due to oventnaining neponted the numben of
tnials to cnitenion on the initial task, it is impossible

to know whethen a nelation between task difficulty and

cnitenia affected these studies.

(c ) Retandates,

The nesults of this panticulan class of studies are

Iar"gely at vaniance to those obtained unden previous

ctassifications. Not only dÍd no study obtain shift
facilitatÍon due to oventnaining, aL1 except one study

obtained the opposite nesult shift neta:rdatíon due to
oventnaining. Bensbeng (1958, p.146) used a coloun to
fonm shift with nehr cues on both dímensions (Panadigm III):
Iwahara Ê Sugimuna (1962, p.151) used a size to coloun

shift (Panadigm I): Heal (1966, p.J-39) gave adult
retardates identical tneatment to that given nonmal

childnen (p,155) : Shepp E Tur:nisi (1969a, p.148) gave

subjects a fonm+ +coloun shift with new stimuli on both

dimensions fon the shift task (Panadigm fV), All of
these studíes obtained shift netandation due to oventnaining.
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The only experiment not to demonstnate this effect was

that of Ohtnich t Ross (19662 p,147) who used a coloun+ +

fonm shift with changes in the cue vaLues of the pneviously

nelevant dimension (Panadigm II),

3, Studies using nondimensional (unnelated) stimuli.
AtI of the expe:riments discussed pneviously used

nelated stimuli. This meant that each stimulus had a cue

value on one on more dimensions, giving the nelationship
between them, Recently, sevenal expeniments have been

done using unnelated stimuli.
(1) Successive discniminations.
Bogantz (1965) nequined subjects to leann to make

one of two nesponseg to I CVC stimuli pnesented successívely.
The cnitenion consísted of connect nesponses to a block of
the I CVCs, Revensal involved switching to the altennate
nesponse fon each stimul-us. For. nonrevensal, responses

vrere switched fon only half of the stimuli. This is also

a charactenistic of Panadigm I nonnevensals using dimensional

stl-mu1i. Bogartz found nevensal facilitation due to oven-

tnaining, but no difference between nonneversal gnoups,

Danks t Glucksbeng (1968) and Richman E Tninden (1968)

obtained similan results, Kendlen, Kendler Ê Sandens (1967)

found no effect due to oventnaining fon either nevensals or
nonneyensals, although in thein second expeniment thene

v'rene fainly substantial decreases in the numben of tnials
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to shift cnítenion with incneases in the amount of oven-
tnaining on the initial task.

The above foun studíes used adults as subjects and

eithen CVCs, CCCs on nonsense figunes as stimuli.
Schaeffen Ê E1lis (1970) used 8å yean old childnen as

subjects and pictures of fanilían but unnelated objects
as stimuli, hthile the effect of oventnaining was not
dinectly tested, it pnobably facilitated revensal shifts
and netanded nonnevensal shifts.

Q) Simultaneous discr.iminations
Using this design, subjects must choose one of two

u¡¡related stimuli nathen than one of two nesponses. All
expenimentens have used nonmal adult subjects. While
Paul and his associates have done considenable wonk

necently using non-dimensional venbal stimuli, McClelland
(1943) appeans to have been the finst to use this
panticulan design, and indeed, the finst to obtain the ORE

using any design. The only majon diffenence between

McClellandrs study and those done subsequently was that
aften the completion of initial tnaining, subjects brere

instnucted to neverse thein responses on the next tnial.
Subjects tnained to a cniteníon of 11/15 learned the
nevensal more slowry than those tnained to a cniteníon of
15/rs, the stj¡nuIi being unnelated two syrrable adjectives.
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PauI (1966q nequined subjects to leann to nespond to
one of a simultaneously pnesented pain of antonJ¡ms. Thene

was no nelationship between the vanious pains used. Aften
0 on 50% oventnaining, rlevensed neinfoncement contingencies
were intnoduced fon 25r 50, 75, or 100% of the stimulus
pain items. (The 50 and 100% nevensal, ane equivalent to
the pneviously discussed nonnevensal- and nevensal conditíons
nespectively), An overall statistical analysis indicated
facilÍtation due to oventnaining. An identical nesult was

obtained by Paul (1968) using completely unnelated stimuli
nather than antonyms.

Paul, Callahan, Meneness t I'tílheln (1968) gave

subjects a 3-choice nathen than a 2-choice venbal dis-
cnimination shift usi-ng CVC wonds. Fon the nevensal shift
they had to leann to nespond to one of the pneviously non-

neinfonced stimuli. In all othen nespects the design was

identical to PauI (1966f, 1968). The nesults again

indicated facilitation due to oventnaining. Paul, Hoffman

Ê Dick (1970) on the othe:: hand, found no effect due to
oventnaining using 50% nevensal shífts only.

Paul t Callahan (I972) did foun venbal discnímination
shÍft expeniments in which the effect of oventnaining was

studied, Expeniment I studíed the effect of adding an

extenoceptive discniminative cue to the shift task, This

took the fonm of undenlining the pneviously connect adjective
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of the 3-choice shift task, Oventnaining had no effect
due to the critenion group leanning the shift mone napidly
than usual, In the no-cue condition, slow leanning by

the cnitenÍon gnoup resulted in the usual nelative shift
facilitation due to oventnaining, A contnol gnoup given
a nehr list of adjectives for the shift task showed no

effect due to eithen ove:rtraining on the pnesence on

absence of extenoceptive cues, Expeniment II used a 5-

choice task and found no effect due to oventnaining,
Expeniment IfI involved a shift f:rom a 3-choice to a 2-
choice task. To accomplísh this, eithen the oniginally
positive stimuli¡ or altennatively, one of the two

negative stimuli wene eliminated fnom the lists, Oven-

tnaining had no effect on groups fon which the initially
positive stimuli r^rene nemoved but facilitated shift
leanning when this stimulus nemaíned. Expeniment fV

tested fon the effect of oventnaining using a |twithin-

gnouprr design nathen than the conventíonal |tbetween-

subjectstt design, Subjects wene gíven a 3-choice task
in which the nesponses to half of the tniads wene not
neinfonced Ín any vüay. Once cníterion had been attained
fon the neinforced tniads, all tr:iads r^¡ene neinfonced in
the nonmal mannen until cnitenion r¡tas attained again, A

nonmal shift task then followed, The subjects leanned the
connect shift response mone napidly fon the tniads neinfonced
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fnom the beginning of the initiaL discninínation (oven-

tnained) than fon tniads neinfonced duning the latten
pant of this task only (cnitenion tnained).

4. Conclusions,

In summary, the following conclusions may be annived

at on the basis of this empinical r:eview. For nonmal

adults and childnen, intnadimensional shift leanning is
nonmally facilitated by oventnaining with the use of a

2-choice (eithen stimuli on nesPonses) panadigm, Failunes

to obtain this effect unifonmly occunned on the more

napidly leanned tasks in those expeniments which obtained

mixed nesults unden vanious conditíons, This can be taken

as evidence fon the hypothesis that task difficulty and

cnitenia of leanning both contnibute to shift Ieanning

results, Evidence fon this hypothesis is almost ímpossible

to obtain by companl-ng the nesults of expeniments employing

difficult on easy tasks unden diffenent conditions i,e,
Itbetween expenÍments/expenimentensfr nathen than tfwithin

expeniments/expenimentensrr comparisons. Thene ane two

basic neasons fon this. Finstly, a lange numben of
expenimentens do not indicate the numben of tnials to
cnitenion on the initial task, making it impossible to
gauge íts difficulty. (This pnoblem díd not anise fon

anÍma1 leanning since it is known that thene is veny little
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ovenlap in tnials to critenion between spatial and visual
tasks. A similan division cannot be neadily found fon the

human studies), Secondly, and more impontantly, a vaniety

of cnitenia of leanníng were emPloyed. At pnesent, it is
impossible to simultaneously rank expeniments acconding to
both task diffículty and critenia of leanning sÍnce the

nelative effects of both on shift leanning ane not known'

This pnoblem is eliminated by using the nesults of studies

including both difficult and easy tasks, since in these

cases the expenímentens tend to use identical cnitenia of
Ieanning. Unfontunately, this in tunn means no

infonmatÍon is obtained concenning the effect of cnitenia
of leanning, Descniptions of the manipulation of this
vaniable ane given in subsequent chaptens.

Oventnaining also has fainly fnequently facilitated
3-choice intnadimensional leanning in nonmal childnen and

2-choice leanning in netandates although the conditions
unden which it is most likeJ-y to do so ane not clear'
Thene is no evidence at pnesent that oventnaining has any

effect on 3-choice netandate leanning,
Fon extnadimensional shifts; (a) most studies using

nonmal adults obtained shift facilitation due to ovêP-

tnaJ.ning; (b) most studies using nonmal childnen obtained

no effect due to overtnaining; (c) most studies using

netandates obtained shift netandation following oventnaíníng.
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(This conclusion r^ras also annived at by V'lolff , 196?),

For nondimensional successive discnimínation shift
panadigms, oventnaining facilitated nevensal leanning in
all but one case but had no effect on nonlleversals except

in one expeniment using childnen, in which netandation due

to oventnaining was obtained, Paults expenimental nesults
using simultaneous discniminations ane difficult to summanise

outside hís theonetical context, although it is clean that
oventnaining of a 2-choice task will facilitate nevensal

leanning, The nesults of Paulfs othen panadigns will be

discussed in the theonetical section below.

II, Theoretical expl-anations of the effect of
overtnainins on shift leanninq.

Two of the theonies used to explain the effects of
oventnaining on animals have also been used to explain
similan effects on humans, These ane the discniminable
change hypothesis and the attention theony,

(I) The discriminable change hypothesis,
This hypothesis, applied by CapaldÍ t Stevenson (1957)

to nat nevensal leanning, v¡as initíalIy suggested by

Stevenson Ê Moushegian (1956) as an explanation of the

effect of oventnaining on nonnevensal human shift leanning.
It assumes that overtnaining facilitates shift leanning by
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Lncneasing the discnininabÍIity of the change in nein-
forcement, This hypothesis corrnectly pnedicts a

sufficient numben of the genenal empinical findings ne-

viewed above to allow us to assume that vaniations in the
hqVA

discnininabílity of the shift has some influence on ex-

peninental nesults. Some of its pnobable pnedictions
(they wene not specifieally stated by its oniginators)
anei (1) Oventnaining should facilitate both nevensals

and nonnevensals involving no change in stimulus values
(Panadig¡n 1), This should apply innespectÍve of whethen

dimensional on nondimensional panadigms are employed. It
could possibly be angued that it should have a gneaten

effect on nonrevensals since shÍft detection may be mone

difficult due to 50% reinfoncement being obtained duning

persevenation, (2) Oventnaining should eithen not

facilitate, on have a lessen facilitatony effect with the
use of panadigms involving a change in stimuli fon the

shÍft task, A change in stinuli should make it cleanen

to subjects that a shift of some sont has occunned

innespective of whethen on not oventnaining was given.
(3) The effect of oventnaining should be most appanent in
the case of a diffícuLt discnimination and a low initial-
task cnitenion and least appanent when an easy task and a

high cniterion ane used, For nonoventnained gnoups, the

change in :reinfoncement contingencies may be motle
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discniminable if ttre stning of cnitenion resPonses is
nelatively long in comparison to the ovenall- numben of

responses, This will incneasíngly occul.l as the task used

becomes easÍen and/or the cniteríon becomes hÍghen nesulting

in a lessen effect due to oventnaining. The othen end of

the continuum - a relatívely short stning of cniterion
nesponses in companJ-son to the ovenall length of the task

- wilL occut-ì with a more difficult task and/on lowen

cnitenfon, The shíft in this case should be less

discnininable fon nonoventnained gnouPS nesulting in gneaten

shift facílítatJ.on due to oventnaining,

Suppont fon the finst pnedíction comes fnom the fact
that overtnaining normally facilitated dímensional DoIl-

nevensal shifts using nonmal adultsr âs well- as nevensal

shifts using nonmal- childnen and adults, The fact that
oventnaining genenally had no effect on extnadimensional

shifts using nonmal child subjects may be explained using

the second pnediction. Vühile most of the adult studies

used Panadigm r, most of the child studies used one of
the altennative panadigms, The thind pnediction would

explaín the suggested r:el-ation between task difficulty and

cnitenia of leanning fo:r 2-choice intnadimensional shift
learning usÍng nonmal adults and childnen as subjects,

Thene are also sevellal nespects in which the

pnedictions ane cleanly not fu}filled. (1) Thene is no
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evidence that oventraining facilitates netandate ext:ra-

dimensional shift leanning and one might guess that
netardates would have gneaten difficulty in discniminating
the change in neinfoncement contingencies without the help

of overrtnaining, than nonmal subjects. (2) In contna-

diction to the second pnediction that oventnaining will
have a lessen facititatony effect on extnadimensional

shifts involving a change in stimuli, the two expeníments

that totally failed to fínd an effect using nonmal adult
subjects both used Panadigm 1, Síml-Ian1y, one of the
two extnadimensional studies using nonmal chíldnen that
di.d find facilitation due to oventnaining, used Panadign

IV (Eimas, 1966a). Facilitation should not have been

obtained using this panadigm, (3) Fnom the thínd pne-

diction, the :relationship between task difficulty and

cnitenia of leanning should occur using all expenimental

designs and all subject categonies, not just intra-
dimensional shifts using nonmal adults or childnen.
(4) Oventnaining cleanly did not facilitate nonnevensal

successive discninination leanning using nondimensional

stimuti. Since nonnevensals in this case involve the
nevensal of only half of the stimuli, the shift should be

more difficult to detect without the aid of oventraining
than a complete neversal. One would hence expect oven-

tnaining to be panticulanly beneficial in this case.
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ït may be concluded that while the discniminable
change hypothesis may be pantially con¡.ect, on its own

it can by no means explain aII of the findings of the
litenature.

(2) The attention theony.
The attention theony has also been discussed

previously with nespect to aninals, It is a mediational
theony in that it postulates a specific nediating
mechanism between the stimulus and the response, a featune
which it shanes wlth all of the theoníes to be discussed
subsequently. The discniminable change hypothesis is
the only cleanly nonmediational hypothesis discussed in
this section.

The attention theony of Zeaman t House (1963) has

been applied to human subjects. fn essentials, it is
sinilan to the theonies of Lovejoy (1966), Mackintosh
(1965) and Suthenland (1959) which hrere primanily designed

to explain animal behavioun, Fnom the penspective of
oventnaining, Ít follows from the theony that additional
tnaining beyond cnitenion stnengthens attention to the
nelevant dimension more than it stnengthens the choice
response, This should nesult in oventnaining facilitating
Íntnadimensional leanning and netar:ding extradimensional
leanning, (No distinction between extnadimensional shíft
panadigms involving a ch4nge in stimulus values fon the
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shift or alternatively no change, of the sont suggested

by Suthenland t Mackintosh, 19712 has been pnoposed fon

human subjects).
The theony pnedicts the facilitatony effect of

oventraining on intnadLmensional shifts found fon nonmal

adults and childnen by a mechanism identical to that used

to explain the ORE using nats. Tn addition, if one

assumes that the effects of oventnaining occun more

napidly in the case of an easy discnimination, i.e. that
the attending nesponse is stnengthened molle napídIy than

in the case of a difficult discrimination, this would

explain the absence of a facilitatony effect using easy

tasks.
The neta::dation of extnadimensional shift leanning

following oventnaining found fon netandates, is cleanly
in accondance witt¡ the attention theony, The laek of
any :re1iable effect on extnadimensional shifts using

nonmal childr:en and facilitation aften overtnaining using

nonmal adults o cannot on the othen hand be neadily
explained. One must hence appeal to othen theories to
explain these results. Simllanly, since the attention
theory was specifically designed to explain the nesults of
experiments using dimensional stimuli, it is not able
(non pnesumably intended) to explain the nesults of
experiments employing nondimensional stimuli,
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(3) The S-R nediationaL theony of the Kendlens.

The second mediational theony to be discussed is
that of Kendlen t Kendlen (1962, 1968, 1970). The mediatons

in this case ane assumed to be Ímplicit nesponses whÍch obey

the same laws as ove::t responses. In the conmen ex-
penimental situation ínvolving dinensional stinuli, the
implicÍt responses are assumed to nonmally take the fonm of
venbal label-s applied to stimulus dimensions. lrlhile the
emphasis is on venbal nesponses, these do not necessanily
have to consist of labels to specific dimensions. The

theony is intended to be highly genenal. Kendlen ê Kendlen
(1968, p,206)2 when discussing thei:: 1962 paper state
rr,.. the exact natune of the (nediational) nesponse, whethen

it was a venbal uesponse naming a dimension (e.g, bnightness),
or a specific venbal label (e.9, black on white), otl a
penceptual attending nesponser op something else, v¡as left
unspeeif ied,rr Despite tfris statement , the Kendlens do

distinguish between thein ovùn theony and that of Zeaman and

House (1963), Refenr:ing to the two theories, they state
(Kend1en Ê Kendlen, 1970), trBoth posit selective mediational
mechanisms but assign diffenent conceptual pnopenties to
them,rr Fon pnesent purposes, it will be assumed that the
Kendlens I pnimany emphasis is on the use of venbal processes

as medj-ating mechanisms.
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The emphasis on verbal processes nesults in the

theony having companative and developmental implications.
Since animals and veny young childnen cannot speak, it can

be assumed that their: leanníng Pnocesses do not involve

mediation and hence ane to be explaíned in the simple S-R

tenms of Hull and SPence'

The pnímany expenímental technique used to test fon

the effects of mediation has been the nevensal-nonnevensal

Shift companiSon, Since nevensals involve the Same venbal

mediatons, they should be leanned molre napidly than non-

nevensals in the case of subjects capable of mediating.

In the case of subjects who do not use mediatonsr non-

never:sals should be learned more napidly than revensals

because in the latten case, all of the pnevious connections

need to be extinguished and neleanned, while in the fonmen

case, this applies to only half of the connections. It

fol]ows, that animals and nonverbal young childnen should

leann nonnevensals more napidly, whíIe olden childnen and

adults should leann revensals more naPid1y.

Evidence that adults leann nevensal shifts mone

napidly than nonrevensal shifts has been obtained on many

occasions (e.g. Buss? 1953, 1956; Hannow t Fniedman, 1958;

Kendlen t DtAmato, 1955). Thene is also some evidence

that animals execute extnadimensional shifts mone napidly

than neveusal shifts, although this evidence *enès--tç''"os't'þ

occurf in situations involving no oventraining (e.g,
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Brookshiner t'lannen Ê 8a11, 1gO1; Ke11ehen, 1956;

Mackintosh, 1962; Schade t Bittenman, 1966; Tigheo 1964),
Evidence fon a developmental tnend comes fnom optional shift
studies in which subjects, aften the initial discninination,
ane given a shift task which can be solved eithen as an

extnadimensional shift or as a neversal. Test tnials
indicate which method the subject has used. Expenimentar
evidence has indicated that the pnopontion of optional
neversens incneases with age (Kend1en, Kendlen t Leannand,

1962; Kendlen t Kendlen, 1970).
0f mone immediate interest ane the pnedíctions

concenning oventnaining. unfontunately, the Kendlens
have placed considenabry less emphasis on the role of
oventraLning on shift leanning, Kendlen, Kendlen t sandens
(1967) stated that oventnaining should stnengthen mediating
responses (a pnediction shar"ed by the attention theonists)
and that this in turn should facirítate nevensal reanning
and r"etand nonnevensal leanning, Assuning that this is
sor thein theony wourd make identical pnedictions concenning
the effect of overtnaining using dj.mensional stimulí as the
attention theony, In its general fonm, the theony can

also be applied to expenLments Lnvorving nondimensional
stimuli. I'Ihile it is able to successfully pnedict the
nevensal nesults of this class of expeniments, the only
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evidence that overtnaining netands nonnevensal leanning,
comes fnom the expeniment of Schaeffen 6 E1lis (1970).

(4) The discnimination set theony.

English statements of this theony may be found in
Iwahana € Sugimuna (1960) ¡ lwahana t Sugimuna (1962);

Sugimuna (1960) and Sugimuna (1970). Like the two

pnevious theonies, it is a two facton mediational theony

of discnimination leanning. ft assumesr ês does the
attention theony, that eanly stages of discnimination
Ieanning pnimanily consist of the strengthening of sirnple

S-R connections. Duning laten, overtnaining stages,
rrdiscnimination setstt are built up but these diffen fnom

the pneviously discussed medíatons in that they ane

completely genenal and nonspecific in natune. This means

that they do not nefen to specific dimensions. They have

been companed (Sugirnuna, 1970) to Hanlowts leanning sets.
Discnimination sets, being nonspecific in natune,

should facilitate all subsequent shift leanning,
innespective of the nelation between the nelevant dimensions

of the initiat and shift tasks. The theony hence pnedicts
that oventnaining will facilitate shíft leanning whethen

intnadimensional on extnadimensional shifts ane employed.

Fnom the penspective of expenimental prediction, this is
the pnirnarry differ?ence between the discnimination set theony
and the two pneviously discussed mediatíonaI theonies.
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It follows that this theony is equally able to
explain the results of intradimensional studíes as the

attention theony and the S-R rnediational theony. In
addition, it can neadily handle the nesults of extna-

dimensional studies. The facilÍtation of extnadimensional

shift leanning aften ove:rtnaÍning, found fon adutt subjects,
is cleanly pnedicted, In addition, Iwahana E Sugimuna

(1962) suggested that as subjectsr Level of intelligence
fellr so did their ability to fonm discnimination sets.
Fon subjects who do not mediate (e.g, netandates), oven-

tnaining should result in netardation of shift leanning
due to the stnengthening of S-R bonds, at least some of
which must be extinguished befone the shift task can be

leanned, Iwahar:a t Sugimuna (1962) confinmed that as I,Q.
level feI1, facilitation due to oventnainíng changed to
netandation, This nesult may well minnor the ovenall
r"esults which indicated that while overtnaining facilitated
nonmal adult extnadimensional leanning, it had no effect on

nonmal children and r"eta::ded shift leanning of feebleminded

subj ects,
Discnirnination set theony should pnesumably be just

as applicable in situations involving nondímensj-onal

stimuli as related stimuli, It must hence predict that
oyentnaining will have an identical (and genenally
facflitatony) effect on both never:sals and pant-nevengals,
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The cleanest evidence that this is not the caser comes

fnom the successíve discnimination studÍes using nonmal

adults. These nonmally indicated nevensal facilitation
due to oventnaining, but no effect on half-nevensals'
It is at pnesent not clean why genenal discnirninatÍon sets

should have an effect on nelated stimuli but no effect on

unnelated stimulí. One might guess that while they could

have an effect on most discninination shift expeniments,

they cannot be considened as a complete substitute fon the

specific mediatons discussed pneviously.

(5) Mediational explanations of nondimensional

shift :resu1ts.
(1) Bogantz (1965) pnovided two possible explanations

fon his finding that ove:rtnaining facilitated nevensal

leanning but had no effect on nonrevensal leanning. His

explanations wene in fact pnimanily intended to account fon

nevensal facilitation when companed to nonr:evensal leanning.

They can neventheless, also be used to explain the effect
of oventnaining,

He entitled his finst explanation frMediated

Assoeiationtf, This assumes that stinuli which ane

associated with a conmon nesponse become associated wíth
each othen, Duning neversal, once the nesponse to one of
the stinuli is leanned, it should genenalise to the other

associated stimuli and so facilitate leanning, Oventnaining
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according to this hypothesiso facilitates nevensal

leanning by stnengthening associations between stimuli
which have a conmon response, Since associations between

stimuli with a conrmon nesponse will be of no benefit in
shift tasks whene a new combination of stimuti have a

conmon response, oventnaining should not facilítate half-
neversals.

The second possible explanation suggested by Bogantz
(1965) r^ras called ttExtraexpenimental Tnansfenlr. This

sirnply assumes that a nevensal or1 rtdoing the oppositew

nule is a pneesper?imentally acquined habit which is quite
famil-ian to the subject and hence facilitates nevensal

leanning, Cleanly¡ the betten the finst task is leanned,

the more efficient will be the openation of this nuJ.e,

nesulting in neversal facílitation due to oventnaining.
Half-nevensals on the othen hand, should not be facilitated
in this mannerl.

(2) Paul and his co-wonkens have pnovided the most extensive

mediational theony to specíficaIly explain the effect of
overtnaining on shift leanning in humans. They introduced
the concept of Tnansfen-Actívated Response Sets on TARS

(Paut Ê Paul, 1968). Vrlhile the theony is intended to apply

to venbal note-leanning tasks in genenal, only its
irnplications fon rever:sal and pant-nevensal shifts wiLl be

dl-scussed,
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The theony assumes that unrelated items can become

associated duning Task 1 leanning. In the simultaneous
disc:rimination situation used by Paul and his associates
whe:re the subject nesponds by anticulating one of the
stimulus wonds, this association is considened to be

between frcorrect Task 1 nesponsesfr (Pau1, 1970), These

ltesponses become instances of a functional concept. I¡'lhile

the attainíng of this concept by the subjects is incidental
to finst task leanning, it is assumed to be activated duning

the second task. When this task is instituted, if an old
response is no longen neinfonced (e.g. a tlevensal), the
subject activates an implicit self ínstnuction to suppress

this nesponse. If sevenal more inítia1 discnimination
responses are nonneinfonced, this trsuppnession genenalises

,,,to all instances of the functional conceptrt (Pau1 t
Callahan ) J-972),

The gneaten the discnimination of cornect initial
task responses, the mone effective can be the subsequent

suppression of these nesponses duning the shift task. ft
follows, that if oventnaining enhances this discnimination,
nevensal leanning in panticulan will be facilitated, as will
any shift task in which all or: most of the pneviously

rewarded nesponses al?e no longen neinfonced.
This theony has been applied to the sevenal varieties

of simultaneous discnimination shifts cannied out by Paul
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and hÍs co-workers (see p,159). In a 2-choíce situation
b(Paul, 1966ü, 1968), oventnaining should have íts rnajon

effect on the 75% and 100eo nevensal grouPs, Gneaten

diffenentiation between connect and inconr:ect nesponses

should all-ow mone effective openation of the suppnession

response set which would be mone beneficial as the pen-

centage of nevensed items incneased. A tr:ansfen-activated
response set should not occun in a situation whene only

25ro or 50% of the items ane nevensed. The results of
Paul (1968) suppont these pnedietions as do those of Pault

Hoffman t Dick (1970) who found no effect due to over-

tnaining on a 50% nevensal shift. The nesults of Paul
b(1966,) on the othen hand ane not as clean-cut sínce the

gneatest diffenence between the contnol and overleanning
gnoups appears to occu:r at the 50eo nevensal Ievel. (Tests

between individual groups l^Iere not neponted). Pnesumably

othen factons contnibute to this nesult.
Stnong evidence fon a tnansfen-activated nesponse set

ó
comes from the 75eo r.êyensal gnoups of Paul (1966ú, 1968).

Sepanate analyses of nevensed and non:levensed items indicated
that these gnoups nesponded as though a l00eo r:evensal shift
had been instituted since mol?e enrors !,tere made on non-

nevensed rathen than on nevensed items, Hence one has the
panadoxical finding that items fon which the nesponse was

not changed caused gneater dlfficulty than those fon which
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it was changed. Pau1, Call-ahan, Me:reness Ê l¡tíIhelm (1968)

used a 3-choice nathen than a 2-choÍce design and obtained

similan nesults (see p,159 ). Again, substantial facilitation
appeans to have occunned due to oventnaining fon the 50%

shift. An impontant additional finding fnom the point of
view of the theony, is concerned with the class of ennors

made duning shift leanning, In a multi-choice nathen than

a 2-choice situation, ennons may consist eithen of the

initialty conrect nesponses, on altennatively, of nesPonses

not neinfonced in eithen task. If oventnaining incneases

the discniminability of pneviously connect nesPonses and

so allows more effective suppression of them duning the

shift, one would expect that oventnained subjects would

nake nelatively fewen enrons consisting of Task 1 connect

nesponses than critenion tnained subjects. The dnop in
the pencentage of initially connect responses given by the

subjects was in fact steepen aften over:tnairiing which

confinms the theonetical pnediction,
Paul t Callahan (1972) tested the diffenentiation-

suppnession hypothesis unden a vaniety of conditions (see

p.J-59), The finst expeniment tested the hypothesis that
if ttre initialty connect items ane dÍffenentiated in the

shift task by being associated with an extenoceptive

discnj-minative cue, then funthen diffenentiation due to
oventnaining wíIl not occun. This hypothesis was confinmed.
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Gnoups shown the pneviously connect item undenlined duning

the 3-choice shift task, learned the discrimination rapidly,
innespectÍve of whethen overtraining was used, The usual

facilitation was found when undenlining was not employed

using two additlonal groups, Hence the no-cueo cnitenion
gnoup leanned the shift mone slowly than the othen thnee

gnoups which did not diffen amongst themselves. Funthen

suppont fon the differentiation-suppnession hypothesis

comes fnom the fact that this group also eticited a highen

pencentage of connect finst-task nesponses duníng the

shift than the othen thnee gnoups.

A S-choice nathen than a 3-choice task was used in
the second expeniment, The beneficial effect of
suppnessing pneviously connect nesponses should decnease

as the numben of choice altennatives increases, The

nesults indicated that oventnaining did not significantly
affect Task 2 tnials to cnitenion despite a decnease in
the pencentage of pneviously connect nesponses elicited
(as in Expeniment I).

It follows fnom the diffenentl-ation-suppression
hypothesis that 1f the pnevÍousIy connect item in a 3-

choice task is eliminated (making the shift a 2-choice

task), oventnaining should have no effect since the

concept of vaniatÍons in the degree of suPPression of the

pneviously conrect alte:rnative is inapplicable. PauL g
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Callahants thind expeniment confLrmed this. Facilitation
due to oventnaíning was obtained on the othen hand when one

of the pnevíously negative ítems was elíminated fon the

shift task rathen than the positive altennative,
The founth expeníment tested whethen an effect due

to oventnaining could be obtained as a ltwithin-gnouprr

effect by givíng subjects diffenent amounts of tnainíng on

diffenent items within the list (see p.160). This ex-

peniment was not penformed ín onden to test the theony and

need not be discussed funthen hene othen than to note that
the pattenn of nesults was identical with nespect to the

effect of oventnaining to that obtained using the mone

conventional designs.
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CHAPTER 6.

EXPERTMENT 4: A TEST OF THE HYPOTHESISED

RELATION BETI/'IEEN TASK DIFFTCULTY AND CRTTERÏA

OF LEARNING USTNG NONDIMENST,ONAL STÏMULT.

I. INTRODUCTION.

If lowen cniteria of leanning on an easy task ane

equivalent to hlghen cnitenia on a more difficult task as

hras suggested on the basis of the animal expeniments and

the neview of intnadimensional shift leanning expeniments

using humans, then this effect night well be obtainable
usíng a nondimensional shift leanning task using adult
humans. There is little evidence concer?ning this in the
litenatune, possibly due to an insufficient numben of
expeniments using a nondimensional design having as yet
been cannied out. Hence the pnimany punpose of
Expeniment 4 was to test the hypothesised r:elation between

task difficulty and cníter:ia of leanning using nondimensional

stimuLi.
Thene wene two subsidiany aims of the expeniment.

Finstly, it was intended to indicate that thene is pnobably

a lange vaniety of nediatons available to nonmal adult
subjects and that the mediaton used is pantly dependent on

the subject and mone impontantly in the pnesent context,
dependent on the task, Jt was hoped to pnovide some

evidence for this assention by demonstnating that subjects
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had used a rnediator othen than thoSe which l^tetîe díscussed

in Chapten 5,

The second, subsidiany aim of the expeniment was to
intnoduce an expenimentaL design which eliminates the five
potential sources of bias which SLamecka (l-968) suggested

hinden the interpnetatLon fn nediational- tenms of expeni-

ments companing reversal with nonnevensal shifts. These

ane as follows:
(I) Diffenential pnesence of intenmÍttent neinfoncement,

In the conmon design involving no change in the

stimulus set fnom the initial to the shift task, subjects

who ane revensed obtaÍn no neinfoncement fon nesponding in
the initially cornect mannen, while subjects who ar:e given

a npnrevensal will obtain 50% reínfoncement by contLnuing

to nespond as they had ln Task 1, This may hinder non-

nevensal shift leanníng,

Q) Dif f enent ial oppontunLtv fon detectÍon of shifts.
It is nonmal in shift leanning expeniments not to

ínforrm the subj ects when the shift is goÍng to occull oll

even that a shift wÍII be instÍtuted. This may favoun

mone napid leanning on the pant of reversal subjects due

to detection of the change in neinfoncement contingencies

being easien, Every resPonse made on the basis of pne-

shift habits is wnong for a nevensal but only half of the

nesponses ar'ìe wnong fon a nonrevensal, It may hence
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take nonnevensal subjects some time to nealise that a

shift has occunned. (This source of bias cleanly stems

fnom (1) above).
(3) Diffenential obviousness of postshift solutíons'

In a 2-choice design, the Pensevenative nesPonses

made immediately after a neversal should teII the subject
what the solution must be. The nonrevensal tells subjects

nothing concenning the connect solution duning the peniod

immedíately following the shift. Hence thís facton should

benefit subjects given a neversal shift task. (This source

of bias also cleanly stems from (1) above).
(4) Diffenential consequences of pantial stimulus novelty.

Thene is evidence that subjects ane attnacted by and

ane like1y to attend to novel stímu1i (Benlyner 1960;

House t Zeaman, 1962). This could cleanly be a confounding

vaniable in the case of expeniments employing ner^t stimulus

values fon the shift task. The direction of the effect
would depend on the r.elation of the novel cues to nein-
foncement.
(5) Diffenential tnansfen of sonting nesPonses.

This facton simply assumes that by thein very natune,

neversals involve negative-t:ransfen situations, i.e. rrthe

ovent response nevensal aspect of the nevensal shift
actually tends to inhibit postshift penfonmancerr. Hence

it should netand nevensal leanning in compa:rison to non-

never:saI leanníng,
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(n tu- tn')
In onden to attaÍn these aims! a 4-stimulus I

nesponse spatial discnÍmination was employed nathen than

the conventional 2-nesponse design, The advantages of
this htene; (1) task diffícu1ty could be neadily mani-

pulated by makíng the spatíaI nelationshíps between

nespanses follow a pattenn that could eithen be easíly
Ieanned on leanned with some difficulty; (2) the pattenn

of nesponses could possibJ-y act as a mediato:r and hence

facilitate shift leanning lf ttre shift involved a sinilar
pattenn; (3) ttre nelatively lange numben of potential
nesponses available, neduces to some extent the influence
of chance factons in the attaining of low critenia of
leanningt (4) Slanecka?s (196S) five potential sourtces

of bias could be el-iminated, By havíng a lange numben

of potential nesponses available, it is possible to
intnoduce many shift tasks with pantial reinfoncement

elininated in all- cases and with no new stimuli needed to
pnevent pantial neinfoncement. This in tunn means that
in símple S-R tenms, since all subjects ane nonneinfonced

fon all connect Task 1 nesponses on all tnials aften the

shift, and neinfonced fon all conrect Ïask 2 responses

innespective of the natune of the shift, diffenential
tnansfer of responses should not occul? innespeetive of
whethen the shift has the pnoperties of a reversal on not.
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2, METHoD,

Subjects, The subjects were 160 students who were

fulf illing an intr.oductony psychology coulrse nequirement.

Stimulus matenials and appanatus. The stimuli consisted

of foun CVCs (XOM, .IIH, CE,f and QUC) fnom Noblers (1961)

list nanging in mr fnom 0,99 to I,02. They were pnesented

to the subjects, one at a time, in a nandom onden with two

nestnictÍons: (a) the foun stimuli hrerae pnesented in
blocks of four: with each appeaning once only in each block;
(b) no stimulus could folIow itself.

A Kodak Canousel slide pnoj ecto:: Plroj ected each item

onto a scneen 120 cm al^Iay giving a 20cm by Tcrn ímage.

The subject sat immediately to the night of the pnojecton,

A key-boand in fnont of the subject contained a line of
foun nonmally ventical wine swítches, each of which could

be depressed backwards and fonwands. Rubben bands

ensuned the netunn of each switch to its ventical position.
A gneen and a ned light hung inmediately to the night of
the scneen with the ned light 5 cm above the gneen. Each

Iight could be switched on fon I second by the expenimente:l.

Pnocedure. Subjects wel?e instpucted to nespond to each

wond as it was scneened by choosing a switch and choosing

a dinection in which to pness it, A connect nesPonse hras

followed by the gneen light which in tunn was followed by

the next stimulus, giving an R-S intenval of 1 sec. An

inconnect nesponse was followed by the ned light indicating
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to subjects that anothen rîesponse was to be chosen, This
pnocedune continued until a connect choice was made nesulting
in an equal amount of infonmation being obtained on each

tnial innespectíve of the number of inco::nect nesponsêsr
Subjects wene allowed to nespond at thei:r own nate, Aften
attaining a pne-assigned cnitenion, subjects without
intennuption? ürere shifted to a new task on whích they
continued untit they obtained two consecutive blocks entinely
conrect' (Designated cnitenion 2) in contnast to one block
entinely connect Cniter:ion l),

Expenimental design. A 4 x 2 design with 4 levels of
initial tnaining and 2 shifts was used fon both an easy
(Gnoups E) and a difficurt (Groups D) task. Thene rderre r0
subjects per gnoup. The cniter-ia of leanning used for"

the 4 levers of initial tnaining hrere 2/4 or mone connect
on any block (Cnitenion + - Gnoups å), 1 block entinely
connect (Cpitenion 1 Gnoups l), 2 consecutive blocks
entinely cornect (cnítenion 2 - Gnoups 2), on s consecutive

. lÇ.,.truphblocks entinely connect (CnitenÍon S - Gnoups S). Eft-"
responses to each sti¡nulus fon the easy tasks arre given in
Figune 6,1.

ç-Each stimulus was assigned one switch with al1
switches to be pnessed in the same dinection fon a connect
response, A double position on pattenn nevensal (Gnoups

R) was used which consisted of nevensíng the dinection in
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InltlaL task

Shíft task

InitíEI task

Shift task

Fieure 6,1,

Eas¡¡ task response positions.

RevensaL groups

cEJ JI'H qUC XOM

xûr4 Quc iIrH cEJ

Nonnevensal gnoups

QUC CEü xoM JrH

xoM QUC iIIH CEJ
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which a switch had to be pnessed fon each stinulí and

nevensing the spatial onden of the nesPonses to the

stimulL along the key-5o"o¿o i,€. eubjects vtere nequined

to pness switches I, 2) 32 and 4 (numbened fnom left to
night) in nesponse to stimuli CE.T' .IIHr QUC, and XOMI

nespectively on the initiat task, and l^Iere nequined to
pness 4, 32 2? and l to the same stirnuli on the revensaL

task, In addition the new switch now had to be pnessed

bacJ<Intards instead of fonwands on vice-versa.
The nofl-pevê:rsal (Gnoups NR) fon the easy task con-

sisted of revensing the dÍrection in which the swítches had

to be pressed and changíng the onden of the stímuli along

the key-boand such that switches 2, 4r I, and 3 had to be

pnessed in response to stimulí CEJ, .TIH' QUC' and XOM'

nespectively on the initial task, and switches 4r 3r 2t and

I on the shift, Reversíng the dinection of all the

switches in the shift task rathen than a different pattenn

hras necessany in onden to have oniginal and shift tasks

of equal difficulty, This also allowed all subjects to
have an identical task duning the shift. V'lhethen the

shift was a :revensal g- non-nevensal varied according to
lP<rugn¡,hthe oniginal task. l!.hê besponses to each stímulus for

the difficult task ane gÍven in Figune 6.2.
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fg]¡ne ,6.2,,

DifficuLt taEk r'esponse positions.

ReverEal gnoupe

Xnltlal task

Shift task

Initial task

Shtft taEk

x0M

ürH QUC

CEJ

x0M CEJ

QUC LTTH

NonnevenEql grouPg

QUC x0M

CEü \fIH

x0u CEJ

quc IIIH
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Each stimulus was again assÍgned one switch but

two of the switches wene to be pnessed in the opposite
direction to the othen two fon a conpect response. For

the initial task fon nevensal groups, the two middle

switches wene to be pnessed in the opposite dinection to
the two outen switches. As fon the easy task, nevensal

involved both revensing the dinection in which a switch had

to be pnessed and nevensLng the o¡-den of the stimuli along
the key-boand. Using this configunation, the four.

responses not used fon any of the stimuli on the initial
task, vüere used fon the nevensal, agaín mi:rnonÍng the easy

task,
Fon the difficult initial task for: non-revensal

grloups, the dir"ection in whích the switches had to be

pnessed, altennated along the key'board. The shift
ínvolved a task identical to the second task of the
nevensal gnoups. Hence again, whethen the shift was a

nevensal or non-reversal, vanied acconding to the oniginal
task. Since a ner^r response to each stimulus was nequined

after both shifts, pantial neinfoncement was eliminated.

3, RESULTS,

All analyses fon this expeniment wene done on square

noot tr:ansformed data.
Oniginal task. Mean tnials to criterion fon both the

easy and difficult tasks 4re given in Table 6.1. Tnials
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to Cniter:ion 1 fon gnoups other than those shifted aften
attaining Cniteníon 2 (leaving 6 groups at each of the 2

levels of task difficulty), al?e included fon companative

punposes, A 6 x 2 analysis of va:rLance on this data,
indicated a significant difference due to task difficulty,
F = 33,80, d,f. = 1/108r p <

significant diffenence between groups within a given level
of task difficulty, F 4 1r non an intenaction effect, F <

Easy task shift, Tab1e 6.2 gives mean tnials to
Cniterion 1, with mean trials to Cnitenion 2 in panentheses.

Analysis of vaniance of tnials to Cnitenion I yielded a

significant shift effect, I = 10.91, d.f. = I/72r P ( .005,

and a sLgnificant effect due to initial task cnitenion,
F = 9.080 d.f. = 3/72, p < .005. Fon the intenaction,
F = 2.362 d,f. = 3/72: "05 ( p <

Duncan range tests ane given in Table 6.4a. The means of
any two gnoups not undenlined by a common line ane

significantly diffenent at the .05 level or beyond.

Analysis of vaniance of trLals to Cniterion 2)

yielded the following nesults, Shift effect, F = 3,30,

d,f, = l/72¡ .os <

effect, F = 5,84, d.f, = 3/72, p <

effect, F = 2.3L, d.f , = 3/72¡ .05 ( p < .10. The nesults
of Duncan range tests alre given in Table 6.4b.
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Difficutt task shift. Table 6,3 gives mean trials
to Cnitenion I, with mean tniats to Cnitenion 2 ín
panentheses. Analysis of vaniance of tnials to Cniterion
1, indicated a possible shift effect, F = 2.79, d,f. = L/72,
,05 < p ( .10, a significant effect due to initial task
cnitenion, F = 5.25, d.f. = 3/72, p <

significant intenactíon effect, F = 4.03, d.f. = 3/72, p <

.025. The nesults of Duncan nange tests ane given in
Table 4c.

Analysis of vaniance of tnials to Cnitenion 2 only
yielded a significant effect of initial task cnitenion,
F = 3,35, d.f. = 3/72, p < .05, Neithen the shift nor

the intenaction effect was significant with F < 1 and

F = 1.18, nespectively. The nesults of Duncan nange

tests ane given in Table 6,4d.

4, DTSCUSSTON.

The nesults indicated that any effects of the initial
task on the shift task wene neduced by the use of a highen

cnitenion of leanning on the second task, All values of
F wene neduced by the use of Cnitenion 2 and this neduction

was neflected in the fewen significant companísons obtained

using the Duncan nange tests. As mentioned pneviously,
Spenling (1970) found a simLlan effect fon rats given a
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Table 6.1.

Mean tnials to cnitenion on oniginal task.

Shift Cnitenion

NR

Own Cnitenion
Easy Difficult
Task Task

Cnitenion I
Easy Difficult
Task Task

7.6

R +

1

2

5

u

1

2

5

1,4

3,3

3,7

5.1

2.3

4.5

4.9

5.1

2,4

7,6

9.3

10, 9

1.9

7,6

9.4

14. 0

3.3

3.5

4.0

7,8

8.3

4

).7
4.6

7,6

8,2

8.9

5
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Table 6;,2,

Easy Task, Mean tnials to Cnltenion 1 on shift
(Cnitenion 2 j;n' panentheses)

+
sh¿ft R 4, 6 c6, 0)

NR 6,1 (6,5)

ä
shift R 6,9 (7,9)

NR 5,9 (7.4)

Task I cniterri.on
l_2

2,5 (.4,3) 2,+ (l+.0)

6,3 (8,8) 2,2 (3.0)

Task l- critenÍon
12

5.5 (9,7) 3.9 (5.4)

4.9 (5,0) 4,9 (5.6)

5

l,,g (3,0)

3.3 (3.9)

Table 6,3,
DlffLcult, 8ask. Mean trrÍaLs to Cni.tenion I on shíft

(CnitenÍon 2 in panentheses)

5

1.9 (4.9)

5.3 (5.7)
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Table 6.4.
Duncan range tests of shift means. (Gnoups not undenlined
by a common line ane significantly diffenent fnom each othen
at the 0.05 IeveI. Gnoup means incnease fnom reft to night)

(a) Easy task, Shift Cnitenion l-

Gnoup sER 2ENR 2ER IER 5ENR åER åENR 1ENR

(b) Easy task, Shift Cnitenion 2

Gnoup SER 2ENR SENR 2ER tER åER åENR IENR

(c) Difficult task, Shift Cnitenion 1

Gnoup sDR 2DR IDNR åDNR 5DNR 2DNR lDR åDR

(d) Difficult task, Shift Cnitenion 2

Gnoup sDR 2DR SDNR 2DNR IDNR äDNR åDR lDR
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revensal task. It is pnobable that as tnaining on the

shift task continues, thene is both a gnadual neduction in
the influence of the oniginal task on the shift task and

an incneased oppontuníty fon nandom vaniables to intenvene.
Fon this rleason this discussion will be nestnicted to the
nesults obtained using Cnítenion 1 on the shift task.

The nevensal nesults cleanly demonstnated the
hypothesised nelationship between initial task cniterion
leve1 and ínitial task difficutty. Fon the difficult task,
the nange tests showed Gnoup SDR to have leanned the
nevensal signifícantly more napidly than any of the othen

thnee gnoups, índicating that the full facilitatony effect
of over'leanníng was not appanent even after two consecutive
blocks con::ect (Gnoup 2DR). Fon the easy task on the
othen hand, the fuII effect of ovenleanning appeans to
occun two cnitenion levels eanlien. V'lhile Gnoups sER,

2ER and l-ER learned the revensal significantly more

napidly than Gnoup åERr they do not diffen amongst

themselves, C1eanly, lowen cnitenia using an easy task,
ane equivalent to highen cnitenia using a mone difficult
task.

The non-reve:rsal nesults (nange tests) fon the
difficult task indicated no effect due to amount of initial
leanning, This agr?ees with the findings of Bogantz (1965),
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Danks 6 Glucksbeng (1968), Kendlen, Kendlen t Sandens (1967)

and Paul, Hoffman ê Dick (1970) using half-nevensal shifts
on a two choice task. There hlene no diffenences between

nevensal and Don-trêvensal gnoups wíth the exception of
Gnoup sDR, which leanned sígnificantly mone napidly than

any of the non-r:evensal gnoups, This nesult is simiLan

to that obtalned by Bogantz, and Danks t Glucksbeng.

The non-revensal nesults fon the easy task indicated
that both Gnoup 2ENR and Gnoup SENR leanned significantly
more napidly than eithen Gnoup åENR on Gnoup IENR. This

:result is cleanly at vaniance with that obtained using the

difficult task, and with the nesults of the expeniments

mentioned in the pneceding panagnaph. Tt appeans to be

langely due to the exceedingly slow shíft leanning of
Gnoups åENR and 1 ENR (although Gnoup 2ENR also leanned

slightly mone napidly than expected). This result will
be díscussed in mediational tenms below.

Assuming that shift facilitation aften oventnaining

is due to the íncneased use of mediation, in the pnesent

expeniment this must have been of a type not pneviously

discussed in the lite:ratune, The nediating mechanism

can neithen be due to the use of venbal labels of the type

postulated by Kendlen E Kendlen (1962, 1968) in thein
companative and developmental theony, nor to attention to
panticulan dimensions (Sutherland t Mackintosh, 1971,
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Zeaman Ê House, 1963), since the stimuli have nothing in
coflrmon that can be labelled on attended to. The suggestion

of Bogantz (1965), of a pne-expenimentally acquined I'doing

the oppositerr nu1e, is inapplicable as a mediating mechanism

because of the complexity of the revensal employed.

Simf-Ianly, since the fou:r stímuli had foun diffenent
nesponses, the suggestion of Bogantz and also Manquette t
Goulet (1968) that stinuli associated with a conmon nesponse

become associated with each othen, is also inapplicable,
DiffenentÍation followed by suppnession of the otd connect

response should have had a negligible influence due to the
lange numben of possible nesponses to each stimulus (see

Paul, 1972? Expeninent II),
The most pnobable mediaton was the nesponse

c-onfigunation to stinuli on the key-boand. the gneaten

sinplicity of the mediaton used by subjects given the easy

task pnesumably accounts fon the nelative napidity with
which this task was initially leanned. Since nevensal

subjects had to neverlse the pattenn on the key-boand,

overLeanning may have enabled them to nememben and

manipulate ít nore neadily.
The nelation between task difficulty and cnitenia of

leanníng found fon the nevensal nesults can be neadily
explained within a mediatÍonaI fnamewonk. The sole feature
diffenentiating the easy fnom the dlfficult task was the
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complexity of the nesponse pattenn on the key-boand.

Subjects given the diffícult task had a nelatively complex

pattenn which ínvolved leanning the direction in which each

key had to be pnessed. The easy task involved a simplen

pattenn with a conmon dínectional nesponse to each stimulus.

Oven a given numben of tnials, the pneasynptotic nate at

which this mediator is learned on stnengthened, is
pnesumably mone napid in the case of a simplen configunation.

It foIlows, that duning cnitenial tnials thene is gneaten

mediaton stnengthening in the case of an easy task as

opposed to a difficult task, making it less pnobable that
an effect due to oventnaining will be found. Lowen

critenia involving fewen tnials on the easy taskr may on

the other: hand, allow an effect to occun, nesulting in the

nelation between cnitenia and task difficulty.
The effect of cnitenion level on the easy task non-

nevensal gnoups can also be explal.ned using resPonse

configunation as a mediaton, Both the oniginal and shift
tasks will only be rfeasy'r if subjects leann the simpl-e

response pattenn neasonably ean1y. A low cnitenion on the

initial task may pnevent subjects fnom both fu1ly teannÍng

that the initial task nequines them to press all the keys

in the same dinection, and fnom nealising that a shift has

occunned, Unden these cincumstances, having expenienced

positive neinfoncement fon pnessing the keys in both
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dinections, the shift task would be equivalent to a

difficult task (a simÍlan mechanl-srn could cleanly not

apply using the difficult task), One would also expect

the effect due to nediation to be weaken and of less benefit
in this case than fon the nevensal, since nevensal involves
revensing both the dínection in which the keys had to be

pnessed, and nevensing the spatial orden of the nesPonses.

The easy Don-rêvênsa1 on the othen hand, involved the

fonmen onIy, thene being no spatÍaI or"den nelation between

inítiaL and shift task, It is pnobably this fact that
nesulted in the effect due to nediation not being nanifested
at such 1ow cnitenion leveIs in the non-revensal case

Gnoup lER leanned the shift more napidly than Gnoup IENR,
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CHAPTER 7,

EXPERTMENT 5: THE EFFECT OF OVERTRAINING

ON A CONCEPT REVERSAL PROBLEM.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The use of low cnitenia of leanning may be necessany

in onden to obtain the ORE using centain concept leanning

tasks, As was mentioned pnevíousIy (p.131-134), Lowenknon

(1969) and Lowenknon t Dniessen (1971) gave subjects a

díscninination leanning task that could be solved eithen

by identifying the nelevant concept on by note leanning.

In the case of the ORE panadigm expenimental design, they

found that the data of subjects who used a note leanning

method of solving the task yielded the ORE, while the data

of subjects who used a concept leanning method did not.
They suggested thEt the ORE is a function of the likelihood
that the subjects will not identífy the ::elevant concept

and that this in tunn casts doubt on the validity of
theonies which account fon the ORE in tenms of incneases

due to over:tnaining in the stnength of dimensional mediating

responses ? such as attention.
This expeniment, IÍke most of the pneceding ones, is

concenned with the effects of using leanning cnitenia on

the initial task which are lowen than those conventionally
used, It is intended to test the hypothesis that the ORE

can be obtained using a concept leanning task pnovided that
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the initial discnimination cniterion is appnopniate. The

cnitenion used by Lowenknon (1969) and Lowenknon t Dniessen

(1971) 8 consecutive connect nesponses to a block of all
I stinuli - in conjunction with a simple conceptual task,
may be fan too high and hence nepresent a consider.able

degnee of oventnaining, Subjects who have identified the

connect concept, have pnesumably leanned to use it on the

finst of thein stning of connect tnials, (This would

pnobably be befone the finst cnitenion tnial since the

cniterion was based on a specific block of 8 tnials nathen

than any I tnials). The subsequent tnials in any two-

nesponse concept identification situation ane menely

necessany to indicate to the expenimenten that the finst
nesponse was conrect due to leanning :rathen than to chance

factons. Effects due to oventnaining may occun durìing

subsequent cnitenion tnials, nesulting in funthen tnaining
having no shift task consequences.

A stimulus univense sufficiently lange to allow non-

nepetititon of any stimulus on the initial task was used

in onden to ensure that all subjects who leanned the task
dtd so by identifying the concept rathen than by sinple
rote leanning, A multiple rathe:: than a dual nesponse

univense was again employed in onden to al1ow the use of an

extnemely 1ow cnitenion of leanning while netaining
statistical neliability.
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2, METHOD.

Subjects, The subjects wene 16 students who wene

fulfilling an intnoductony psychology counse nequinement,

Foun additional subj ects \^Iene el,iminated aften failing to
solve the initÍa1 task within 64 trials.

Stímulus materrial and appanatus. The stimuli consisted

of all the numbens between 11 and 88 (inclusive) with the

exception of those numbens containíng a 0 o:r a 9. Thene

are 64 such numbers,

A Kodak Canousel slide pnojecton Ptlojected each item

onto a sc::een 120 cm al^Iay giving a 10 cm by 5 cm image.

The subject sat imrnediately to the night of the Projectot?,
The slides hlerle ondened nandomly in the Proj ector'

with the exception that each stimulus occunned once and

once only in the finst 64, and that the 25th.-40th, stimuli
hTene then nepeated in the same onde:r. This made a total
of 80 slides, in a seguence which could be nepeated in-
definitely.

Procedune. The stínu1i wene pnesented to the subjects,
one at a time. Subjects ürere told that they hTerae to nespond

to each stimulus by calling out any numben between 0 and 110

and that the experimenten would then teII them the connect

numben that should have been said. They hlene instnucted to
leann the nelation between the stimulus and the connect

nespgnse, The initial task, consisted of adding the sum
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of the two digits of which each numben was composedo to
the number itself ) e.g, the connect nesponse to the
stimulusrt23rrwas rr28r'. Subjects who had not leanned

this task within 64 tnials wene eliminated fnom the
expeniment. The nevensal task consisted of subtnacting
the sum of the two digits fnom the numben itself.

Thene l^rere 2 gnoups, The f inst gnoup was tnained
to a cniterion of at least I connect nesponse plus I
penseverative tnial- befone being nevensed (Gnoup 1). This
meant that while subjects had to nespond on the basis of
the finst task fon at least two consecutive tnials befone

being nevensed, fon the second tnial they did not obtain
feedback on the basis of the finst task, but on the basis
of the neve:rsal, Initial- task feedback continued in the
case of subjects who made a single connect nesponse

followed by an ernor, Hence while the expenimentenrs

cnitenion was two consecutíve conr"ect nesponses - a

cnitenion most unlikely to be attained punely by chance

the subject was in effect nevensed aften one conrect
resPonse r

The second gnoup r^ras tnained to a cniterion of 10

consecutÍve connect nesponses befone being nevensed

(Gnoup 10), Tn tenms of total numben of connect nesponses

this is unlikety to be any higher than Lowenknonrs (1969)

and Lowenknon t Dniessents (197L) cnitenion of 8 consecutive
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connect nesponses since it is not based on any panticulan

block of tnials. The nevensal cnitenion was 10 consecutive

connect responses fon both gnoups.

3. RESULTS.

Tnials to cnitenion analyses hrere done on loganithmic
tnansfonmed data. Gnoup I took a mean of 14.75 tnials to
neach the initial task cnitenion (excluding the cnitenion
tniaL) while Gnoup 10 took 22,12 tnials, Thene r¡Ias no

significant diffenence between gnoups on this measurle,

t < I, No subject in Gnoup I0 made any enrors aften two

consecutive cornect nesponses indicating that the cnitenion
used for Gnoup 1 nepnesented leanning nather than chance

factons.
Gnoup I took a mean of 14,25 tnials to neach the

nevensal cnitenion while Gnoup 10 took L,l2 t:rÍal-s. Thene

hras a significant difference between groups on this measure,

t = 3.42, d,f, = 14, p <

Additional infonmation concerning the pnoblem solving
pnocess in this type of task may be obtained fnom the
nesponses made duning the pnesol-ution peniod of Task 1.

0n the last tnial befone cnitenion, while the subjects had

not discovened the connect solution to the task, they wene

neventheless not nesponding in a completely nandom mannerl.

0n this panticulan tnia1, all sixteen of the subjects
nesponded with a numben that was highen than the stimulus
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number, This may be contrasted with the nesponses on

the finst tnial of Task 1, 0n this tniaI, ten of the

subjects simply nead out the stimulus number:, foun

nesponded with a lowen and two with a híghen numbe:1.

C1ean1y, befone actually discovening the nelevant nu1e,

subjects nealised that the conrect nesponse l^tas always

highen than the stimulus number,

Thene is no evidence that subjects wel?e able to
furthen nestnict the nange of possible connect nesPonses

prion to solution. It was hypothesised that just befone

cnitenion, they may have noticed that the langen the two

stimulus diglts, the gneaten the diffenence between the

stimulus number and the cornect nesponse numben. Using

the last tr:iaI befone cnitenion, thnee Peanson n

connelatÍons l^tere cannied out with the difference between

the stimulus numben and the subjectrs nesponse as one

vaniable in each case, and the finst digit, the second

digit, on the sum of the two digits as the othen vaniable.
Values of n(14) = -,L7 7 -,32, and -.31 were obtained

nespectively. These ane all in the vrnong dinection and

ane not significant, p > ,10.

4, DISCUSSTON.

The nesults confinm the hypothesis that the ORE can

be neadíIy obtained using a conceptual task pnovided a

sufficÍently low cnitenion of leanning is used on the
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initial discnimination fon the lessen tnained grouP. In
addition, they indicate that the ORE would not have been

obtained using a conventíonal cnitenion such as that given

Gnoup 10. Since seven of the eight subjects in thÍs gnouP

leanned the nevensal in I tnial, and the eighth in 2 tnials,
funthen initial discnimination tnaining could not have

nesulted in the ORE using Gnoup 10 as a cnite::ion (lessen

tnained) gnoup,

The pnimany Ímplication for mediating theonies is
that once a simple, high infonmation concept is discovened

by nonmal adutt human subjectso Ít can attain its
asymptotic stnength as a mediating lresponse within a very

few tnials. Consequently, a failune to obtain the ORE

in a task invotving the extnaction of a dimension on

concept may sinply be due to both gnoups having an equal

and asymptotic facility in the use of the nelevant concept,

This may indicate the necessity fon changes in expeni-

mental pnocedune specifical-Iy the use of appnopniate

cnite¡'ia - natherr than flaws in theonies. A mediating

response which, befone it can be used, must be pneceded

by note leanningr ilêy on the othen hand stnengthen mone

slowIy, allowing the use of conventional cnitenia,
Lowenknonts (1969) and Lowenknon E Dniessenls (1971)

nesults ane hence not necessanily in conflict with attention
theories. Instead, they may indicate that expenimental
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panametens suitable fon studying the effect of mediational

changes due to oventraining in the case of subjects who

lea:rn pantly by note, ane not suitable in the case of
subjects attending to a dimension.

The results may also be consídened in a somewhat

diffenent context, Levine (1969) found that ín a concept

leanning task, the effect of negative feedback following a

nesponse almost invaniably nesulted in subjects abandoning

the hypothesis held on that Pax.ticulan tnial. Since

negative feedback !ùas obtained on the finst shift tnial of
the pnesent expeniment, the Task I hypothesis was dis-
confinmed, The mannen in which it was abandoned appanently

diffened fon the two gnoups. Most of the Gnoup I subjects

not only abandoned thein pneviously held hypothesis, but

also failed to use it in the solution of the :reversal.

This may be contnasted with the behavioun of the Gnoup 10

subjects whose exceedingty napid nevensal leanning implies
that while they abandoned thein Task I hypothesís, they

neyentheless used it to help solve Task 2,
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CHAPTER 8.

EXPERIMENT 6: THE EFFECT OF OVERTRAINING ON

SERIAL SHIFT TASKS bITTH SIMITAR CONCEPTUAL

MEDÏATORS.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The vast majoníty of human expeniments studying the
effects of cnitenion Levels and oventnaining on shift
leanning have employed single shifts nathen than senial
shifts. Gnant t Beng (1948) and Gnant t Cost (195+) gave

senial extnadimensional shift tasks to nonmal adults and

found incneasing diffenences between cniterion gnoups as

the numben of leanned shifts incneased. As thene was no

neadily isolated mediaton conmon to al1 tasks, the effect
was pnobably due to nonspecific mediation such as

diffenential development of leanning sets.
A senial nonnever:sa1 shift leanning task with specific

and similan conceptual medj-ating nesponses nequined fon the
solution of each shift¡ rnêy gneatly magnify the diffenence
between a 1ow and a high cnitenion gnoupr âs companed to a

situation in which thene is eithen only one shift task (as

in the pnevious expeniment) r or Ín which thene is no neadily
isol-ated medíaton (as in Gnant Ê Beng, 1948 2 and G::ant E

Cost, 1954). Subjects tnained to a high cnitenion on each

task may become incneasingly adept at connectly manipulating
the mediating concept ¡equined to solve the pnoblem and hence
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leann each succeeding task more napidly than the pneceding

one. Subjects tnained to a low cniterion on the othen

handr may tend to neject the nelevant concept and hence

leann each succeeding task more slow1y than the pneceding

ODê r

The technique chosen was based on that used in
Expeniment 5. This a1Iows the use of nonnevensal shifts
in which: (1) a similan mediating t?esPonse is nequired

fon the solution of each shift ) Q) Pantial neinfoncement

of pnevious task nesponses is completely elirninated;
(3) no changes in the stimulus set ane nequined fnom one

task to the next.

2, METHOD,

The subjects were 20 students who wene fulfilling an

intnoductony psychology coul'ìse nequinement. Seven

additional subj ects l^Iene eliminated aften failing to solve

the lnitial task within 64 tnials.
The stimulus matenlals, appanatus, and genenal

procedune wene the same as in Expeniment 5. Thene r¡Iene

five tasks with half of the subjects (Gnoup t) being tnained

to Cnitenion 1 (as in Expeniment 5) and the othen half
(Gnoup 10) to Cnitenion 10 on each task. Tnaining was

tenminated fon those subjects who did not neach cnitenion
within 40 t::iaIs on any of the shift tasks. The finst
task neguined subjects to add the sum of the two digits of
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which each numben was composed, to the numben itself (as

in Expeniment 5); the second task nequined the finst task

manipulation followed by the subtraction of 2; the thind
task nequined the finst task manipulation followed by the

addition of 5; The fourth task nequined the fínst task

manipulation, followed by the additíon of 2; the fifth
task nequined the finst task manipulation, followed by

the subtnaction of 1. Hence the co:rnect nesponse to
stimulus rt23lf would have been rr28rr, "26", tr33tr, tt3Ott, and

tt27n, nespectively fon each of the 5 tasks.

3. RESULTS.

The data ane summanised in Table 8.1. The letter N

nefens to the numben of subjects attaining cnitenion on

each task. Since tnaining was tenminated fon subjects who

did not neach cniter.ion on any panticulan task, the numben

of subjects given each shift task (Tasks 2) 3' 4 and 5) ís
equal to the N fon the pneceding task. Mean tnials to
c¡.itenion fon Gnoup 10 only includes subjects who leanned

the task in question. The cnitenion used fon this measure

was Cnitenion 1 two consecutive connect nesponses.

All tnials to crite:ríon analyses r^tere done on

loganithmic tnansfonmed data. Thene hlas no significant
diffenence in tnials to cnitenion between the two gnouPs

on Ta,sk 1, t < 1. The enormous diffenences between the

gl?oups on atl subsequent pnoblems (caused by almost all
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Group 1 subjects being unable to leann these pnobtems) I

obviously pnectuded the use of a simíIan analysis fon the

shifts. A Fishen exact probability test indícated a

significantly decneased numben of Gnoup 1 as compa/ed to

Gnoup 10 subjectsr v¡ho leanned Task 2) P < .05. The same

effect was also found fon tasks 3 r 4 r and 5, P <

Excluding the one subject in Gnoup 10 who failed to

leann Task 3 (see Table 1), a significant decnease in tnials

to cnitenion across tasks was found, F = 9.58, d.f' = 4/32,

P<
possible since only one subject reached Task 5.

Pnesolution behavíoun on Task I langely neplicated

the Experiment 5 data. On the last pnecnitenion tnialt

eighteen of the twenty subjects nesponded with a numben

that was highen and two with one that was lowen than the

stimulus numben. In contnastr oû the finst tnial, ten

of the subjects nead out the stímu1us number, five
nesponded with a lowen and five with a highen numben'

For the last pnecrítenion tnial, again no relation

was found using the dífference between the stimulus number

and the nesponse as one vaniable, and the finst digit, the

second digit, on the sum of the two digits as the othen

vaniable, Values of 3(14) = -.05, 1,25t and +,15 wene

obtained nespectively. None of these ane significant,
p>
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Table 8.I,

1 2

Task
3 45

N 10 5111
Gnoup 1 Mean tnials

to cnítenion 15.4

N 1010999

Gnoup 10 Mean tnials
to cnitenion 14,8 5.3 3.33 2,67 1.55

4. DISCUSSION.

The data indicate that unden appnopniate conditions
a simple change Ín cnitenion level can have the consequence

of a totally nevensed pattenn of nesul-ts in senial shift
Ieanning. With the exception of the one subject who faÍIed
to neach Task 5, Gnoup 10 subjects demonstnated a napidly
decreasing tnend of tnials to cnítenion across tasks. Gnoup

1 subjects on the othen hand, not only found successive
shift tasks more difficult, but in most cases, within the
limitation imposed by the maximum numben of tr:ials alLowed

befone the discontinuation of tnaíning, found the latten
shift tasks insoluble. Half of the subjects could not
solve Task 2, and of the rremainden, only one h¡as able to
solve the subsequent tasks.
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These results would appean to be explicabte only in

tenms of the Pl?esence and absence of the nelevant mediating

concept (i.e. adding the sum of the two digits to the

numben itselfo plus on minus a constant) necessany fon the

solution of the task. Gnoup 10 subjects, having fully

leanned to use the mediaton, found the shift tasks

nelatively sinple, Gnoup I subjects, despíte having

pnesumably all used the mediaton to neach cnitenion on the

finst, and half of them on the second taskr were unable to

continue to use it connectly on the subsequent tasks, and

hence found them ínso1uble.

Levine (1971) and Ress Ê Levine (1966) also

demonstnated nonleanning unden centaín conditions' In

a 2-choice, simultaneous díscnimination situation, they

found that most subjects who wene given a se::ies of complex

position altennation pnoblems with cincle size as an

innelevant dimension, !{ere subsequently unable to learn

the simple lange cincle-small cir.ele discnimination,
Subjects initiall-y given size as the nelevant dimension

leanned the task within a few trials.
Levine (1971) theonised that as a consequence of the

position discniminations, subjects hlene testing hypotheses

fnom a set which did not include the new nelevant hypothesis.

This either netanded or Pnevented discoveny of the solution.
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The pnesent expeniment may indieate that under: Gnoup

I conditions, subjects not only failed to use eanlien

successful hypotheses to help fonmulate new ones as in
Expeniment 5, but in addition eventually nejected the

entine nelevant hypothesis set (whene the hypotheses in
the set consisted of adding the sum of the two digits to
the numben Ítself plus on minus a constant) nesulting in
nonlearning. Un1ike Leviners tasks, they did this
despite having pneviously tested a connect hypothesis (on

hypotheses) fnom the set and subsequently neceiving feed-

back consistent with anothen hypothesis fnom the same set.

Gnoup 10 subjects on the othen hand pnesumably used

pneviously connect hypotheses on nules to help fonmulate

subsequently connect nuIes. They hrere consequently

testing hypotheses fnom withín the set, allowing them to
find the shift task solutions napidLy.
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SECTION III

CHAPTER 9.

CONCLUSIONS.

The series of experiments descnibed wene pnimanily

designed to test mediational theories of leanning and to

descnibe fu:rthen the nediational mechanisms involved.

A secondany aim was to examine the expenimental methods

which are conmonly used to test these theo:ries.

The pninany exPenimental findings fon the studies

using nats wene finstly, that if sufficiently low leve1s

of initial tnaining ane employed, the number: of tnials
to nevensal cnitenion varies as a quadnatic function wíth

incneases in inítial tnaining Ievel, and secondly that
this function appears to hold innespective of task

difficulty pnoviding that suitable levels of initial
tnaining ane used. The initial inc:rease can be explained

in tenms of incneases in habit stnengths to the stimuli
which must be revensed du::íng the nevensal task. The

subsequent decnease can be exPlained by assuming a

nediating nesponse (such as attention to a nelevant

dimension) which íncneases in stnength with additional
tnainíng and hence facilitates neversal'

In the studies using human subjects and nondimensional

stimuli, íncreases in initial tnaining r:esulted in decneases
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in numben of tnials to shift task cnitenion whene the

initíal task was nelated to the shift task in such a l^tay

that Ínfonmation gained by the subjects duning Task 1

could be used to hetp solve Task 2) hence acting as a

nediating response, The nate of the decnease in numben

of trials to shift task cnitenion v,tas more napid in the

case of an easy task which can be explained by assuming

a more napid incnease in stnength of the mediating

response fon an easy task. The fact that a quadnatic

function was not obtained as fon the animal studies can

be explained by assuming that changes in habit stnength

to the stimuli play a nel-atively minor nole in adult

human leanning companed to changes in the stnength of

mediating nesponses, This may explain why the initial

incnease in tnials to shift cnitenion did not occur.

The human studies using concept leanning tasks

indicated that Veny low cnitenia alle necessary on the

initial task if the ORE ís to be obtained. In addition,

diffenences in shift leanning speed between grouPs tnained

to various cnitenia of leannÍng rfere vastty incneased by

using a senies of nelated shift tasks nathen than a single

shift. Fu:rthen wonk would be necessany to establish

whethen the rrelation between task difficulty and critenia

of lea:rning found in the pnevious expeniments holds for" a

hypothesis testing task.
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The following genenal conclusíons are suggested.

(1) t'lhen testing for the effect of oventnaining on

medíating nesPonses, the degnee of tnaining given lessen

tnained groups is mone cnitíca1 than the amount given

more highly tnained subjects. In many situations,
substantial changes in the amount of tnaining given oven-

tnained gÍìouPs aPpear to have no noticeable effects on

speed of shift leanning. 0n the othen hand, nelatively
small changes in the amount of tnaini-ng given lessen

tnained groups can nadically alten speed of shift leanníng.

This may be attnibuted to the stnength of both mediating

and choice nesPonses neaching asymptote in many tasks

somewhat more napidly than was pneviously thought.
(Ð The easien a task, the moÏle sensitive it aPPeans

to be to changes in the degnee of tnainíng given to lesser

tnained subjects. Easien tasks not only nequi:re lowen

cnite::ia of l-eanning on the oniginal task in onden to

obtain the same effect using mone difficult Problems, but

in addition the nange of cnitenia of leanning appeans to
be neduced. These facts can be accounted fon by assuming

that the stnength of medíating nesPonses builds uP mone

napidly and hence neaches asymptote mone napidly in the

case of easy problems. Tn other wonds, fon an easy task,

the fact that the mediating llesPonse reaches asymptote

mone napidly not only means that lowen cnitenia (or lessen
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ameunts of tnaining if critenía of leanning ane not used)

ane necessat?y to obtaín the same effects as for a

dlfficult task, but in addltion means that it ís more

diffícult to find the cnitical nange of cnitenia (because

it is smallen) necessany to obtain a shíft effect.
(3) llhen studying the effects of cnitenion levels

on mediating mechanisms, seniat shift tasks may considerably

nagnify diff enences obtained using a single shift. V'lhile

this possibility has been langety Ígnoned in the past, it

may be of considenable benefit in situations whene

experimental effects unden single shift conditions alle

slight, Fot^ this reason it desenves funthen considenation

and suitable tasks using this panadigm fon va:rious subjects

unden vanious conditions nequíne development.
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APPENDIX I: A TEST BETIIIEEN THE SELECTIVE ATTENTÏON AND

STIMULUS GENERALISATION INTERPRETATIONS OF

THE EASY-TO-HARD EFFECT,

1, ÏNTRODUCTTON.

Gnoup LE and LD of Expeníment 1 (Chapten 2) pnovide

a direct test of two intenpnetations of the easy-to-hand

effect. The basic expenimental panadigm nonmally used

to demonstnate this effect involves two gnoups of subjects.
One gnoup is given initial tnaíning on an easy task and

then tnansfenred to a mone difficult task on the same

dimension, while the othen gnoup is given all its
tnainíng on the difficult task. The difficult task is
nonmally leanned in less tnials (including tnials given

on the easy task) by the gnoup given pant of its tnaining
on the easy task,

The effect was finst demonstr.ated by Gubengrítz
(in Pavlov, 1-927 ) using classical conditioning of the
salivany reflex of a dog. The dog was tnained to salivate
to a gney stimulus and aften the response hras well
established an attempt was made to tnain the animal to
discniminate between this stimulus and a slightly darken

one, Despite many t¡.ials r Do sígn of leanning could be

detected. A much darken stimulus was then intnoduced

instead of the slightly danken one nesulting in napid
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leanning, When the slightly danken stimulus was then

neintroduced as a substitute fon the much danker onet

discnimination occunned within a few trials.
Lawnence (1952) obtained the effect using

instnumental conditioning of nats. He used foun grouPs.

One group v¡as given a difficult bnightness discrinination
for 80 tnials; a second gnouP hlas given 30 tnials on a

veny easy bnightness discninination befone being given 50

tnials on the difficult task; a thind gnouP vüas given 50

initial tnials on a fainly easy bnightness task (aI-though

not as easy as that initiatly gLven the pneceding gnoup)

befone being given 30 tnials on the difficult taski the

founth gnoup was given a total of 30 tnials on thnee

progressivel¡r more difficult bnightness discniminations,
with 10 tnial-s being given at each leveI, and a funthen

50 tníats on the difficult task. All thnee grouPs given

initiat tnaining on easy tasks penfor:med with a lowen

pencentage of errons than the gt?ouP given all its tnaining
on the difficult task, at all stages of the expeníment,

incl-uding the latten stages when identical (dÍfficult)
stimuli hrene used fon all grouPs ?

Lawnence suggested that sel-ective attention could

account for" his nesults, If as well as leanning the

choice response, anÍmals rnust leann to attend to the

::elevant dimension, then leanning should be mone napid if
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the conditions ane such that the nelevant dimension is
isolated eanly in training, ThÍs should be the case if
an easy discnimination is used initially.

Lawnence fonwanded this account on the assumption

that excitatony and inhibitony stimulus genenalisation
gnadients of the type postulated by Spence (1936) could

not account fon the effect. (See Law:lence, 1955), He

pointed out neventheless, that if ttre gnadients became

steepen with incneased tnaining (nathen than beíng

panabolic in shape as proposed by Spence) then the effect
could be explained without :recourse to attentíon. This

expJ-anation was accepted by Logan (1966) who showed that
a nodifíed Spence model could not only pnedict the easy-to-
hand effect but could also pnedict the conditions under'

which it would be langen on smallen. He assumed that bell
shaped excitatony (E) and inhibitony (I) stimulus
genenalisation gnadíents steepen while building up about

the positive and negative stimuli nespectively. The net

E on I at any point on a stimulus continuum is calculated
by obtaining the diffenence between E and I at that poínt.
If two stimuli ane fan apant on the continuum (an easy

discnÍmination Figune la), then aften tnaining on these

stÍnuli, the net E and/on I will be gneaten at two points

closen togethen on the continuurn that if all training had

been eannied out using these latter stimuli only (a
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difficult discnimination Figune Ib). The easy-to-hand
effect is hence pnedicted,

Singen, Zentall t Riley (1969) pnovided a dinect
test between the selective attentíon and stimulus
genenalisation gnadient intenpnetations. They neasoned

that if easy discnimination tnaining using 3 stinuli such

as black t g?ey, and white pnesented in pains with the
niddle value pnesent on all tnials is substituted fon easy

discniminatÍon tnaining using 2 stimuli (e.9. black-white)
then equal amounts of genenalised E and f should occur at
the 2 stimuti used for: the hand discrimination (e.9. Iíght-
gney and dank-gney), eliminating the usual facilitatony
tnansfen effect. (See FÍgune 1c). Two contnol gnoups

were nequined, Finstly a gnoup tnained on the difficult
discninination only and companed from its finst tnial with
the hand discnimination only of the easy-to-hand gnoup

nathe:r than fnom the point whene it had an equal numben of
tnaining tnials as the easy-to-hand group had on the easy

task, The use of the latten pnoeedune would have nesulted
in the control group having diffenential E and I at the
time that the expenimental gt?oup hras switched to the
difficult task. This necessitated the inclusion of a

thind, leanning-to-leann contnol gnoup initíaIly tnained on

anothen dimension befone switching to the har-d discnimination,
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Singen et a1 I s nesults supponted the stimulus
genenalisation intenpnetatÍon. The easy-to-ha::d effect
hras not obtained using a 3-stimulus easy discnimination
gnoup (i.e, thene was no diffenence between this gnoup and

the difficult díscnimination only gnoup othen than that
seemingly caused by a leanning-to-learn effect) but was

obtained using the conventional 2-stinulus easy discnimi-
nation gnoup, The attentional Íntenpnetation pnedicts
that 3 stimulus easy discnimination tnaining should have

the same effect on dimensional salience as 2 stimul-us
tnaíning and hence was not supponted by the nesults.

Tn onden to incnease the genenality of Singen et al-rs
conclusíons, a funthen test of the 2 theonies is possible
which has the advantages that it is considenably simplen
and also that its essential logie does not involve acceptance
of the nuII hypothesis at any point as is the case with
Singen et alrs expenimental design. This test simply
involves the use of Gnoups LE and LD of Expeniment 1

(Chapten 2), Fon the nonmal 2-stimulus panadigm, if net
E and I ane nelatively lange at the hand stimuli fon the
easy gr?oup, then by makíng the usual easy-to-hand shift a

rrneyersalfr shift as well (Gnoup LE), and by simultaneously
nevensing the subjects in the trdifficultrr grâoup (Gnoup LD),

a nevense easy-to-hand effect is p::edicted: i.e, the easy

gnoup should leann motle slowly aceonding to the stimulus
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genenalisation interpnetation because it has a langen
net E and ï to neverse. The opposite nesult would
constitute stnong evidence against the stimulus genenal-
isation account. rt might on the othen hand, be explaíned
by the attentional intenpnetation given the assumption that
incneased attention to the nelevant dl-mension is beneficial
innespective of whether on not the cues ane nevensed (as

Ì^¡as pointed out in chapten 2) , The appanatus and tnaining
pnocedune fon this expeniment wene given in Chapten 2.

The numbep of subjects pen group was ineneased fnom thnee
to six,

2, RESULTS.

Mean nesults ane given in TabLe 1. Days to cnitenion
include the two cnitenion days, statistical tests yielded
the following nesults;

(1) The easy gnoup had significantly fewen connect
tnía1s on the finst shíft day than the difficult gnoup,

t = 5.43, d,f. = 10, p <

Q) The easy gnoup took significantly fewen days to
r"each the shift cnitenion than the difficult gnoup, t =

4.31¡ d.f. = 10, p <

3. DISCUSSTON,

These nesults indicate that the penfonmance of the
easy grloup was significantly hrorse than that of the
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TabIe 1.

Easy Gnoup

Difficult Gnoup

Co¡'nect trials
on lst shift day

1. 67

4.33

Days to shíft
cnitenion

16 ,17

22,00

Days on
initial
task

6,33

6,33

difficurt gnoup on the finst shift day, but despite thís the
easy gnoup took significantly fewen days to neach cnitenion.
Since acconding to the stimulus genenalisation intenpnetation,
the penfgnmance of the easy glroup should have been infenion
at all stages of leanning, the fonmen:result is pnedicted but
the latten is not. The most obvious explanation of both
nesults is that the shift leanning of the easy gnoup r^ras

mediated by a highen level of attention to the cor:nect
dimension nesulting in an initiarry gneaten diffenence in
the nesponse stnengths to the 2 cues and subsequently
followed by a mone napid nate of change.

That the conditions v¡ene siml-lar to those nonmally
pentaining in successful easy-to-hand effect expeniments,
can be seen from the finst shíft day nesults. Had thene not
been a nevensal shÍftr êt identical ::esult would have

índicated that the easy gnoup had penfonmed significantry
betten nathen than signÍficantly wonse than the difficult
group, giving the normal eês)z-f6-hard effect.
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The pnesent results are pnobably analogous to those
obtained by Mackintosh t Littl-e ctgz0) using pigeons,
they found that subjects tfreversedfr to a difficult task
fnom an easy task (as was the easy group of the present
expeniment) eventually penfonmed more accur.ately than
contnor subjects given aIl thein traíning on the difficurt
task with no reversal,

The contnadiction between the theonetical position
supponted by the results of singen et al and the pnesent
nesurts nequines an explanation, Thnee stimuLus leanning
may have for:ced anímals to nespond to the absolute
pnopenties of the stimulí rathen than to nerationships.
$ingen et aI pnovide evidence that this may have occurred,
rf subjects nespond to the absolute pnopenties of the
stinuri, then leanning one half of the three stimulus
pnoblen (witn one of the extneme stimuri pnesent) should
facilitate learning of the othen half (with the othen
extneme stimulus pnesent). rf on the othen hand, subjects
nespond to nelationships, then leanning one half of the
pnoblem shoul-d intenfene with reanning the second ha1f,
since the nelation of the nÍddIe stimurus to one of the
ext¡reme stímuli is the opposl-te of its nel-ation to the
othen extneme stimulus, A companÍson of errors on the
mone slowIy learned half, immediately befone and aften the
last ernon on the more napldly reanned half, indicated
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fewen errons aften the r-ast ernoÌa on the mone napídry
leanned ha1f. since thene should have been mone errors
if subJects r^rene nesponding in a relationar mannen,
(nesponding to the same nerationship on the more slowly
leanned half as on the more napidly reanned half would
nesult in no connect nesponses on the fonmen aften the
latten had been learned) ít is pnobable that they rùene

nesponding to the absolute pnopenties of the stimuri.
Thís mode of nespondfng may genenalise to aIl

stirnulí on the same dfmension. rf one assumes that
absolute nespondLng is more difficult fon some or arl
animals than either relatLonar nesponding on a combínatÍon
of nelEtionaL and absolute nesponding (as will be the case
if some animals must adopt a mode of nesponding not
natunally adopted), then this may negate any advantage
accnuing to the easy-to-hand 3 stimulus grloup due to a
highen leyer of attention to the relevant dimension.
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Abstnact

Two concept leannJ.ng experiments usíng adult human

Ss were can¡'ied out, The finst indfcated that the
oventnaining nevensal- effect CORE) coul-d be obtained by

the use of a veny low Task l- cnitenl.on of leannlng nathen

than a conventional cnitenion, The second :lndicated that
while low cnítenia on seniaL shift leanníng tasks could

nesult in eventual nonLeanning n hf.ghen cnLtenia coul-d

nesult in exceedingLy napld learning of the same tasks.
The results wene discussed :ln tenrns of the S 1s hypothesJ.e

testing stnategies,
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Levine (1969) found that in a concePt leanning task,

the effect of negative feedback following a resPonse almost

invaniably nesulted l-n Ss abandoning the hypothesis held

on that panticulan trial. One might exPect the same sont

of effect to occun on the finst tnial of a shift leanning

task, If tnained to a reliable criteï'ion on the initial
tasko qs shoutd be holding a hypothesis which will be

disconfinmed on the finst shift tnial (assuming that thene

is no oVerrlap between the connect nesPonge sets fon the two

tasks),
It can neventheless be pnedicted that if t:raining on

the finst task is extended fon a suffíciently long peniod

(i.e. overtraining), the oniginally connect hypothesis'
while abandoned, will still be used to help find the new

solution. Lessen Task 1 tnaining may nesult in the

hypothesis not only being abandoned, but not even being

used as a stanting point fon new hypotheses. Evidence

for this could be obtained fnom the speed wittr which the

shift task ís leanned unden conditions whene the connect

initial task hypothesis is nelated in some way to the

conrect shift task hypothesis.
ExÞer'íment 1, This expenLment tested the pnediction

using a neversal shift. A stimulus univense sufficiently
lange to allow nonnepetition of any stimulus on the inltiat
task was used in onden to ensune that all Ss who leanned
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the task did so by testing the cont?ect hypothesis nathen

than by sinple rote leanning, A rnultiple nathen than a

dual r?esponse universe was emPloyed in orden to netain
statÍstical neliability while using one connect response

as a cniterion of leanning,
Method, The Ss $rene 16 students !üho wene fulfilling

an intnoductony psychology cout?se nequinement, Foun

additional Ss wene eliminated aften failing to solve the

initial task within 64 tnials"
The stimulí consisted of all the numbens between 11

4nd 88 (incl-usive) with the exception of those numbens

containing a 0 on a 9. Thene are 64 such numbe:ls.

A Kodak Canousel slide projecton pnojected each iten
onto a scneen 120cm ahlay giving a 10cn by Scm image, The

S sat Ínnediately to the night of the pnojecton,

The slides were ondened nandomly in the Pnojecton
with the exception that each stimulus occurred once and

once only in the fir.st 64, and that the 25th.-40th. stimuli
!ùere then repeated in the same onden, This made a total
of 80 slides, in a sequence which could be nepeated

indefinitely,
The stinuli T¡rere pnesented to the Ssr one at a time.

Subjects were told that they hlene to nespond to each stímu1us

by calling out any numben between 0 and 110 and that the E

would then tell them the conrect numben that should have been

said, They wene ínstnucted to leann the nelation between
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the stÍmulus and the connect nesPonse, The stimuli
remained in fnont of the Ss during feedback, the ínitial-
task, consisted in adding the sum of the two digits of which

each numben was composed, to the numben itselfr €.9. The

connect response to the stimulus tt23n hras tt28n. Subjects

who had not leanned this task within 64 tnía1s I^rere

elÍminated fr"om the expenirnent. The nevensal task
consisted of subtnacting the sum of the two digits fnom

the numben itself, Hence the hypotheses on nules

necessany fon the solutíon of both tasks had a lange

numben of common elements.

Thene wene two gnoups, The finst gnouP was tnaíned

to a cnitenion of at least I connect t?esponse plus I
pensevenative tnial befone being nevensed (Gnoup 1). This

meant that while Ss had to nespond on the basis of the

finst task fon at least two consecutive tnials befone being

nevensed, for: the second tnial they did not obtain feedback

on the basis of the finst task, but on the basis of the

neve:rsaI, Initíal task feedback continued in the case of
Ss who made a single cornect nesponse followed by an ernor?

Hence while the Els cnítenion was two consecutive connect

responses - a cnitenion most unlikely to be attained punely

by chance The S was in effect neve:rsed aften one eonnect

nesPonse.
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The second gnoup was tnaÍned to a cnitenion of 10

consecutive connect nesponses befone being nevensed

(Gnoup 10). The nevensal cnitenion r^ras 10 consecutive
connect nesponses fon both groupsr

Res,-ults. Analyses of tnials to cnitenion urere done

on loganithmic tnansfonmed data, Gnoup 1 took a mean

(anithnetic) of 14,75 tnials to neach the initial task
cníterion (excluding the cnitenion tnial) while Gnoup 10

took 22,I2 tnials. Thene h¡as no significant diffenence
between gnoups on this measune, t < 1. No S in Gnoup 10

made any errons aften two consecutive connect responses

indicatÍng that the cnítenion used fon Gnoup 1- nepnesented

leanning nathen than chance factons,
Gnoup 1 took a mean of L+,25 tnials to neach the

neyensal cnitenion whil-e Gnoup L0 took l,I2 t:rials, Thene

I^las a signif icant dif fer"ence between gnoups on this measune,

t (14) = 3,t12t p <

Additional information concenning the pnoblem solving
pnocess in this type of task may be obtained fnom the
nesponses made duning the pnesolution peniod of Task 1, 0n

the last tnial- befone cnitenion, while the Ss had not
discovened the connect solution to the task, they rÀ¡ene

neyentheless not nesponding in a completely nandom manner',

0n this panticular t:riaI, all sixteen of the Ss nesponded

with a number" that was highen than the stimulus numben,
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This may be contnasted with the nesponses on the finst
tnial of Task 1. 0n this tnial, ten of the Ss simply

nead out the stimulus numben, foun nesponded with a lowen

and two with a highen numben, Clearly, before actualIy
discovening the nelevant nule, Ss nealised that the
connect nesponse numben was always highen than the stimulus
number.

Thene is no evidence that Ss wene able to funthen
nannoi^r down the connect nesponse pnion to solution. It
was hypothesised that just befone cnitenion, they may have

noticed that the langen the two stimulus digits, the
gneaten the difference between the stimulus numben and the
connect nesponse number, Using the last tnial befone

cniteriono thnee Peanson n conr:elations wene cannied out

wÍth the diffenence between the stimulus numben and the Sls

response as one variable Ín each case, and the first digit,
the second digit on the sum of the two digíts as the othen

vaniable. Va1ues of n (14) = -,!7, -.32, and -,31 hrere

obtaÍned nespectively, These ane all in the r^/nong

dinection and not significant, p > ,10.
Discussion. The shift task :results indicated that

anaunt of tnaining stnongly influenced the extent to which

negative feedback induced Ss to completely abandon a

pneviously held hypothesis, The oventnaining revensal
effect (ORE) obtained was probably caused by most Gnoup 1

Ss not only abandoning thein Task t hypothesiso but also
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failing to use it in the solution of the revensal, Since

seven of the eíght Gnoup t0 Ss tested the new conrect

hypothesis on the second revensal tnial and the eighth S

on the third Peversal tnialo it can readily be concluded

that while these ss imnedÍately abandoned thein Task 1

hypothesis, they nevertheless used ít to help find the

solution to Task 2.

The pnesent results may also have :relevance fon more

conventional ORE panadign experiments. The effect could

obviously not have been obtaíned using Gnoup 10 as a
criterion (lessen tnained) gnouP. This may exPlain why

Some expeníments (e,g. Lowenknon and Dniessenr 1971) failed
to obtain the ORE when using Ss who wene hypothesis testing.
Low initial task cnitenia may be necessany unden these

conditions.
Expeniment 2. This expeniment was designed to

índicate that diffenences in speed of shift leanning due

to differences in the amount of tnainíng on pnevious tasks

could be substantially incneased by using senial shift
tasks nather than a single shift, A senial shift leanning

task with specific and similan nules nequired fon the

solution of each shiftr mêV gneatly rnagnify the diffenence

between a low and a hígh criterÍon gnouPr ês companed with

a situation in which thene is only one shift task,
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Method. The ss were 20 students who wene fulfiIIíng
an intnoductory psychology coullse nequinement. Seven

additional Ss were eliminated aften failíng to solve the

ínitial task withín 64 tnials.
The stimulus matenials, appanatus, and genenal

pnocedune l^Iene identÍcal to Expeniment 1. There hlere f ive

tasks with half of the Ss (Gnoup 1) beíng tnained to

Cnitenion I (as in Expeniment 1) and the othen half (Gnoup

10) to Cnitenion 10 on each task. Tnaining was tenminated

for those S who did not reach cnitenion within 40 tnials on

any of the shift tasks. The finst task consisted of adding

the sum of the two dígÍts of which each numben was composed,

to the numben itself (as in Expeniment 1): the second task

consisted of the finst task manipulation, minus 2t the

thind task consísted of the finst task manipulationr plus

5: the founth task consisted of the finst task manipulation,
plus 2t the fifth task consisted of the finst task mani-

pulation, minus 1. Hence the conrect nesponse to stÍmulus
tl23tt would have been tl28lr, "26tt, tr331r, tt30tt, and tt27tt t

nespectively fon each of the 5 tasks.

Results. The data ane summanised in Table 1. The

Ietten N nefens to the numben of Ss attaining cnitenion On

each task, Since tnaÍning was tenmÍnated fon Ss who did

not neach cnitenion on any panticulan task, the numben of

Ss given each shift task (Tasks 21 3,4 and 5) is equal to
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Table 1.

N

Gnoup 1 Mean tníaIs to
cnítenion

N

Gnoup l0 Mean tnials to
cnitenion

10 I

15,4

10 10 9 9 9

14.8 5.3 3.33 2.67 1.55

I
Task

32

5

4

I
5

1

the N fon the pneceding task. Mean tnials to critenion for
Gnoúp 10 only includes Ss r^rho leanned the task in question.
The cnitenion used fon this measure raTas Cniter.ion 1 - two

consecutive connect nesponses.

All tnials to cnÍtenion analyses wene done on

loganithnic tnansfonmed data, Thene hras no signíficant
diffenence in tnials to cnitenion between the two gnoups on

Task 1, t < 1. The enormous diffenences between the gnoups

on all- subsequent pnoblems (caused by almost all Gnoup I Ss

being unabLe to leann these pnoblems) obviously pnecluded

the use of a similan analysís fon the shifts. A Fishen

exact pnobability test indicated a signÍficantly decneased

numben of Gnoup 1 as companed to Gnoup 10 Ss, who leanned
Task 2) p <

3, 42 and 5, p <
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Excluding the one S in Gnoup I0 who faíled to leann

Task 3 (see Table 1), a significant decnease in tnials to
cnitenion acnoss tasks was found, F (4, 32) = 9.58¡ P < '005.
A similan analysis fon Gnoup I was not possible since only

one S neached Task 5.

Pnesolution behavioun on lask I langely neplicated

the Expeniment I data. On the last pnecnitenion tnial,
eighteen of the twenty Ss nesponded with a number that was

highen and two l^Iith one that was lowen than the stimulus

numben. In contnast, on the finst tnial, ten of the Ss

nead out the stimulus numben, five nesponded with a lower

and five with a highen numben.

Fon the last pnecnitenion tnía1, again no nelation
hlas found usÍng the diffetlence between the stimulus numben

and the nesponse as one vaniable, and the finst digit, the

second dígit, or the sum of the two digits as the othen

vaniable, Values of n (14) = -.05, t.25t and +,15 wene

obtained nespectively, None of these ane significanto
p>

Discussion, The shift data índicate that unden

appnopniate conditions a simple change in cnitenion level
cAn have the consequence of a totally nevensed pattenn of

nesults in senial shift leanning, V'lith the exception of
the one S who failed to neach Task 5 r Gnoup I0 Ss

demonstnated a napidl-y decreasing tnend of tnials to

cr-'itenion acnoss tasks. Gnoup 1 Ss on the othen handr not
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only found successive shift tasks mene difficult, but in
most cases, within the limitation imposed by the maximum

numben of tnials allowed befone the discontinuation of
tnaining, found the latten shift tasks insoluble. Half of
the Ss could not solve Task 2,, and of the nemainder, only
one was able to solve the subsequent tasks.

Levine (1971) and Ress and Levine (1966) also
demonstnated nonleanning by some Ss of a task which othen

Ss unden diffe::ent conditions found exceedingly easy, They

discovened that if Ss hrene tnained on a senies of complex

position discnimination, they tended to find a subsequent

simple discnirnination (e,g, lange cincle-smalt circle),
insoluble, Levine (1971) theonised that as a conseguence

of the position discr:imÍnatÍons, Ss hrene testing hypotheses

fnom a set which did not include the new nelevant hypothesis.
This eithen netanded on pnevented discoveny of the solution.

Expeniment 2 may indicate that unden Group 1

conditions, Ss not only failed to use eanlien successful
hypotheses to help fonmulate nehr ones as in Expeniment I,
but in addition nejected the entine nelevant hypothesis set
(whene the hypotheses in the set consisted of adding the sum

of the two digits to the numben Ítsel,f plus on minus a

constant), Unlike Leviners tasks, they did this despite
heving pnevíousIy tested a connect hypothesis (on hypotheses)

fnom the set and subsequently neceiving feedback consistent
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$tith anothe!ì hypothesís from the same set. Gnoup 10 Ss

on the othen hand pnesumably used pnevíously connect

hypotheses or nules to help fonmulate subsequently connect

nules, They r¡rene consequently testing hypotheses fnom

within the set, allowlng them to find the shift task
solutions napídly.
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